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solutions are pipetted into the plastic well. (b) Bottom: the film resistance is 
back-calculated using Equation 5-3b to validate its near-linear increase in 
resistance with increasing pH. 
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Figure 5-19. A schematic illustrating the design and fabrication of the 
Generation-III PCB passive wireless sensor. 
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Figure 5-20. A picture of the (a) designed and fabricated Generation-III 
electroplated FR4 laminate and (b) a Generation-III passive wireless strain 
sensor. 
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Figure 5-21. The (top) impedance magnitude and (bottom) phase response of 
the unloaded Generation-III passive wireless strain sensor as measured 
wirelessly by the RFID reader. 
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Figure 5-22. The Generation-III passive wireless strain sensor’s bandwidth 
decreases near-linearly with applied tensile strain. 
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Figure 5-23. Upon back-calculating the (SWNT-PSS/PVA)100 thin film’s 






Figure 5-24. Select impedance magnitude-frequency plots measured by the 
RFID reader are presented to illustrate sensor response to various applied 
pH buffer solutions. 
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Figure 5-25. The RFID system bandwidth decreases with increasing pH buffer 
solutions; the sensitivity of the proposed system is approximately 3.9 kHz-
pH-1. 
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Figure 5-26. An SEM image of a (SWNT-SDS/GNP-PVA)2 thin film showing 
deposition of both nanotubes and gold nanoparticles (white dots) even 
after the formation of two bilayers. 
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Figure 5-27. A picture of a (SWNT-PSS/GNP-PVA)50 thin film patterned into a 
coil antenna to realize a series resonant RFID circuit. 
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Figure 5-28. Experimental RFID reader response collected from (SWNT-
SDS/GNP-PVA)50 thin film coil antenna coupled with a 0.1 μF capacitor. 
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Figure 6-1. Discretized FEM formulation of the Laplace equation: (a) second-
order polynomial basis functions, wi, corresponding to a triangular 
element; (b) eight-element body with boundary current, I, and voltages, v. 
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Figure 6-2. A schematic illustrating the electrical impedance tomography 
spatial conductivity reconstruction process. The left side of the schematic 
shows the nature of the inverse problem (i.e., using boundary electrical 
measurements and known current inputs to find the conductivity 
distribution of the sensing skin). In order to solve for the spatial 
conductivity distribution, an iterative process utilizing the finite element 
method is employed to repeatedly solve the forward problem until the 
solution converges (minimization of the cost function). 
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Figure 6-3. A schematic illustrating the EIT electrode configuration. (a) 





glass substrates for strain sensing and pH sensing validation, respectively. 
(b) (SWNT-PSS/PVA)50 thin films are deposited on 110 x 110 mm2 primer-
coated aluminum 6061-T6 alloy plates for impact damage detection. (c) 
(SWNT-PSS/PVA)100 thin films are deposited onto 25 x 25 mm2 primer-
coated carbon steel plates for accelerated corrosion tests. 
Figure 6-4. Pattern conductivity maps (σpattern) of three types of physically 
etched thin film specimens. (a), (c), and (e) are optical pictures of thin films 
with double slashes, straight line, and L-shaped etchings; (b), (d), and (f) 
are the corresponding pattern conductivity maps of (a), (c), and (e). 
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Figure 6-5. (a) Sequential deposition and etching process to structure three 
regions of different conductivity in a single thin film; (b) back-lighted 
image of thin film specimen with three dipping layers, 25 (left center), 50 
(right center), and 100 bilayers (outer field); (c) is the conductivity map of 
(b). 
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Figure 6-6. Thin film conductivity validation: (a) thin film specimen is equally 
meshed into 16 individual elements by physical slicing of the thin film; (b) 
the mesh number of (a); (c) the conductivity comparison of (a) between EIT 
and the two-point probe method (average error is 2%). 
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Figure 6-7. (a) A schematic and (b) photograph showing a (SWNT-PSS/PVA)50 
nanocomposite fabricated onto a glass substrate with three mechanically-
etched windows. Eight EIT electrodes (header pins and colloidal silver 
paste) are established on each of the four boundaries of the 25 x 25 mm2 
thin film. (c) EIT spatial conductivity map showing the change in 
conductivity due to etching. 
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Figure 6-8. Least-squares correlation matrix [E] is computed at the three 
rectangular areas where the skin has been etched. The plot shows the 
difference between the computed EIT spatial conductivity map (Figure 6-





correlation is shown as white (Exy = 1). 
Figure 6-9. (a) (SWNT-PSS/PVA)50 skins deposited on glass (with a total of 16 
electrodes along the film’s boundary) are epoxy mounted to PVC coupons 
and mechanically loaded in an MTS-810 load frame. (b) Two different one-
cycle tensile-compressive load patterns to (top) ±2,000 µε and (bottom) 
±5,000 µε applied to (SWNT-PSS/PVA)50 skin specimens. 
142 
Figure 6-10. (SWNT-PSS/PVA)50 skins deposited onto glass substrates and 
epoxy-mounted to PVC coupons for load testing. A one-cycle tensile-
compressive load pattern (±5,000 µε) is executed. (a) to (j) EIT spatial 
conductivity mapping is conducted at 2,500 µε increments to monitor the 
sensing skin’s 2D conductivity change. It can be seen that the sensing skin’s 
negative percent change in conductivity (i.e., percent change in resistivity 
varies in tandem with increasingly applied strain). 
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Figure 6-11. (a) (Top) A one-cycle tensile-compressive load pattern to ±5,000 µε 
is applied to each sensing skin specimen. The load frame is paused at 2,500 
µε to allow EIT data acquisition. (Bottom) It can be seen that the strained 
sensing skin’s percent change in average film conductivity changes in 
tandem with applied strain. (b) Upon plotting the normalized change in 
average conductivity (-% Δσ) against the applied strain for all the 
specimens, the results confirm the skin’s linear strain sensing performance. 
In addition, by fitting a least-squared line to the obtained data, the strain 
sensing sensitivity (SS) is approximately between 3.2 and 6.5. Note: The 
plots for Skin 1 and Skin 3 are translated in the ±y-direction (by 2.5%) for 
better visualization. 
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Figure 6-12. (a) The impact testing apparatus is equipped with an adjustable 
arm pendulum (of length, l) and mass block (m). By controlling the height 
(Δh) of the pendulum arm, a specific amount of potential energy can be 
transferred to the plate during impact. (b) (SWNT-PSS/PVA)50 skins 





test apparatus. Fixed boundary conditions are ensured by clamping a 
plexiglass frame over the skin and plate. 
Figure 6-13. Specimen IM-01: EIT is employed to reconstruct the spatial 
conductivity distribution of the skins after four different magnitudes of 
controlled pendulum impacts [(i) – (iv)] have occurred as shown in (a) and 
(d) for the front and back sides, respectively. Damage can be visually 
identified from photographs taken from the (a) front and (d) back sides of 
the plate. In addition, the reconstructed front-side (b) 2D and (c) 3D 
representation and back-side (e) 2D and (f) 3D representation EIT spatial 
conductivity images all verify the sensing skin’s impact damage detection 
capabilities. 
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Figure 6-14. The percent change in average film conductivity of specimen IM-
01 increases near-linearly with increasing impact energy (as controlled by 
the initial potential energy of the impact test apparatus pendulum). In 
addition, the similarity in the fitted lines’ slopes suggests that the sensing 
skin exhibits similar sensitivity to strain and impact. 
148 
Figure 6-15. Specimen IM-02 (first test): Two different magnitudes ([ii] 60° and 
[iii] 90°) of pendulum hits are conducted. From the (a) front of the plate, 
the corresponding (b) 2D and (c) 3D EIT conductivity maps identify 
changes in film conductivity due to impact; the same is observed for the 
back side of the plate from the (d) photograph, (e) 2D, and (f) 3D EIT 
images. 
150 
Figure 6-16. Specimen IM-02 (second test): The same plate from Figure 6-15 is 
impacted another two more times ([i] 30° and [iv] 180°) at the top-right 
corner and middle of the plate as seen from the (a) front and (d) back side 
photographs. The (b) front-side 2D and (c) 3D EIT images, as well as the (e) 
back-side 2D and (f) 3D EIT conductivity maps, all verify that the proposed 
sensing skins are capable of detecting different magnitudes of induced 





Figure 6-17. The percent change in average film conductivity of specimen IM-
02 increases near-linearly with increasing impact energy (as controlled by 
the initial potential energy of the impact test apparatus). Times of inflicted 
impact damage are also denoted with each data point. 
152 
Figure 6-18. (a) Two etched circular regions (Wells #1 and #2) on the sensing 
skin-coated carbon steel substrate. (b) Photograph of the actual accelerated 
corrosion testing specimen with 32 boundary electrodes and two plastic 
wells mounted over the etched circular holes. 
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Figure 6-19. Sensing skins deposited onto primer-coated carbon steel are 
employed to detect corrosion byproduct formation due to short-term 
exposure to sodium chloride solutions in two circular wells. NaCl solutions 
are pipetted into each well for 5 min intervals, and the total exposure time 
varies between (a) 5 min to (h) 90 min. (a-h) EIT conductivity images 
between salt exposures show decreasing well conductivity, thereby 
verifying build-up of non-conductive iron oxide or rust. 
154 
Figure 6-20. Average EIT-computed well conductivities versus accelerated 
corrosion times. Clearly, both wells undergo similar corrosion rates. In 
addition, the delay in corrosion rate suggests plateauing of corrosion 
byproduct formation after 60 to 90 min. 
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Figure 6-21. (a) (SWNT-PSS/PANI)100 thin film under several magnitudes of 
pH stimuli; (b) change in spatial conductivity when pH in well A, B, C, D, 
and E is 7, 7.5, 8, 8.5, and 9, respectively; (c) change in spatial conductivity 
when pH in well A, B, C, D, and E is 7, 6.5, 6, 5.5, and 5, respectively. 
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Figure 6-22. Sensitivity of three different (SWNT-PSS/PANI)n nanocomposites 
under pH stimuli. All three films exhibit similar linear variations in 
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The United States is currently facing a national crisis with many of its vital civil 
infrastructure systems deteriorating at an alarming rate. If left unaddressed, catastrophic 
structural failures like that witnessed from recent events (Minneapolis’ I-35 bridge 
collapse in August 2007, Montreal’s de la Concorde Overpass collapse in September 
2006, among others) are bound to occur more frequently. As a result, the field of 
structural health monitoring (SHM) has been pursuing new sensing technologies for 
monitoring the long-term performance, and for assessing the health condition of critical 
infrastructure systems. Unfortunately, the current set of sensing technologies available 
has proven inadequate for detecting structural distress for two reasons. First, most 
sensors are “point” sensors that measure responses to load at highly localized regions 
(usually not collocated with damage). Second, physics-based models or pattern 
recognition algorithms are necessary for inferring damage states based on indirect 
structural response measurements. This dissertation fundamentally solves this 
technology bottleneck by engineering a new generation of multifunctional materials that 
serve as the basis for distributed sensors that sense damage directly.  
Specifically, nanomaterials such as single-walled carbon nanotubes (SWNT) and 




nanocomposites with superior mechanical and electrical properties. At the forefront of 
this work is the use of SWNTs for intentional tailoring of the physical properties of a 
polymeric composite including tensile strength, bulk conductivity, and 
electromechanical and electrochemical responses. Taking advantage of the high aspect 
ratio and surface area of individual SWNTs, polyelectrolytes are chemically attached 
onto SWNT surfaces to tune the properties of the resulting macro-scale nanocomposite. 
Experimental results show that these SWNT-enhanced nanocomposites can also be 
tailored to exhibit high-performance strain (electromechanical) or pH/corrosion 
(electrochemical) sensing capabilities.  
In order to use these materials in complex field environments, a comprehensive 
understanding of the material’s mechanical and electrical properties is required. First, 
the mechanical properties of SWNT-PE composites are characterized through extensive 
tensile load testing. A direct result of embedding carbon nanotubes is the gain in tensile 
strength (i.e., from ~20 MPa for pure PSS-PVA films to ~250 MPa for SWNT-enhanced 
PSS-PVA thin films). In addition, fracture theory elucidates the role SWNTs play in 
enhancing thin film fracture toughness. On the other hand, the inclusion of SWNTs 
simultaneously increases the electrical conductivity and sensing sensitivity of SWNT-PE 
thin films. In fact, the nanocomposite’s piezoresistive characteristics are explored via 
two-point probe methods. Both time- and frequency-domain analyses are used to 
analytically model the electromechanical performance of these nanocomposites using an 
equivalent parallel RC-circuit model. The ability to model and predict thin film 
piezoresistivity permits the optimization of nanocomposites to offer high strain 
sensitivities (i.e., as high as 2% change in surface resistivity per unit strain).  
This dissertation also explores two different applications of SWNT-PE 
nanocomposites for SHM. First, an immediate extension to the aforementioned 
equivalent circuit analysis is the design of thin film passive wireless strain and pH 
sensors. Upon patterning the SWNT-PE thin film (with inherent parallel RC-circuit 
behavior) as an inductive coil antenna, wireless interrogation of strain and pH sensor 
response is accomplished. An advantage offered by the proposed sensor is that the 
inherent capacitive element of the SWNT-PE nanocomposite can be employed to store 




not require batteries or other forms of portable power supply and can operate 
indefinitely in the field. Second, as opposed to simply using these materials as point 
sensors, this dissertation also seeks to use these composites as a “sensing skin” that can 
provide two-dimensional maps of strain, crack damage, and corrosion. Mapping of 
composite electrical conductivity (which is designed to change in tandem with the 
stimulus sought for measurement) is performed through the advancement of electrical 
impedance tomography (EIT). Unlike traditional structural health monitoring systems, 
the proposed sensing skins can directly determine structural damage location and 
severity (i.e., due to strain, impact, pH, and corrosion) since it is inherently a distributed 
sensor sensing the damage directly. The ability to accurately detect damage location and 












1.1. Civil Infrastructure Damage and Deterioration 
Civil infrastructures, such as buildings, bridges, dams, lifelines, among others, 
are complex engineered systems that ensure society’s economic and industrial 
prosperity. However, many of these vital structures are susceptible to damage due to 
extreme loading scenarios (e.g., earthquakes, hurricanes, and blast) and long-term 
deterioration (e.g., aging, corrosion, and fatigue). Considering recent seismic events 
including the Loma Prieta (1989), Northridge (1994), Kobe (1995), and Chi-Chi (1999) 
earthquakes, it is clear that civil structures are still vulnerable to damage and failure 
during natural catastrophes. In fact, the direct costs suffered from the Loma Prieta 
earthquake is estimated to be approximately $6.5 to $10 billion with reconstruction, 
structural repair, and loss of facility use all representing sizable portions of this cost [1]. 
When structures exhibit signs of post-disaster damage, the closure of facilities until 
repairs can be made lead to a significant socioeconomic impact. Clearly, this impact can 
be dramatically reduced via quick and reliable assessments of structural performance.  
Normal wear and tear is another serous issue for the civil engineering profession. 
Many existing structures around the world are beginning to approach (or have already 
exceeded) their design service lifetimes. In addition, these structures are often subjected 
to harsh operational and environmental conditions that further accelerate structural 
deterioration. Undetected long-term deterioration jeopardizes the reliability of the 
structural system and the safety of its occupants. In extreme cases, undiagnosed 
structural damage (e.g., due to corrosion and fatigue) can even lead to catastrophic 




collapse of the Sgt. Aubrey Cosens V.C. Memorial Bridge (Latchford, ON, Canada) in 
2003 [2]. In addition to the costs associated with such fatal catastrophic structural failures, 
an abundance of economic resources are dedicated to repairing existing structures as 
they age. According to Njord and Meyer [3], more than $91 billion is spent annually to 
maintain the U.S. inventory of highways and bridges. While this cost may seem 
significant, it is estimated that at least an additional $128 billion is required to upgrade 
existing structures just to meet current standards. 
The problems encountered in civil structures is not unique [4]; the same set of 
problems are typically encountered in other fields including aerospace, naval, and 
mechanical engineering. For instance, undiagnosed corrosion of aircraft fuselages can 
result in over-stressing of rivets and stress-corrosion crack formation; an example of 
what can occur if damage is left undetected is the Aloha Airlines plane which ripped 
apart in-flight in 1988 [5]. More recently, impact damage compromised the integrity of 
the thermal insulation heat shield of the Columbia Space Shuttle which exploded during 
re-entry [6]. Clearly, there exists the need to devise structural health monitoring 
solutions that prevent the occurrence of future catastrophic structural failures. 
1.2. The Current State-of-Practice of Structural Health Monitoring 
Civil infrastructures are inspected by trained officials on a routine or scheduled 
basis. In the United States, the “National Bridge Inspection Standards” set forth by the 
Federal Highway Administration require highway bridges to be visually inspected 
every 24 months [7]. Although routine bridge inspections have been deemed relatively 
successful in identifying significant structural damage that require immediate attention, 
numerous disadvantages of visual inspection have also been recognized. First, visual 
inspection is highly subjective since it relies on the bridge official’s interpretation of 
severity of damage and structural deficiency [8]. Second, the fundamental nature of 
visual inspection only permits one to assess structural performance based on accessible 
areas within the structure [9]. In some cases such as the aforementioned collapse of the 
Sgt. Aubrey Cosens V.C. Memorial Bridge, fatigue failure of hanger connections 




of visual inspection and maintenance is extremely high, thereby further limiting the 
frequency of inspection. 
 To enhance the objectivity of inspections while simultaneously reducing the 
economic burden of maintaining the inventory of aging and damaged structures, the 
engineering community has been aggressively pursuing novel sensing technologies and 
analytical methods to facilitate automated damage detection. Termed structural health 
monitoring (SHM), this new paradigm relies on using sensing technologies combined 
with physics-based models or pattern recognition algorithms to infer structural damage. 
Typically, the most common SHM system is one that is tethered. The tethered (or cabled) 
structural health monitoring system employs a variety of distributed point sensors 
(typically 10 to 20 sensors or nodes), namely accelerometers, strain gages, linear voltage 
displacement transducers (LVDT), among others, connected to a centralized data 
repository via coaxial wires. The coaxial wires serve to deliver electrical power to 
sensors and are used for receiving sensor outputs.  
Sensors are instrumented at a select number of structural locations where large 
strains, deflections, or vibrations are expected. In general, two different techniques are 
employed for structural monitoring, namely (1) global-based structural monitoring or (2) 
local-based damage detection. First, global-based structural monitoring typically 
employs distributed accelerometers for measuring and characterizing the overall 
response (i.e., modal frequencies and mode shapes) of structural systems subjected to 
ambient or forced excitations. However, global-based structural monitoring is only 
sensitive to significant structural damage, and it can be argued that damage is a 
localized process that takes place at structural components. As a result, local-based 
damage detection techniques seek to identify component-level structural damage (e.g., 
cracks in welded connections and corrosion) before it adversely affects the overall 
structural performance. In this case, sensors such as strain gauges or LVDTs are 
instrumented at critical structural locations where damage is most likely expected to 
occur (e.g., gusset plates, expansion joints, and bridge deck mid-spans). The end result is 
a monitoring system that is better scaled to common structural damage phenomena. For 
both cases, the use of calibrated high-performance sensors enhances objectivity of 




1.3. Fundamental Limitations of Current Tethered SHM Systems 
Central to the tethered monitoring system is the use of discrete sensors (e.g., 
strain gages, thermocouples, accelerometers, among others) for measuring structural 
response parameters. However, the main disadvantage of a tethered monitoring system 
is that sensors are capable of only obtaining data at their locations. Since damage can be 
distributed throughout a structure, it is unlikely that sensor nodal positions will 
precisely correspond to the locations of damage. In addition, common sensors do not 
measure damage; rather, as mentioned in Section 1.2, sensor response data is combined 
with physics-based models to infer or estimate damage. Robust damage detection 
algorithms are a technology still under development in the SHM field. While many 
algorithms have been proposed [10] and even illustrated on test structures [11], 
challenges such as algorithm sensitivity to environmental factors remain. 
Another fundamental limitation of tethered monitoring systems is the great 
lengths of coaxial wires necessary to connect sensors to a centralized data repository. 
While coaxial wires provide a very reliable communication link, the wires are 
susceptible to damage during long-term monitoring. Furthermore, the installation and 
maintenance of these cables are often labor intensive and expensive. For example, 
structural monitoring systems installed in tall buildings have been reported in the 
literature to cost in excess of $5,000 per sensing channel [12]. As structural monitoring 
systems grow in size (as defined by the total number of sensors) for monitoring larger 
and more complex engineered systems, the cost of the monitoring system grows faster 
than at a linear rate. As another example, the cost of installing over 350 tethered sensing 
channels upon the Tsing-Ma Suspension Bridge in Hong Kong is estimated to have 
exceeded $8 million [13]. It should be noted that the high cost of installing and 
maintaining wires is not restricted to only civil infrastructures. Others have reported 
similar issues with respect to the costs associated with monitoring systems installed 
within aircrafts, ships, and other engineered systems [14]. In addition to the costs 
associated with the installation of coaxial cables, current sensing transducers such as 
accelerometers remain expensive. 
In summary, some of the disadvantages presented by the current structural 




 The use of point sensors can only obtain data at instrumented locations. 
 Sensors cannot directly measure damage but require physics-based models to 
infer damage location and severity. 
 Structural health monitoring systems are expensive to install and maintain. 
 The current generation of sensors employs cabled sensors connected to a 
centralized data repository. 
1.4. Emerging Sensing Technologies for Structural Health Monitoring 
New sensor technology can be developed to address some of the fundamental 
limitations associated with the current structural monitoring paradigm. In fact, a 
plethora of new sensing technologies have been proposed over the past two decades for 
SHM applications. A brief overview of these technologies, namely wireless sensors, 
radio frequency and identification (RFID), ultrasonics, and micro-electromechanical 
systems will be presented. Undoubtedly, each of these sensors has improved the state-
of-art in SHM; however, none of them have yet established themselves as the “silver 
bullet” solution. Hence, there remain opportunities for improvement in the sensors used 
for SHM. 
1.4.1. Wireless Sensors and Sensor Networks 
Wireless sensors represent one potential technology that can help advance the 
structural engineering field’s ability to economically implement SHM [11]. It should be 
mentioned that wireless sensors are not sensors per se, but rather, they are autonomous 
data acquisition nodes to which traditional structural sensors can be attached. In fact, 
wireless sensors are best viewed as a platform in which mobile computing and wireless 
communication elements converge with the sensing transducer. Interest in wireless 
sensors has been primarily motivated by their low cost attributes. Specifically, the 
eradication of extensive lengths of coaxial wires commonly associated with the 
traditional tethered monitoring systems results in wireless SHM systems having 
comparatively lower installation costs. These low costs promise wireless monitoring 
systems defined by greater nodal densities [15, 16]. With potentially hundreds of wireless 




to screen for structural damage by monitoring the behavior of critical structural 
components (i.e., local damage detection) as well as the response of the entire structure 
(i.e., global structural monitoring). Examples of an academic wireless sensor by Lynch, et 
al. [17] and a commercially available MICA2 mote (by Crossbow Technology, Inc.) [18] 
are shown in Figure 1-1. 
While eliminating the need for coaxial cables is beneficial from a cost perspective, 
the lack of cables also eliminates a means of delivering power to the sensors. Wireless 
sensors must depend on portable power supplies such as batteries. Due to the battery’s 
finite lifetime, an additional degree of complexity to management of the SHM system is 
introduced where sensor batteries need to be replaced at regular intervals (e.g., 12 to 24 
months). In addition, while the densely-distributed nature of wireless sensors provide 
more localized damage information of structures, it is still challenging to instrument 
wireless sensors at every structural location.  
1.4.2. Passive Wireless Sensing Technologies 
Due to finite power constraints of wireless sensors, new design concepts that 
address the issue of power are required for deploying wireless sensors in structures. 





Figure 1-1. (a) A picture of an academic wireless sensor prototype with its 5 AA battery 






Figure 1-2. A schematic illustrating passive wireless sensing via RFID technology. 
RFID) for both the delivery of power to wireless sensors as well as for data 
communication. Much simpler in design than ordinary wireless sensors, RFID-based 
wireless sensors take advantage of remote interrogators (readers) for the transmission of 
operational power through near-field inductive coupling (Figure 1-2). The RFID-based 
wireless sensor captures the delivered energy and stores it in temporary capacitive 
storage elements (e.g., capacitors) in order to operate an ultra low-power sensor circuit 
[19]. Once data is collected by the sensor, the stored power is used to modulate the 
sensor data on a radio frequency signal readable by the remote interrogator. The 
advantage of such a battery-free wireless sensor is that it is low cost, can operate 
indefinitely in the field, and the sensor form factor can be dramatically reduced.  
For example, early investigatory work in RFID sensing has been proposed by 
Mita and Takahira [20, 21] where they have developed a passive wireless peak strain 
sensor based on two concentric aluminum pipes sliding over a dielectric material. Upon 
installing these sensors to the base of a seven-story base-isolated building at Keio 
University, experimental peak strain data collected from the prototype RFID sensor 
coincides with those obtained from a laser displacement transducer [22]. As opposed to 
measuring peak strain, Jia and Sun [23] have developed a novel passive thick film strain 
sensor by incorporating poly(vinyl fluoride) with an interdigital capacitor to enhance the 
sensitivity of characteristic frequency shifts to strain. On the other hand, Watters [24] and 




chloride concentration and/or temperature when embedded in reinforced concrete. 
Similarly, to accurately monitor different thresholds of concrete corrosion, Simonen, et al. 
[26] and Dickerson, et al. [27] have combined their RFID corrosion sensor with an 
exposed switch fabricated from different gauge steel wires. When corrosion destroys the 
exposed wire switch, dramatic characteristic frequency shifts have been observed 
between initial and corroded states.  
1.4.3. Ultrasonics and Guided-Waves 
Two of the greatest challenges associated with SHM is: (1) to detect the location 
and severity of spatially distributed damage, and (2) to directly measure damage. Recent 
advancements in ultrasonics and guided-waves have permitted the detection of small 
damage features over large spatial areas [28]. In general, sets of surface-guided waves or 
Lamb waves are propagated along thin metallic plate structures where an array of 
piezoelectric sensors/actuators is employed for measuring propagated wave 
characteristics. For instance, Giurgiutiu, et al. [29] bonds multiple arrays of surface-
mounted piezoelectric transducers onto aluminum alloy aircraft panels for generating 
Lamb waves to detect cracks and corrosion damage. Using piezoelectric sensor/actuator 
responses, reflected echo signals are employed for accurate detection of damage due to 
hairline slits, seeded cracks, and impact. Similarly, Park, et al. [30] has validated 
piezoelectric patches for identifying cracks developed in welded zones of 1/8-scale 
bridge truss members. Simulated damage by loose bolts and induced cracks are 
successfully detected via a Lamb wave-approach combined with a prescribed damage 
threshold index. On the other hand, when combining distributed piezoelectric 
sensors/actuators with a wavelet-based data processing technique, Sohn, et al. [31] 
identifies the location of delamination within large 61 x 61 cm2 composite plates. 
However, in the realm of guided-wave structural health monitoring, the generated two-
dimensional damage maps are still derived from wave-propagation models and 
provides only statistical information of damage location and severity (i.e., damage is not 




1.4.4. Miniaturization of Sensors with Microelectromechanical Systems (MEMS) 
There has been growing interest in the miniaturization of sensing transducers 
used to record structural behavior. The advantages of miniaturization are multiple; for 
example, reduction in sensor size and weight is critically important when considering 
the use of SHM systems in lightweight structures such as space-based structural systems 
(e.g., rockets and satellites). Smaller sensors are also easier to install, particularly if the 
sensor is densely-distributed and embedded within structural elements; an example 
might be thin-film sensors installed within a layered composite material (e.g., carbon 
fiber-reinforced polymer (CFRP) composites). In addition, miniaturization can lead to 
potential improvements in sensing accuracy simultaneous to significant reductions in 
fabrication costs. Finally, microelectromechanical systems (MEMS) sensors are more 
power efficient than their macro-scale counterparts. 
Macro-scale sensor design concepts can be miniaturized by adopting emerging 
technologies associated with the MEMS field. MEMS is defined by the use of fabrication 
methods associated with integrated circuits (IC) to construct mechanical structures 
within semiconductor substrates such as silicon (Si), germanium (Ge), and gallium 
arsenide (GaAs) [32]. By miniaturizing macro-scale sensor transduction concepts to the 
micron dimensional scale, the approach is commonly termed a “top-down” design 
methodology. Today, a diverse collection of miniaturized sensing transducers have been 
proposed by the MEMS community including accelerometers, gyroscopes, gas sensors, 
ultrasonic transducers, among many others [33]. These examples of MEMS sensors have 
been shown to offer measurement accuracies on par with macro-scale counterparts. 
MEMS adoption of IC technologies for device fabrication allows computing and wireless 
communication circuits to also be collocated with the MEMS sensor, thereby offering 
complete system-on-a-chip (SoC) solutions [32]. Furthermore, IC-based manufacturing 
offers fabrication of MEMS sensors by a batch process, with hundreds of devices 
fabricated on a single semi-conducting wafer [33]. The market adoption of MEMS 
sensors has been greatest in the automotive (e.g., pressure and acceleration sensing) and 
inertial sensing markets where high sales volume is able to amortize high fabrication 




In recent years, MEMS has begun to have an impact in the SHM domain [35]. 
Most notably, MEMS accelerometers and ultrasonic transducers [36] have been used for 
structural monitoring. The cost of these sensors is low because of their use in many other 
applications; however, specialized MEMS sensors proposed exclusively for SHM would 
not have the high sale volume necessary to keep the price of individual sensors low. 
This limitation is a very significant one for MEMS proposed for SHM. Another limitation 
of MEMS is the sensitivity of MEMS sensors often does not surpass those of more 
traditional macro-scale sensors. For example, MEMS accelerometers have noise floors 
higher than force-balanced and piezoelectric accelerometers used for structural 
monitoring.  
1.4.5. Need for New Sensing Paradigm 
The emergence of wireless, RFID, and MEMS sensors has resulted in cost-
effective structural monitoring systems defined by higher nodal densities. However, 
these sensors are still point sensors measuring structural behavior at specific locations. 
Accurate damage detection is extremely difficult since structural response and potential 
damage can only be inferred between sensor locations. What rendered guided-wave 
methods so attractive is their spatially large interrogation zones that provide them with 
spatial sensing functionality. Unfortunately, complex signal processing algorithms are 
often required to accurately detect damage; nevertheless, guided-wave technologies are 
capable of identifying the location and severity of damage over large spatial regions. 
Thus, more sensors consistent with a distributed sensing paradigm are needed. This 
thesis will take an alternative approach to that taken by guided-wave methods. 
Nanotechnology will be explored to produce a sensing material that can be deposited 
onto structural surfaces for distributed sensing. 
1.5. Nanotechnology and Its Advantages 
In light of the limitations of current structural health monitoring systems, the 
interdisciplinary nanotechnology field has emerged to offer physical tools and chemical 
processes that permit precise tailoring and miniaturization of sensors designed for SHM 





Figure 1-3. A schematic illustrating the molecular structure of a single-walled carbon 
nanotube (courtesy of Prof. Vincent Crespi, Pennsylvania State University). 
tunneling electron microscopy (TEM), focused ion beam lithography (FIB), atomic force 
microscopy (AFM), and scanning tunneling microscopy (STM), to name a few, have 
enabled manipulation of individual atoms and molecules. On the other hand, 
nanomaterials such as fullerenes and nanotubes [38], nanoparticles [39], carbon black [40], 
and quantum dots [41] possess unique physical, electrical, thermal, and optical 
properties vastly different than their bulk phase. The ability to isolate, control, and 
assemble the aforementioned nano-scale structures into organized morphologies can 
yield potentially new, high-performance functional systems [42]. 
More specifically, among the wide variety of nanomaterials available today, 
carbon nanotubes (CNT) have gained considerable interest due to their unique intrinsic 
(i.e., physical, chemical, mechanical, electrical, and thermal) properties [43] (Figure 1-3). 
Specifically, since the discovery of fullerenes and nanotubes by Iijima in 1991 [38], 
researchers have illustrated their functionality for a wide variety of applications 
including high-strength structural composites [44], nanoelectronics [45], various types of 
sensors [46, 47], among many others [48]. The widespread interest in adopting carbon 
nanotubes for novel applications owes to carbon nanotubes’ spectacular mechanical [49] 
and electrical properties [48]. Mechanically, the Young’s modulus and ultimate tensile 
strength of single-walled carbon nanotubes (SWNT) have been measured to be 
approximately E ≈ 1,054 GPa and σf ≈ 75 GPa, respectively, and for multi-walled carbon 
nanotubes (MWNTs) E ≈ 1,200 GPa and σf ≈ 150 GPa, respectively [50]. On the other 
hand, carbon nanotubes’ high electrical conductivity stems from their nearly one-
dimensional structure, thereby approaching near-ballistic transport-type electronic 




As outlined by Devreese [42], many researchers have sought to take advantage of 
nanomaterials (such as SWNTs) and novel fabrication techniques to develop a new 
generation of physical (e.g., strain, stress, and pressure), chemical (e.g., gas and ionic 
species), and biological (e.g., proteins and DNA) sensors. Due to high surface area, 
unique optical properties (e.g., photocurrent generation), and exceptional electrical 
conductivity of nanotubes, sensors assembled from them are often characterized by 
exceptional sensitivity and resolution. For example, Stampfer, et al. [51] have isolated 
and suspended individual SWNTs over a metallic cantilever support to investigate 
nanotube’s potential for nano-electromechanical displacement sensing. Their results 
indicate nonlinear changes in nanotube resistance with applied tensile deformations due 
to changes in the nanotube’s band gap; nevertheless, the nonlinearity can be described 
accurately via a thermal activated transport model, and a maximum piezoresistive 
gauge factor of 2,900 has been obtained. The results obtained by Stampfer, et al. [51] 
confirm the advantages of nanotechnology for developing high-performance sensing 
devices. However, to date, the main technological challenge remains in how to scale 
nanomaterial and nano-sensing properties up to tangible and structural component 
length-scales. 
Nevertheless, recent technological advancements have enabled the design of 
materials with specific macroscopic mechanical, electrical, and chemical properties by 
controlling structure and assembly at the atomistic length-scale [52]. As opposed to 
forming nanostructures via manipulation of individual atoms and molecules using the 
scanning tunneling microscope [53] or nanoindentation [54], techniques such as spin 
coating, Langmuir-Blodgett (Lb) [55], sol gel [56], vacuum filtration and annealing [57], 
layer-by-layer [58], among others, are just some of the scalable approaches to 
nanocomposite fabrication. Typically, nanomaterials such as carbon nanotubes are 
initially dispersed in surfactant, polyelectrolyte, or biochemical solutions to separate 
clumped particles [59]. Then, using a “bottom up” fabrication technique, nanomaterials 
can be structured and scaled up orders of magnitude in length scale. Clearly, future 
advances in miniaturized sensors will be derived from the technological advancements 





Figure 1-4. An example illustration that demonstrates the concept of multifunctional 
nanocomposites. 
1.6. Multifunctional Nanocomposites 
With the advent of nanotechnology, a new generation of engineered composites 
has emerged. Termed multifunctional nanocomposites, these materials are designed 
using a bottom up approach of intentional molecular assembly in order to embed 
multiple engineering functionalities within one material system. Unlike traditional 
composites where only one material property (namely, mechanical properties like 
strength, toughness, or ductility) is enhanced, multifunctional systems possess multiple 
functions such as structure, sensing, actuation, and power generation, among others 
(Figure 1-4). For example, magnetic-fluorescent nanocomposites exhibiting 




applications such as biological imaging, drug delivery, chemical sensing, and cell 
tracking [60]. Specifically, Veiseh, et al. [61] have designed a multifunctional nanoprobe 
sensitive to glioma (i.e., brain tumor) cells by coating magnetic iron oxide nanoparticles 
with poly(ethylene glycol) covalently functionalized to chlorotoxin and fluorescent 
Cy5.5 molecules. Their results have shown the ability of the probe to target and detect 
glioma cells via magnetic resonant imaging and confocal (fluorescent) microscopy. With 
the plethora of materials fabrication tools offered by nanotechnology, multifunctional 
nanocomposites can be tailored to specific properties to realize a next-generation 
structural health monitoring system. Here, large nanocomposites can be fabricated at a 
low cost and be designed to be sensitive to particular damage processes. As opposed to 
using them as point sensors, large thin films can be coated onto structural surfaces such 
that each point on the thin film exhibits sensitivity to different damage processes such as 
strain or pH. 
1.7. Research Objectives and Dissertation Outline 
Based on the previous discussions focused on emerging sensing technologies for 
structural health monitoring, there remains the need for miniaturized sensors 
characterized by higher levels of performance (e.g., greater accuracy and resolution) and 
offering data more directly correlated to damage. Thus, the primary objective of this 
dissertation is to take advantage of the materials and fabrication tools under 
development in the nanotechnology domain to design a new class of sensors for SHM 
based on multifunctional materials. Multifunctional materials accomplish two or more 
functions within the same material platform such as structure, sensing, actuation, and 
power generation. Specific to this body of work, multifunctional nanocomposites will be 
designed with various sensing mechanisms selective to specific damage phenomena 
while being mechanically strong. Through the use of nanotechnology, the 
nanocomposites will be tailored to offer desired sensitivities and resolutions, depending 
upon the SHM application envisioned. Moreover, these nanometer-thick composites are 
suitable for embedment within structural components (e.g., concrete) or for depositing 





At the core of this thesis is the use of carbon nanotubes, one of the nano-scale 
structures under exploration in the nanotechnology field. CNTs are considered because 
of their impressive physical properties including incredible strength (~37 GPa) and high 
surface areas [48]. First, to fully utilize the physical properties of CNTs [43], individual 
nanotubes are dispersed in stable polyelectrolyte solutions to enhance their processing 
for inclusion in the multifunctional nanocomposite; Chapter 2 (Figure 1-5) describes the 
assembly method used to create CNT-polymer composites characterized by 
homogeneous bulk material properties. Specifically, the versatile layer-by-layer (LbL) 
self-assembly method is used to deposit a variety of polymers, carbon nanotubes, and 
nanoparticles to form thin films of controlled morphology. Multifunctionality of these 
carbon nanotube-based composites is demonstrated by experimentally characterizing 
their inherent mechanical and electrical properties. For example, the tensile stress-strain 
behavior and changes in thin film electrical properties (i.e., conductivity) due to physical 
and chemical stimulus are explored. Two CNT-polyelectrolyte composites will be 
described with each composite using different polyelectrolytes in their matrix. One 
composite formulation will exhibit an electromechanical response to strain (i.e., strain 
sensing), while the other will exhibit an electrochemical response to pH (i.e., pH sensing).  
Upon initial validation of the CNT nanocomposite’s strength and sensing 
properties, Chapter 3 seeks to enhance the mechanical attributes of these carbon 
nanotube-based thin films to ensure they can be used within the harsh operational 
environments most common to civil infrastructure systems. The concentration of CNTs 
is varied to explore the role of nanotube contribution to the macro-scale mechanical 
strength, stiffness, and ultimate failure strain of the CNT-reinforced polymeric thin films. 
Furthermore, various post-fabrication thermal treatments are explored to avoid brittle 
failure mechanisms and to ensure films exhibit significant tensile ductility and strain-
hardening. Similarly, Chapter 4 focuses on the analysis and optimization of the 
piezoresistivity of a CNT nanocomposite (Figure 1-5). Such a composite is proposed for 
strain sensing in SHM applications. Electrical impedance spectroscopy (EIS) is employed 
to derive an equivalent circuit for modeling thin film frequency domain electrical 
response to loading. EIS analysis will also allow the sensitivity of the thin film to be 





Figure 1-5. A schematic outlining the major topics presented in this dissertation. 
sensitivity and bulk conductivity is achieved by varying the composition of nanotube 
and polymer concentrations during layer-by-layer fabrication.  
As previously described, structural health monitoring requires densely 
distributed sensors to capture component-level damage within large structures. As 
monitoring systems grow, the complexities associated with wiring grows in tandem. 
While wireless sensors represent one solution, they remain hindered by dependence on 
local power sources (e.g., batteries). To resolve this technological bottleneck, a passive 
(i.e., power-source-free) wireless sensor is proposed using the CNT-based composites. 
Specifically, in Chapter 5, the thin film sensors characterized in Chapter 2 and optimized 




system (similar to those described in Section 1.4.2). Miniaturization of the 
nanocomposite-RFID sensor is realized by employing micro-fabrication techniques (i.e., 
printed circuit board (PCB) technology) to pattern coil antennas onto flexible FR4 
laminates while thin films are directly coated onto the PCB substrate surfaces. These 
passive wireless sensors are validated in the laboratory for wireless communications and 
sensing performance (strain and pH). Successful validation would suggest that these 
low-cost wireless sensors could be densely instrumented and embedded within 
structural materials (e.g., concrete) for component-level sensing. 
While increasing the sensing density of future health monitoring systems 
through the use of passive wireless sensors is promising, structural response data 
gathered in such systems is still only collected at instrumented locations. To truly 
capture damage, an entirely new sensing paradigm based on distributed sensing is 
direly needed. One distinct advantage of a multifunctional sensing material is that a 
measurement of its conductivity can be made anywhere the material is. Hence, a 
multifunctional thin film covering a large area of the structure could serve as a 
distributed sensor. In Chapter 6, the CNT-based nanocomposites are coupled with the 
electrical impedance tomography (EIT) spatial conductivity mapping technique. Unlike 
traditional discrete sensor systems, EIT is capable of generating two-dimensional 
nanocomposite conductivity distribution maps. Since the electrical response of these 
nanocomposites have already been calibrated to stimuli (namely, strain and pH), EIT 
conductivity maps can be used to directly map the stimulus. Experimental studies are 
also presented in Chapter 6 that demonstrate the spatial detection of strain, impact 
damage, and corrosion. Finally, Chapter 7 concludes this dissertation by identifying 









DESIGN AND FABRICATION OF MULTIFUNCTIONAL NANOCOMPOSITES 
 
2.1. Introduction 
The primary objective of this chapter is to design and fabricate multifunctional 
nanocomposites that are mechanically strong and can also serve as high-performance 
sensors with bulk conductivities changing due to applied external stimuli. For such 
composites to be used in civil structures, they must be mechanically robust to withstand 
the harsh loadings and environments typical of such structures. In particular, the 
nanocomposite explored in this thesis will be assembled from polymeric materials; 
hence, the poor mechanical attributes of polymeric thin films must be remedied before 
they can be deployed in the field. For these reasons, design of a mechanically robust 
multifunctional nanocomposite is a key objective. To realize the distributed sensing 
paradigm advocated in Chapter 1, the sensing abilities of nanocomposites must be 
uniform across the entirety of the material’s volume. In addition, the sensing capabilities 
of the nanocomposite must be sensitive to the parameter they seek to measure. Hence, 
the encoding of sensitive sensing mechanisms in a homogeneous nanocomposite is 
another key objective of this chapter. 
Traditionally, materials endowed with desired properties are attained by 
physically combining more than one type of material into a composite. The concept of 
the composite is to incorporate the individual merits (i.e., strength, ductility, high 
conductivity) of each material to form a composite with all of the same merits contained 
in one material platform. For example, reinforced concrete is a composite material that 




strength and ductility of the embedded steel [62]. In this thesis, a composite designed at 
the nano-scale will be proposed for the sensing of civil infrastructure. Two major 
materials will be adopted for combination in a composite form: polymeric thin films and 
single-walled carbon nanotubes. Polymers will provide the final composite with sensing 
capabilities and mechanical ductility. Unfortunately, polymeric thin films are generally 
weak (e.g., low tensile strength) and characterized by low electrical conductivities. The 
SWNTs are therefore used as a filler material that mechanically reinforces the film while 
increasing the conductivity and sensing resolution of the composite. The result will be a 
mechanically robust nanocomposite capable of sensing both strain and pH. 
To manufacture the nanocomposite, many different manufacturing processes are 
available including vacuum filtration [63], thermal annealing [64], in situ polymerization 
[65], spin coating [66], and layer-by-layer assembly [67]. Amongst these many methods, 
layer-by-layer assembly stands out as the most ideal for the application at hand. 
Specifically, LbL assembly combines monolayers of materials with alternating charge to 
create a multilayered composite material. Each monolayer assembles upon an existing 
oppositely charged substrate layer through van der Waals and electrostatic attraction. 
The method is known to produce homogeneous, multilayered thin films characterized 
by a uniform morphology at the micron and nanometer scales. In addition, this 
approach is cost-effective and easy to implement with a minimal amount of specialized 
manufacturing equipment. 
This chapter begins with a detailed description of the LbL assembly process. 
Charged polymers (i.e., polyelectrolyte or PE) and single-walled carbon nanotubes will 
be combined by the LbL method to yield durable SWNT-PE thin films capable of sensing. 
Once uniform SWNT-PE thin films have been created, three attributes are explored. First, 
the chapter illustrates the mechanical strength of the nanocomposite using monotonic 
tensile loading of free-standing thin films. Second, the electrical properties are 
quantitatively analyzed. Bulk conductivity of SWNT-PE thin films are measured; 
variation in measured conductivity is also considered for various environmental factors 
such as light and heat. Finally, the sensing properties of two different SWNT-PE thin 
films assemblies are explored. The piezoresistive properties of thin films assembled from 




The second thin film assembly uses poly(aniline) (PANI) as its primary PE to encode pH 
sensing capabilities. Such films could be used for corrosion sensing since pH is a key 
environmental parameter that controls the passivation of metals exposed to ionized 
water. 
2.2. Carbon Nanotube Nanocomposite Fabrication 
2.2.1. Layer-by-Layer Self-Assembly 
Homogeneous multiphase carbon nanotube-polyelectrolyte composite thin films 
are fabricated via a systematic layer-by-layer assembly technique [58, 67-69]. The LbL 
method entails the sequential dipping of a charged substrate (i.e., glass, silicon, among 
others) in oppositely-charged polyanionic (negatively charged PE) and polycationic 
(positively charged PE) solutions to deposit a variety of nanomaterial species one 
monolayer at a time (as depicted in Figure 2-1a). Selective deposition of each additional 
monolayer is based on opposite charge electrostatic and van der Waals force interaction 
with the preceding monolayer [70-72]. As opposed to creating a stratified multilayer thin 
film, newly adsorbed polyelectrolyte and nanomaterials are capable of interpenetrating 
previously deposited layers to form homogeneous nanocomposites as shown in Figure 





Figure 2-1. (a) Illustration of the layer-by-layer process to manufacture conformable 
CNT-PE nanocomposites. (b) Final 100-bilayer carbon nanotube-based composite 





dipping solutions, and dipping time, thin films of variable compositions can be achieved. 
To date, a multitude of LbL nanocomposites for electrical, chemical, and biological 
applications have been developed as presented by Decher and Schlenoff [58]. 
The first nanocomposite fabricated by LbL is one optimized for strain sensing. 
This SWNT-PE thin film is primarily based on the use of poly(vinyl alcohol) (PVA, 
Sigma) as the polyelectrolyte in the composite. The first monolayer in the LbL assembly 
process is deposited by dipping a clean, charged glass microscope slide (treated with 3:7 
H2O2:H2SO4 piranha solution) in a polycationic 1.0 wt. % PVA aqueous solution for 5 
min to deposit the initial charged polyelectrolyte monolayer. Excessively large 
particulates and loosely-adsorbed PE species are rinsed off in 18 MΩ deionized water for 
3 min, followed by a drying step for 15 min to prevent cross-contamination between the 
oppositely charged solutions. Using very fast magic-angle spinning nuclear magnetic 
resonance (MAS NMR), Rodriguez, et al. [74] has verified that the adsorbed 
polyelectrolyte remain deposited even after rinsing.  Next, deposition of the carbon 
nanotube-based monolayer is achieved by dipping the PE-coated substrate in a stable, 
negatively-charged polyanionic CNT suspension (CNTs from Carbon Nanotechnologies, 
Inc.) for 5 min, followed by the aforementioned rinsing (3 min) and drying steps (15 
min). Here, a 1.0 wt. % poly(sodium 4-styrene sulfonate) (PSS, Mw ≈ 1,000,000, Aldrich) 
solution is employed to achieve a stable, negatively-charged CNT dispersion. Yoo, et al. 
[75] have measured each LbL monolayer’s thickness (for poly(acrylic 
acid)/poly(allylamine) thin films) using a Geartner ellipsometer operating at a 
wavelength of 633 nm and report that each monolayer’s thickness can vary between 1 
and 5 nm, depending on the pH of the solution. The resulting film exhibits excellent 
homogeneity and phase integration (i.e., no stratification between monolayers is 
observed) [58]. This process completes one full cycle of the LbL assembly to form one 
bilayer of the CNT-PE nanocomposite. Multilayer thin film assembly is realized by 
repeating the aforementioned procedure to fabricate free-standing films of 50 and 100 
bilayers of different compositions (Table 2-1). In this dissertation, an n-bilayer composite 
thin film fabricated with oppositely-charged species X and Y will be denoted as (X/Y)n. 




SWNT (p-SWNT), and purified DWNT (p-DWNT)) to explore thin film electrical 
properties as a function of the types of nanotubes employed.  
The second nanocomposite fabricated in this study is for pH sensing. To embed 
pH sensing capabilities into the nanocomposite, the PVA polyelectrolyte previously 
explored is replaced with a 1.0 wt. % PANI (1:9 by vol. N,N-dimethyl formamide:H2O) 
(poly(aniline) emeraldine base, Aldrich, Mw ≈ 100,000). Here, carbon nanotube-PANI 
thin films are assembled using the same LbL fabrication process previously described. It 
should be noted that only purified SWNTs are considered in 50 and 100 multilayered 
assemblies, as described in Table 2-1. 
2.2.2. Suspension and Dispersion of Carbon Nanotubes 
In order to fully harness the impressive electrical properties of CNTs and to 
transfer these properties to tangible length scales (i.e., LbL thin films), a stable 
suspension and dispersion of CNTs in an aqueous solution is necessary. Presently, many 
researchers have undertaken covalent stabilization techniques to molecularly bind (or to 
functionalize) specific molecular species onto CNT surfaces for enhanced dispersion and 
functionality [59]; however, a noncovalent approach via steric stabilization of CNTs in 
polyelectrolyte solutions is selected for this study as this method preserves the 
mechanical and electrical properties of individual nanotubes [76]. A high molecular 
weight poly(sodium 4-styrene-sulfonate) (i.e., Mw ≈ 1,000,000) polyanion solution is 
Table 2-1. Matrix of unique carbon nanotube-based thin films fabricated. 
  Number of bilayers 
Strain 
Sensing 
u-SWNT-PSS/PVAa 50 and 100 
p-SWNT-PSS/PVAb 25, 50, 100, and 200 
p-DWNT-PSS/PVAc 50, 100, and 200 
pH Sensing p-SWNT-PSS/PANId 50 and 100 
 
a Unpurified SWNTs dispersed in 1.0 wt. % PSS with 1.0 wt. %PVA LbL counterpart. 
b Purified SWNTs dispersed in 1.0 wt. % PSS with 1.0 wt. % PVA LbL counterpart. 
c Purified DWNTs dispersed in 1.0 wt. % PSS with 1.0 wt. % PVA LbL counterpart. 






employed to facilitate dispersion of single- and double-walled carbon nanotubes, 
previously mentioned in Section 2.2.1. Dispersion is achieved by exposing CNT-PSS 
mixtures to 180 min of ultrasonic excitation (135 W, 42 kHz) followed by 90 min of high-
powered probe sonication (3.178 mm tip, 500 W, 22.0 kHz, 30% power amplitude). 
Adequate dispersion of CNTs is verified with scanning electron microscopy (SEM). 
Figure 2-2 shows deposition of individual and small nanotube bundles in a PVA-PSS 
matrix; as can be seen, the percolation threshold of SWNTs is exceeded. While it has 
been found in preliminary studies that PSS facilitates dispersion of SWNTs [77], Moore, 
et al. [78] validates a wide variety of polymer dispersive agents for CNTs. A key finding 
they report is that higher molecular weight polymers (e.g., PSS) tend to suspend more 
SWNTs due to their longer polymeric chains and the size of their hydrophilic groups for 
enhanced steric stabilization [78]. In addition, various surfactants and polymers have 
also been shown to provide non-covalent stabilization and suspension of individual 
nanotubes while allowing for high concentrations of dispersed carbon nanotubes in 
solution [76]. Preliminary UV-Vis (ultraviolet-visible) absorption spectroscopy studies of 
CNT-PE thin films fabricated in this study with PSS and PVA indicate greater 
absorbance than films fabricated with other polyelectrolytes (namely PDMA, PAH, 





Figure 2-2. (a) Low-magnification and (b) high-magnification SEM images of (p-
SWNT-PSS/PVA)25 thin film, indicating adequately dispersed p-SWNTs deposited 




correlated to the amount of CNT deposition [76], thereby suggesting efficient nanotube 
deposition per LbL fabrication cycle when using PVA as the LbL electrolyte counterpart 
to PSS [77].   
2.3. Inherent Nanocomposite Mechanical Properties 
Upon determining the physical morphology of the proposed nanocomposite 
(Section 2.2), its mechanical properties, particularly, i stiffness (Young’s Modulus, E), 
ultimate tensile strength (σf), and ultimate failure strain (εf) are of interest. These 
fundamental material properties govern the applicability of the multifunctional 
nanocomposite as a structural coating system or an embedded thin film for use in civil 
engineering structures. Thus, precise characterization of the nanocomposite mechanical 
properties permits a better understanding of the role of SWNTs in reinforcing the thin 
films. 
2.3.1. Monotonic Tensile Testing of Free-Standing Thin Films 
Experimental monotonic tensile testing of free-standing (p-SWNT-PSS/PVA)n 
thin films is required to determine the Young’s modulus, ultimate tensile strength, and 
ultimate failure strain of these materials. Prior to load testing, layer-by-layer thin films 
deposited onto glass substrates are immersed in a hydrofluoric acid (HF) bath to release 
a free-standing film via chemical etching of the glass. Here, nanocomposite samples are 
cut into approximately 25 x 2 mm2 specimens and loaded in a TestResources Q100 
mechanical load frame (Figure 2-3). Fixed-fixed boundary conditions are ensured, and 
the final unsupported length of the thin film specimen is approximately 12 mm. It 
should be noted that precise thin film dimensions (length and width) are measured 
using a digital caliper with a ±0.005 mm resolution. On the other hand, the scanning 
electron microscope is used to determine average thin film cross-sectional thickness 
(where h ≈ 1.1 μm for most specimens tested as shown in Figure 2-4). Upon sample 
loading, the TestResources Q100 load frame is commanded to execute a uniaxial and 
monotonic tensile load pattern at a displacement-controlled 10 µm-s-1 load rate while the 
embedded data acquisition system samples time, stroke displacement, and equilibrium 




Q100 load frame is used to calculate induced strains due to the inherent difficulty of 
physically attaching an extensimeter onto thin films characterized by micro-meter 
thicknesses. Here, the assumption is that thin films do not slip during applied tensile 
loads and is deemed a valid assumption due to application of strong clamping forces 
and the use of specialized rubbery clamps for gripping. Then, the load frame is stopped 
as soon as film failure is observed, as shown in Figure 2-5; minimum boundary effects 
are observed since thin film failure occurs near the mid-section of the specimens. 
2.3.2. Nanocomposite Stress-Strain Response 
Figure 2-6 plots a representative stress-strain response of (p-SWNT-PSS/PVA)200 
thin films under applied uniaxial monotonic tensile loading. Immediately, it can be 
observed from Figure 2-6 that the nanocomposite’s stress-strain response is dominated 
by an initial linear regime (to a strain of approximately 10,000 με), followed by moderate 
yielding, strain hardening, and ultimate film failure at εf = 21,000 με. The specimen’s 
stiffness or Young’s modulus is then determined to be E = 8.5 GPa by linear least-
squares regression of the stress-strain curve’s initial linear portion, and the ultimate 
failure tensile strength (immediately prior to film failure) is σf = 128 MPa. The 
experimental results reported herein are consistent with results obtained by Mamedov, 
  
Figure 2-5. The Q100 load frame is 
stopped as soon as film failure occurs 
(where film failure occurs across the 
middle of the specimen). Shown is a torn 
sample of (SWNT-PSS/PVA)200. 
Figure 2-6. A representative stress-strain 
response of (p-SWNT-PSS/PVA)200 thin 
films subjected to a uniaxial monotonic 
tensile load to failure. 
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Figure 2-3. Free-standing (SWNT-
PSS/PVA)200 nanocomposite thin film 
is monotonically loaded in a 
TestResources Q100 load frame. 
Figure 2-4. (SWNT-PSS/PVA)200 thin 
film thicknesses as measured at multiple 





et al. [70] where they report carbon nanotube LbL composites fabricated with 
poly(ethylene imine) (PEI) and poly(acrylic acid) (PAA) fail at 220 ± 40 MPa.   
However, the stress-strain response obtained by Mamedov, et al. [70] is highly 
nonlinear and the ultimate tensile strain capacity of ((PEI/PAA)(PEI/SWNT)5)8 films are 
approximately εf ≈ 10,000 με; on the other hand, for all the specimens tested in this study, 
(p-SWNT-PSS/PVA)200 thin films do not fail or fracture until the applied strain exceeds 
20,000 με, thereby suggesting dramatic compliance enhancement of these materials by 
adopting a PSS/PVA polymeric matrix. It is hypothesized that the long intertwined 
poly(sodium 4-styrene sulfonate) polyelectrolyte (deposited during LbL) unravel under 
applied tensile loading to enhance the compliance of the nanocomposite; simultaneously, 
since unraveling of polyelectrolyte chains take place as opposed to direct stretching of 
carbon-carbon bonds on the polymer backbone (i.e., the polymers within the composite 
are not aligned), the stiffness of the proposed thin film is compromised. Nevertheless, it 
is anticipated that the mechanical properties (i.e., stiffness and strength) of the proposed 
carbon nanotube-based nanocomposites can be enhanced via post-fabrication treatments 
such as thermal annealing and polymer cross-linking as have been done by Mamedov, et 
al. [70]. In addition, it should also be mentioned that the addition of CNTs significantly 
improve the ultimate tensile strength and stiffness of the SWNT-polymer nanocomposite 
  
Figure 2-5. The Q100 load frame is 
stopped as soon as film failure occurs 
(where film failure occurs across the 
middle of the specimen). Shown is a 
torn sample of (SWNT-PSS/PVA)200. 
Figure 2-6. A representative stress-strain 
response of (p-SWNT-PSS/PVA)200 thin 
films subjected to a uniaxial monotonic 
tensile load to failure. 
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by more than 20 and 70 times, respectively, as compared to non-reinforced polymeric 
free-standing thin films whose ultimate tensile strengths are well below 25 MPa [70].  
2.4. Inherent Nanocomposite Electrical Properties 
2.4.1. Measurement of Material Conductivity 
Given any solid material body, its intrinsic electrical property is described by the 
material’s conductivity, σ, (or its inverse which is resistivity, ) at a particular ambient 
temperature and pressure. In short, conductivity refers to the material’s ability to 
transport charge (i.e., holes and electrons) through its spatial dimensions, where the rate 
of charge movement can be experimentally measured and referred to as electrical 
current, I. Since conductivity is a material property, its value is inherent to the material 
and is independent of material geometry (i.e., dimensions and shape). 
However, in order to experimentally determine a solid material’s conductivity 
(or resistivity), one must first determine a sample’s resistance. In this case, resistance is a 
measurement of the material’s ability to impede the flow of electrical current and can be 
calculated easily using Ohm’s Law: 
 
  (2-1) 
 
where V is the electric field or potential drop (in units of [V]) generated as an applied 
DC current (direct current, I in units of [A]) is passed through a material with resistance, 
R (in units of [Ω]). It should be noted that a material’s resistance varies with its geometry, 
where larger resistance values will be measured when current needs to travel longer 
distances than in the case when current travels shorter distances. On the other hand, a 
material with a larger cross-sectional area provides a greater number of paths for current 
flow (given the same sample lengths), thereby causing a decrease in measured resistance. 
By knowing a solid material’s resistance and dimensions, the sample’s resistance can be 
normalized for calculating the material’s resistivity, , (i.e., a material property) as 





  in [Ω-m] (2-2) 
 
where A is the cross-sectional area (width, w times thickness, t), and L is the length of the 
material. In addition, the conductivity of the material is simply the inverse of resistivity. 
 
  in [S-m-1] (2-3) 
 
where the unit [S] is simply the inverse of [Ω]. A schematic is shown in Figure 2-7 to 
illustrate a simple technique for determining an unknown material’s resistivity or 
conductivity. 
While Figure 2-7 has demonstrated a convenient way to estimate and measure a 
given material’s resistance, numerous scientific methods have been standardized for 
experimental resistance sampling [80, 81]. Similar to Figure 2-7, a two-point probe 
method is one of the most common measurement setups employed for determining a 
solid body’s resistance [81]. As the name suggests, two probes (or terminals) are 
electrically connected to two opposite ends of a material of interest (Figure 2-8). Based 
on Figure 2-8, a DC current of known magnitude is injected at Terminal 1 so current 
flows through the specimen and exits at Terminal 2. Simultaneously, the potential drop 
(or voltage) is sampled using a voltmeter (i.e., across Terminals 1 and 2). Then, using 
  
Figure 2-7. A simple technique for 
measuring a solid body’s resistance for 
calculating material conductivity (or 
resistivity). 
Figure 2-8. A schematic illustrating the 








Ohm’s Law shown in Equation 2-1, the specimen’s resistance can be calculated easily. 
Although this technique is simple to use and convenient, the measured resistance 
becomes increasingly inaccurate as specimen conductivity increases (i.e., small 
resistance); in this case, contributions from the contact resistance between measurement 
terminals and the specimen becomes increasingly significant. 
So as to eliminate the effect of contact resistance from electrical resistance 
measurements, a four-point probe measurement technique has been widely adopted for 
this purpose [80]. Instead of only using two electrical probes, four terminals are now 
attached to a specimen as shown in Figure 2-9. Here, DC current is injected at Terminal 
C1 and exits at Terminal C2 (Figure 2-9). Instead of measuring the potential drop across 
Terminals C1 and C2, an additional pair of electrodes (Terminals V1 and V2) is also 
electrically connected to the material body as shown in Figure 2-9. Elimination of contact 
resistance is achieved by using high-impedance electrodes to minimize current flow 
through the voltmeter via Terminal V1 to V2. Then, Ohm’s Law is employed to calculate 
an accurate measurement of specimen resistance that is independent of contact 
resistance. 
In this study, nanocomposite conductivities are determined by employing both 
two- and four-point probe electrical resistance measurement techniques. Contact 
resistance between measurement electrodes and the thin film is minimized by securely 
affixing copper tape electrodes (Ted Pella) followed by the application of highly 
conductive colloidal silver paste over the copper tape and thin film interface. Then, 
nanocomposite resistance is experimentally measured using a Agilent 34401A digital 
multimeter. Here, the Agilent multimeter automatically injects a DC current of known 
magnitude while simultaneously measuring voltage measurements to compute thin film 
resistance. A schematic of a two-point probe electrical resistance measurement of a 
nanocomposite specimen is shown in Figure 2-10.  
It has been demonstrated that the minimization of contact resistance is successful 
since negligible measurement differences are observed between two- and four-point 
probe methods. Thus, the use of a two-point probe technique, as shown in Figure 2-10, is 
determined to be accurate. Using this measurement method, preliminary average 




PSS/PVA)n, and (p-SWNT-PSS/PANI)n thin films are tabulated in Table 2-2. In 
particular, maximum conductivity values for (p-SWNT-PSS/PVA)200, (p-DWNT-
PSS/PVA)200, and (p-SWNT-PSS/PANI)100 thin films have been determined to be 
approximately 1,060 ± 6 S-m-1, 671 ± 20 S-m-1, and 9.6 ± 0.1 S-m-1, respectively (Table 2-2). 
The standard deviation for conductivity measurements are also provided and are 
determined based on 10 unique resistance measurements for each type of thin film. For 
instance, the dramatic differences observed between PVA-based and PANI-based SWNT 
nanocomposites suggest that a significantly higher density of nanotubes are deposited 
during (p-SWNT-PSS/PVA)n nanocomposite LbL assembly.  
2.4.2. Time-Dependent Nanocomposite Electrical Properties 
Before utilizing LbL nanocomposites for electromechanical and electrochemical 
sensing, it is important to quantify their electrical conductivities and to understand how 
such conductivities respond to variations in the approach of measurement and 
environment. While electrical conductivity is enabled via nanotube percolation, 
preliminary studies have identified two effects that adversely affect measurement of 
material conductivity: exponential-decay in measured film resistance during multi-point 
probing and light sensitivity [77]. First, it has been identified that CNT-PE thin films 
display time-variant exponential decay of bulk film surface resistivity [77]. While the 
underlying nature of this resistivity decay is unclear, it is widely known that CNT-PE 
thin films are strongly influenced by temperature. Valentini, et al. [82] have found that 
  
Figure 2-9. A schematic illustrating the 
four-point probe electrical resistance 
measurement technique. 
Figure 2-10. A schematic showing the 
experimental setup of thin film 






as-grown RF-PECVD (radio-frequency pulsed plasma-enhanced chemical vapor 
deposited) CNT thin films exhibit a negative relationship between bulk resistivity and 
temperature. A similar temperature-resistance relationship has been identified by Hone, 
et al. [83] using aligned and non-aligned single-walled carbon nanotube films. 
Specifically, they exhibit a significant decrease in resistance with increasing temperature 
[82, 83]. When using two- or four-point probe methods for resistance measurements, 
multimeters typically supply a constant direct current (DC current of i = 500 nA to 10 
mA). In our measurements, the Agilent 34401A multimeter may be causing resistive 
heating in the CNT-PE sample. The multimeter’s current can increase the temperature of 
the bulk film while activating electrons at nanotube-to-nanotube junctions, both of 
which result in an increase in the measured film conductivity.  
To illustrate this thermal-chemical conductivity behavior and to quantify the 
evolution of film resistance as a function of time, an experiment is conducted to measure 
the conductivity of the thin film over a period of five hours. The resistance of a (p-
SWNT-PSS/PVA)50 thin film is measured using the Agilent 34401A digital multimeter. 
A four-point probe configuration is used with the multimeter using a 100 μA DC current. 
The resistance is measured continuously for a period of five hours. As seen from Figure 
2-11a, (p-SWNT-PSS/PVA)50 thin films exhibit a well-defined exponential-decay in film 
resistance, R with increasing time.  Even at small input DC current sources (i.e., 5 μA), a 
similar effect can be observed. Nevertheless, the exponential decay in film resistance can 
Table 2-2. Summary of measured thin film bulk electrical conductivities. 







50 240 143 ± 7 
100 480 419 ± 15 
200 950 1,060 ± 6 
(p-DWNT-PSS/PVA) 
50 240 176 ± 2 
100 480 671 ± 20 
(p-SWNT-PSS/PANI) 100 400 9.6 ± 0.1 
Note: Ten conductivity measurements are taken for every sample for obtaining a 




be modeled accurately. By fitting the exponential resistance decay with a numerical 
model of the form R = AeBt+C (where A, B, and C are model constants), a nearly perfect 
prediction of measured resistance is made as shown in Figure 2-11a. The existence of a 
calibrated model is critical since it can be used to subtract the decay from experimental 
resistance data. This will be critical if we use the material as a sensor whose conductivity 
changes due to applied external stimulus.   
As mentioned before, it is hypothesized that one environmental factor 
contributing to the exponential decay of bulk film resistivity is a result of the resistive 
heating supplied by the multimeter’s DC current. Naturally, with larger applied 
currents, heating should be more pronounced, and film resistivity should decay faster as 
compared to instances using smaller applied currents. Figure 2-11b plots the natural 
logarithm of measured film surface resistivity (normalized to film surface area) as a 
function of time so that film surface resistivity decay rates can be compared for two 
different DC supply currents (10 μA versus 100 μA) used to measure resistance of the 
same film. As expected, a higher applied measurement current of 100 μA causes the 
temperature of the nanocomposite to increase faster, which in turn causes film resistance 
to decrease at a faster rate. Results from Figure 2-11b confirm (p-SWNT-PSS/PVA)50 
(and more generally, CNT-PE) thin film’s sensitivity to temperature due to resistive 





Figure 2-11. (a) (p-SWNT-PSS/PVA)50 thin film exponential decay in resistance. (b) 
Current-dependent bulk film resistance decay for a (p-SWNT-PSS/PVA)100 
nanocomposite when measured with 10 μA and 100 μA of DC current. 
 


























































2.4.3. Thin Film Light Sensitivity 
It has been demonstrated by Zhang and Iijima [84] that bundles of as-produced 
carbon nanotubes display distinct deformations including stretching, bending, and 
repulsion under the illumination of visible light. The measured light-induced current 
shows complete elastic and recoverable behavior as is also observed by Lu and 
Panchapakesan [85]. Furthermore, while light-induced current is insensitive to the 
wavelength and polarity of visible light [84], the induced photocurrent is linearly related 
to light intensity [85]. On the other hand, when illuminated under UV-light, Chen, et al. 
[86] have observed that individual carbon nanotubes exhibit orders of magnitude 
decrease in conductance due to intrinsic photoactivity, particularly from semiconducting 
SWNTs. Thus, to quantify LbL CNT-PE thin films’ bulk resistivity changes under the 
illumination of light, broad-spectrum visible light is shined at increasing time intervals 
(namely 10, 20, 40, and 60 sec) upon (p-DWNT-PSS/PVA)100 samples enclosed in a dark 
experimental chamber. An Agilent 34401A multimeter is again employed to sample 
resistance at 1 Hz throughout the duration of testing.  
Consistent with findings from Zhang and Iijima [84] and Lu and Panchapakesan 
[85], LbL (p-DWNT-PSS/PVA)100 thin films display decreasing resistivity upon the 
illumination of broad-spectrum visible light as seen from Figure 2-12a. Although CNT-
PE nanocomposites show their characteristic exponential decay in bulk resistance in 
dark settings, the incidence of light results in an immediate decrease in film resistance 
(Figure 2-12a). As soon as the light is turned off, film resistance gradually increases to 
return to its initial exponentially-decreasing resistivity trend, thereby signifying 
completely recoverable behavior as have been observed by Lu and Panchapakesan [85]. 
By fitting the exponential decay with R = AeBt+C and then subtracting it from the 
experimental data, the equivalent CNT-PE light-sensitive response is extracted (Figure 
2-12b). From Figure 2-12b, it is clear that as the “light on” interval is increased, the 
associated drop in resistance increases accordingly. Given sufficient time after the light 
source has been turned off, resistance recovery is fully elastic and complete. Although 
Figure 2-12 is of a (p-DWNT-PSS/PVA)50 sample, similar results have been observed for 




interfering with measured data, further experiments on CNT-PE thin films are 
conducted by covering samples so as to ensure a completely dark environment. 
2.5. Piezoresistivity of Carbon Nanotube-based Nanocomposites 
Among the variety of sensing transducers used for structural health monitoring, 
strain sensors rank among the most important for determining long-term structural 
reliability and health. For example, strain sensors are widely employed to measure 
component level strain in both laboratory and field environments, as they correspond 
directly to the induced localized stress fields commonly used for damage detection. 
Consequently, since the development of the first strain gauges in 1936 [87], many 
researchers have followed suit to improve and design a broad array of strain transducers 
such as semiconducting strain sensors [88] and fiber optic Bragg gratings [89, 90]. 
Furthermore, while semiconducting and fiber optic strain sensors can achieve high 
sensitivities and are generally easy to use, they can suffer from high manufacturing costs 
and require costly data acquisition systems. Thus, it is anticipated that materials and 
fabrication tools derived from the nanotechnology domain can be used to design a next-
 
Figure 2-12. (a) (p-DWNT-PSS/PVA)50 thin film response to broad-spectrum visible 
light at 10, 20, 40, and 60 s intervals along with the fitted exponential decay of film 
resistivity. (b) Exponential decay-removed from the thin film resistance time history. 
 













































generation strain sensor that exhibits high performance (e.g., sensitivity, resolution, and 
dynamic range) at very low costs. 
In fact, early experimental investigations of CNTs as mechanical sensors have 
been conducted by Peng, et al. [91]. These researchers have sought to quantify changes in 
the electrical-mechanical properties of single-walled carbon nanotubes (SWNTs) 
suspended over patterned silicon oxide/silicon substrate trenches while the nanotubes 
are manipulated by an atomic force microscope (AFM) tip. Their results indicate 
promise for strain sensing as they have identified decreasing SWNT conductance up to 
two orders of magnitude of individual carbon nanotubes as AFM tips bend them [63, 91-
93]. Similar numerical results using computed density-functional theory-universal force 
field (DFT-UFF) calculations predict similar trends [94]. Dharap, et al. [63] also report on 
changes in resistance of CNT films, called “buckypaper” (i.e., fabricated by vacuum 
filtration and drying of a suspended CNT solution), as they are strained in low tension-
compression cycles (ε < ±400 µε). Extensions of their work [95] explore the Raman 
wavenumber shifts of the G-band of carbon nanotube films during strain. Their findings 
indicate that the wavenumber shifts are consistent with changes in the electrical 
properties of the CNTs as they are strained. Similarly, Kang, et al. [96] has developed a 
mold-casted and thermally annealed SWNT-polymer composite buckypaper exhibiting 
linear piezoresistivity up to strains of ±1,400 µε. Their work is extended to employ 
MWNTs to fabricate long films for a continuous “neuron” sensor [97]. 
2.5.1. Monotonic Tensile Loading Experimental Details 
Initial validation of the piezoresistivity of the CNT-PE thin films fabricated in 
this study is accomplished by applying a monotonic tensile load until ultimate failure of 
the nanocomposite specimens. Upon completion of layer-by-layer thin film fabrication, 
(p-SWNT-PSS/PVA)200 specimens along with the glass substrates used during 
fabrication are immersed in a 1.0 vol. % hydrofluoric acid bath to chemically etch off the 
glass substrate and to obtain conformable free-standing CNT-PE nanocomposites. The 
conformable thin film is allowed to dry for two hours and subsequently mounted to a 
1.9-cm diameter aluminum rod for monotonic tensile testing (Figure 2-13a). Single-




electrical connections to the thin film specimen, where an Agilent 34401A multimeter is 
again employed to interrogate the resistance of the material at a 1 Hz sampling rate. The 
mounted thin film and aluminum rod is monotonically loaded until failure (load rate is 
approximately 500 µε-s-1). As a baseline comparison, an MTS extensimeter sampled at 10 
Hz is also attached firmly to the aluminum rod (Figure 2-13b). 
2.5.2. Nanocomposite Strain Sensor Validation Results 
Figure 2-14a overlays the (p-SWNT-PSS/PVA)200 nanocomposite electrical 
resistance time history upon the time history plot of the specimen strain. At the initiation 
of loading, the nominal resistance (R0) of the thin film is approximately 830 Ω. During 
monotonic loading, the film undergoes an increase in film resistance in tandem with 
increasing coupon strain. As can be seen, the ductile specimen undergoes a maximum 
tensile strain of 73,000 µε before failure, at which point the electrical resistance of the 
thin film is greater than 1.1 kΩ. More insight can be gained by plotting the normalized 
change in resistance (ΔR/R0) as a function of strain measured by the MTS extensimeter. 
In Figure 2-14b, one can observe that the percentage change in the nanocomposite’s 
normalized resistance is linearly proportional to applied strain. By fitting a straight line 





Figure 2-13. (a) Free-standing (p-SWNT-PSS/PVA)200 nanocomposite epoxy-mounted 
to an aluminum tensile-testing coupon. (b) Thin film strain sensor and extensimeter 





nanocomposite’s strain sensitivity under applied monotonic tension (denoted as ST) can 
be derived using Equation 2-4: 
 
 ∆ /  (2-4) 
 
For the specimen tested, the strain sensitivity is estimated at ST = 4.5. Another 
observation is the well-behaved normalized resistance-strain linearity of the thin film; 
this behavior suggests the material has tremendous promise for strain sensing. Other 
preliminary tests on similar CNT-PE nanocomposites yield similar strain sensitivities. 
Despite the near-linear strain sensing performance of the proposed carbon 
nanotube-based thin film composites (Figure 2-14b), it is crucial to identify the 
underlying causes for sensor non-linearity pronounced at higher strain (ε > 40,000 με). In 
fact, a scanning electron microscope is employed to image the micro-scale physical 
properties of the thin films epoxy-mounted to the aluminum testing coupons; SEM 
images shown in Figure 2-15 identify significant wrinkling of the thin films during 
mounting. In particular, unevenness to the mounted sample could be a cause for some 
nonlinearity in the results. The wrinkled-mounted film likely unfolds during tensile 
loading; this can falsely enhance the dynamic range of the sensor. Thus, to prevent 
wrinkling of films during mounting of free-standing films and to ensure high-quality 





Figure 2-14. (a) (p-SWNT-PSS/PVA)200 experimental resistance and MTS extensimeter 
strain measurement time history overlay. (b) Normalized nanocomposite change in 
resistance as a function of applied strain. 
 




























































Rather, further piezoresistive testing of these nanocomposites is conducted by epoxy-
mounting both the thin film and its original glass substrate to the testing coupon. It 
should be noted that although glass can fail in a brittle manner under tension, the small 
glass substrate size (after being cut with a diamond scriber), small thickness, and low 
applied strain (≤ 10,000 µε) ensures the integrity of the glass substrate. In addition, 
additional nonlinearity may be due to the inherent mechanical properties of the CNT-PE 
nanocomposites as have been observed from the measured stress-strain response shown 
in Figure 2-6.  
2.5.3. Tensile-Compressive Cyclic Loading Experimental Details 
Investigation of CNT-PE thin films’ piezoresistivity is conducted by applying a 
three-cycle tensile-compressive cyclic load pattern. First, all thin films fabricated are cut 
from the glass substrate into small rectangles (2 x 1 cm2) and affixed to rectangular 
poly(vinyl chloride) (PVC) Type I coupon samples (31 cm long, 4 cm wide, 2 cm thick) 
using CN-Y post-yield epoxy (Tokyo Sokki Kenkyujo). Electrical contacts are established 
by drying colloidal silver paste over single-strand wire to form a two-point probe 
measurement setup as shown in Figure 2-16. After a six-hour drying period (of the 





Figure 2-15. (a) Low-magnification and (b) high magnification SEM images of the 
same free-standing (p-SWNT-PSS/PVA)100 nanocomposite mounted on a coupon 






(250 µε-s-1) and fast (500 µε-s-1) saw-tooth tensile-compressive cyclic load patterns with 
±5,000 µε strain amplitudes (i.e., within the limits of linear piezoresistive performance). 
Real-time resistance changes under applied loading is sampled at 1 Hz using an Agilent 
34401A digital multimeter supplying 10 μA of direct current. Stroke displacement of the 
MTS-810 load frame and strain measurements from a traditional 120 Ω metal-foil strain 
gauge (Texas Measurements, Inc.) are also sampled to provide a baseline comparison of 
bar strain with experimental CNT-PE piezoresistive response. In addition, it should also 
be noted that the boundary conditions of the loaded specimens are well-controlled such 
that strain gauge measurements have been found to directly correlate to strains 
calculated from the MTS-810 load frame’s stroke displacement. 
2.5.4. Nanocomposite Tensile-Compressive Piezoresistive Response 
Previous studies conducted with CNT-PE films fabricated with PSS and PVA 
polyelectrolyte conjugates have verified their piezoresistive response ([77] and Section 
2.5.2). Here, the experimental (CNT-PSS/PVA)n (CNTs considered include u-SWNT, p-
SWNT, and p-DWNT) thin film response under applied tensile-compressive strains is 





Figure 2-16. (a) (SWNT-PSS/PVA)50 strain sensor epoxy-bonded to a PVC coupon 
and fixed within an MTS-810 load frame for testing. (b) A close-up view of the thin 












where εpeak-peak = ΔL/L0, ΔL is the change in length of the PVC element, and L0 is the 
unsupported length of the PVC bar, ΔRpeak-peak is defined as the change in film resistance 
between maximum and minimum applied strains, and R0 is the nominal (initial) 
resistance of the thin film. Representative u-SWNT-, p-DWNT- and p-SWNT-PSS/PVA 
multilayer film piezoresistive responses are shown in Figures 2-17a, 2-18a, and 2-19a. 
Upon identifying the resistivity decay model for each type of film, the exponential fit is 
numerically removed to facilitate determination of thin film strain sensitivity, SR. 
Excellent model fitting can be observed as the fit-removed results show repeatable 
(cyclic) strain sensing response with no resistivity drifts over time (Figures 2-17b, 2-18b, 
and 2-19b). 
Although all three types of (CNT-PSS/PVA)n thin films exhibit piezoresistive 
response, (u-SWNT-PSS/PVA)n thin films possess a high noise floor (low signal-to-noise 
ratio), making them unsuitable for strain sensing (Figure 2-17). Equivalent strain 
 
Figure 2-17. (a) (u-SWNT-PSS/PVA)50 thin film response to a three-cycle tensile-
compressive load pattern to ε = ±5,000 µε. (b) Exponential decay-removed strain 
sensing response suggest thin film piezoresistivity cannot be accurately extracted. 
 



































sensitivities could not be extracted accurately due to excessive noise masking the film’s 
resistance response to applied tensile-compressive strains. Despite the fact that u-
SWNTs have a large quantity of impurities (e.g., amorphous carbon, iron, nickel, among 
others), its high noise floor may be due to premature clumping during LbL fabrication as 
opposed to the impurities on individual nanotubes. Efforts to disperse u-SWNTs in 1.0 
wt. % PSS solutions have only been moderately successful; for example, precipitation 
occurs significantly faster than solutions of p-SWNTs and p-DWNTs. As a result, 
increasingly larger bundles of u-SWNTs are deposited during each additional LbL 
bilayer fabrication cycle. Thus, for the remainder of this chapter, performance 
characterization of LbL (CNT-PSS/PVA)n nanocomposites will only be focused on those 
fabricated with purified nanotubes (p-SWNTs and p-DWNTs). 
Between p-DWNT- (Figure 2-18) and p-SWNT-PSS/PVA (Figure 2-19) thin films, 
an obvious difference is observed. Here, (p-DWNT-PSS/PVA)n thin films exhibit sharp 
peaks at points of maximum applied tensile-compressive strains, whereas rounded-
peaks are identified for (p-SWNT-PSS/PVA)n samples. Although the origins of these 
two different types of responses are unknown, it is hypothesized that the existence of 
significantly more semiconducting nanotubes in SWNTs introduces capacitance to the 
thin films that contributes to such behavior [96]. Chapter 4 of this dissertation will reveal 
the potential capacitive behavior of (p-SWNT-PSS/PVA)n thin films by using frequency-
  
Figure 2-18. (a) (p-DWNT-PSS/PVA)50 
thin film response to a three-cycle 
tensile-compressive load pattern to ε = 
±5,000 µε. (b) Exponential decay-
removed strain sensing response. 
Figure 2-19. (a) (p-SWNT-PSS/PVA)100 
thin film response to a ten-cycle tensile-
compressive load pattern to ε = ±5,000 
µε. (b) Exponential decay-removed 
strain sensing response. 
 


































































domain characterization techniques such as electrical impedance spectroscopy. In 
general, under applied strains, CNTs can displace in the bulk polymer matrix or deform 
by stretching, shrinking, or bending. Assuming an applied tensile strain, CNTs likely 
undergo rigid body motion due to stretching of the bulk film leading to a decrease in the 
number of nanotube-to-nanotube junctions, thereby increasing bulk film resistivity (the 
opposite applies for compression). For the latter scenario, CNT deformation under 
applied strain alters the inherent conductivity of individual nanotubes leading to a 
change in the composite’s conductivity [63, 93, 96].  
However, in the case of DWNT thin films (or MWNT), Qian and Dickey [98] 
report when MWNTs are nearly parallel to the direction of applied tensile strain, a 
“sword-in-sheath” atomic fracture failure is preferred with an inner tube individually 
translating relative to the outer tube. Due to the weak interlayer bonding of MWNTs, 
applied strain can induce some concentric rings of individual MWNTs to rupture first 
[86]. This premature failure mechanism at relatively lower strains can reduce the overall 
bulk strain sensitivity and dynamic range (i.e., based on a lower ultimate failure strain) 
of (p-DWNT-PSS/PVA)n nanocomposite strain sensors. Upon a “sword-in-sheath” 
fracture failure, inner and outer tubes can lose electrical connectivity as the inner and 
outer tubes separate from one another due to the applied strain. Thus, based on the 
experimental results presented in this section and the high performance attributes of p-
SWNT-based thin films, latter portions of this dissertation will only focus on using p-
SWNTs (herein referred to as SWNTs) for nanocomposite sensor designs. 
2.6. Encoding pH and Corrosion Sensitivity in Nanocomposites 
The ability to accurately measure and monitor pH has been critical for a variety 
of biological, chemical, and engineering applications; particularly, it has been 
demonstrated that ambient pH can be employed as an accurate and reliable corrosion 
indicator for health monitoring of metallic structures. For example, aluminum alloys 
used for aerospace structures undergo high corrosion rates when subjected to highly 
acidic or alkaline environments [99]; on the other hand, steel reinforcement used in civil 
infrastructures is normally resistant against corrosion due to concrete’s inherent high 




9 (resulting in the erosion of the passivation layer on the steel) [100]. Thus, an effective 
way to monitor corrosion of metallic structures is to employ specie-independent pH 
sensors. Furthermore, long-term pH monitoring can be used to detect the onset of 
corrosion, thereby allowing for condition-based maintenance (as opposed to current 
schedule-based maintenance, which is more conservative and economically inefficient). 
While there exists a variety of commercially available pH sensors, most of the current 
pH sensors employ large liquid-filled glass tubes and are fragile, thereby confining their 
use in laboratory environments. In addition, current devices typically do not meet the 
geometric constraints and long-term durability needs of in situ corrosion monitoring. 
Thus, the ability to encode pH sensing mechanisms within nanocomposites can 
significantly reduce their form factor and enhance robustness for laboratory- and field-
based applications.  
2.6.1. Nanocomposite pH Sensing Performance 
Recently, a variety of conductive and non-conductive polymers, such as 
polypyrrole, poly(hydroxyethyl methacrylate), poly(aniline), among others, have been 
shown to change optical and/or electrical properties due to pH [101]. As previously 
described in Section 2.2.1, in order to encode pH sensitivity within SWNT-PE thin films, 
PANI is employed as the primary matrix polymer to form (SWNT-PSS/PANI)n LbL 
nanocomposites. Upon deposition of these nanocomposites onto glass substrates, the 
thin film and substrate are cut into small rectangular pieces (approximately 10 x 12 mm2) 
via a diamond scriber. Copper tape (Ted Pella) electrodes are affixed onto two ends of 
the nanocomposite to achieve a two-point probe setup. In addition, contact impedance is 
minimized by applying colloidal silver paste (Ted Pella) over the copper tape and thin 
film (similar to Section 2.4.1). Then, a plastic well (7 mm diameter) is securely mounted 
over the thin film surface via vacuum grease (Dow Corning) as shown in Figure 2-20. 
Changes in thin film electrical resistance due to pH buffer solutions added to the well is 
measured with an Agilent 34401A digital multimeter supplying 10 nA of direct current 
while sampling at 1 Hz. While measuring film resistance, buffer solutions of various pH 




Figure 2-21 plots the time history of the thin film resistance (R) to applied pH 
buffer solutions. Initially, the thin film is exposed to a pH 1 buffer solution. Upon 
observing steady-state resistance output at (time of 175 s), the buffer solution is removed 
at which point the next pH buffer solution is pipeted into the well. From Figure 2-21, it 
can be observed that the (SWNT-PSS/PANI)50 nanocomposite exhibits dramatic changes 
in resistance as a function of pH. More importantly, upon pipetting in a pH 11 solution, 
the immediate addition of the fresh pH 1 solution causes film resistance to decrease back 
to the film’s original resistance, thereby suggesting that the nanocomposite response is 
repeatable. Furthermore, by plotting the steady-state nanocomposite resistance as a 
function of pH, it can be seen from Figure 2-22 that the film’s pH sensitivity exhibits 
greatest linearity at pH extremities (i.e., when subjected to acidic (pH 1 – 5) or alkaline 
(pH 8 – 11) buffer solutions). At neutral pH (pH 6 – 8), a large increase in nanocomposite 
resistance is observed when acidic buffer solutions are replaced with alkaline solutions. 
Nevertheless, thin film pH sensitivity (normalized by thin film surface area, A) for the 
presented (SWNT-PSS/PANI)50 specimen is approximately 7.7 kΩ-pH-1-cm-2 under the 
aforementioned acidic conditions and 14.8 kΩ-pH-1-cm-2 when exposed to alkaline 






Figure 2-20. A two-point probe setup using copper tape and silver paste is electrically 
connected to a (SWNT-PSS/PANI)50 specimen for characterization of thin film 






where ΔR is the change in nanocomposite resistance when the film is exposed to varying 
pH buffer solutions. These results suggest that these PANI-based thin films exhibit 
slightly higher sensitivity to alkaline pH buffer solutions. Nevertheless, changes in film 
conductivity (the inverse of resistivity) due to pH can be attributed to variations in the 
degree of protonization of the nitrogen atoms within the -imine groups of the PANI 
molecular structure [102]. 
2.7. Summary and Conclusions 
2.7.1. Results and Discussion 
In summary, this chapter has demonstrated the ability to tailor and fabricate 
multifunctional carbon nanotube-polyelectrolyte nanocomposites that are both 
mechanically strong and capable of changing their electrical properties in response to 
applied strain or pH. A layer-by-layer assembly method is employed to fabricate a 
diverse suite of (CNT-PSS/PVA)n thin films, because this specific fabrication method 
yields highly homogeneous composite materials at relatively low costs. First, the 
intrinsic mechanical performance of the proposed nanocomposites is quantified by 
recording their stress-strain response during uniaxial monotonic tensile loading. 
  
Figure 2-21. The two-point probe DC 
time history response of a (SWNT-
PSS/PANI)50 thin film subjected to pH 1 
to 11 buffer solutions. 
Figure 2-22. A plot of steady-state thin 
film resistance as a function of pH to 
show the bilinear pH sensitivity of a 
(SWNT-PSS/PANI)50 thin film. 
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Experimental results suggest that these nanocomposites exhibit high stiffness (E = 8.5 
GPa), high strength (σf = 128 MPa), and ultra ductility (εf = 21,000 με). High tensile 
strength and ultra ductility allow these nanocomposite materials to be used in harsh 
settings such as those commonly experienced by civil infrastructure systems. Second, the 
intrinsic electrical properties of carbon nanotube-based thin films are characterized by 
measuring their conductivities by multi-point probing. Furthermore, the dependency of 
measured conductivity on environmental factors such as resistive heating and ambient 
broad-spectrum light are explored. For the case of resistive heating, the exponential 
property of the heat-induced conductivity change allows this effect to be easily removed 
from long-term conductivity time histories. Light induced conductivity changes can be 
eliminated by preventing light exposure (e.g., coating the thin film with light absorbing 
layers). 
To further investigate the application of these nanocomposites for strain sensing, 
free-standing films are mounted to tensile coupons for monotonic load testing. Initial 
results validate the piezoresistive response of (SWNT-PSS/PVA)n thin films to applied 
monotonic tensile strain. Since a variety of carbon nanotubes (purified, unpurified, 
double-walled, etc.) exist, different compositions of thin films are fabricated to identify 
which type of CNT is best suited for strain sensing. Experimental results demonstrate 
the high-degree of linearity of the nanocomposite thin films, with p-SWNT-based films 
exhibiting the best performance (i.e., low noise, high sensitivity, and high linearity). 
Typical strain sensitivities (SR) are in the neighborhood of about 2 to 4. A second sensing 
capability is also demonstrated by incorporating PANI within the bulk polymeric matrix 
of the SWNT-based composite. PANI is selected since its conductivity is sensitive to pH. 
Experimental results obtained show that the (SWNT-PSS/PANI)n thin films exhibit 
dramatic increases in surface resistivity in tandem with increasing levels of pH buffer 
solutions (pH 1 to 11). The pH sensitivity of the PANI-based thin film is about 8 to 15 
kΩ-pH-1-cm-2. 
2.7.2. Contributions 
The main contribution of this chapter is the successful utilization of a bottom-up 




multiple intrinsic material properties (e.g., strength and sensing) within the same 
nanocomposites. By assembling carbon nanotubes within a bulk polymeric matrix, these 
thin films exhibit impressive mechanical properties, namely strength, stiffness, and 
ductility. Furthermore, through judicious selection of polyelectrolyte and nanomaterial 
species, different sensing features including strain and pH sensing are achieved. 
Extensive experimental characterization and validation studies have been conducted to 
improve current knowledge of the nanocomposite’s intrinsic mechanical and electrical 
properties.  
Despite the favorable sensing performance illustrated in this chapter, some 
important fundamental limitations of carbon nanotube composites have also been 
identified. For instance, a time variant resistance drift has been observed during probing. 
Although the nature of this drift has yet to be confirmed, it is hypothesized that the 
resistance drift may be due to resistive heating and/or physical changes at the 
nanotube-to-nanotube junctions. Nevertheless, the rate of resistance drift can be 
controlled by regulating the magnitude of the DC current employed during 
measurement of film resistance. In fact, this effect can be modeled accurately by fitting 
an exponential curve of the form R=AeBt+C to numerically remove the exponential decay. 
The ability to post-process experimental data and numerically remove the exponential 
decay still suggests potential for implementation of these nanocomposites in real 
structures. Since a wide variety of LbL parameters are available to control the final film’s 
composition, an optimization study is required to further understand how the inherent 
mechanical properties and the sensing attributes of the films are affected by changes in 
LbL parameters. In particular, Chapter 3 will explore changes in the thin film’s inherent 
strength, stiffness, and toughness when reinforced with different concentrations of 
SWNTs. Then, Chapter 4 will focus on control of the piezoresistivity of (SWNT-













As mentioned in Chapter 1, the aim of this dissertation is the design of 
multifunctional materials that are sensitive to external stimuli while also exhibiting 
superior strength, stiffness, and toughness. This multifunctionality is illustrated in 
Chapter 2, where it has been shown that layer-by-layer nanocomposites embedded with 
CNTs exhibit sensitivity to strain and pH while remaining mechanically strong. In fact, 
many researchers have sought to take advantage of the impressive properties (i.e., 
stiffness and strength) of carbon nanotubes to enhance the mechanical attributes of 
polymeric-based thin films and nanocomposites. A recent review conducted by 
Coleman, et al. [103] has summarized efforts to incorporate carbon nanotubes within 
composites fabricated via epoxy-setting, thermosets, melts, in situ polymerization, 
among many others. In general, the bulk composite stiffness, strength, and hardness 
have found to increase in tandem with increasing SWNT and MWNT weight content 
[103]. More specifically, Mamedov, et al. [70] have also discovered that layer-by-layer 
PEI/PAA thin films display improved mechanical performance when reinforced with 
single-walled carbon nanotubes, where the ultimate failure strength and Young’s 
modulus of bulk composites have been experimentally measured to be 220 ± 40 MPa and 
~11 GPa, respectively. For the case of MWNTs employed as filler material within thin 
films, Olek, et al. [71] have observed mechanical improvements in strength and stiffness 




PSS/PVA)n thin films exhibit strength and stiffness on the order of 128 MPa and 8.5 GPa, 
respectively (Section 2.3), significantly lower than results obtained by Mamedov, et al. 
[70] and Olek, et al. [71]. 
Thus, the main objective of this chapter is to explore techniques during and after 
layer-by-layer fabrication for enhancing the mechanical performance of (SWNT-
PSS/PVA)n nanocomposites. Similar to studies presented by Coleman, et al. [103], thin 
film carbon nanotube weight content is varied from 0 to 0.50 mg-mL-1 to correlate SWNT 
content with bulk mechanical properties such as Young’s modulus, ultimate tensile 
strength, and ultimate failure strain. In addition, nanocomposites are thermally-treated 
in a post fabrication step so as to induce cross-linking between polymer chains. Then, 
preliminary experimental studies are conducted to obtain fracture toughness 
measurements of these LbL nanocomposites. Imaging techniques such as scanning 
electron microscopy are employed to observe crack surfaces for determining how these 
composites behave at failure regions. Results of the mechanical and fracture study 
conducted herein can therefore lead to optimal design of multifunctional 
nanocomposites capable of sensing and providing mechanical reinforcement. 
3.2. Mechanical Properties of Carbon Nanotube Nanocomposites 
3.2.1. Nanocomposite Fabrication and Mechanical Testing Experimental Details 
Similar to previous discussions (Section 2.2.1), the layer-by-layer technique is 
employed to fabricate (SWNT-PSS/PVA)200 free-standing thin films. The bulk film 
nanotube weight content is controlled by precisely adjusting the initial SWNT-PSS 
concentration. Here, single-walled carbon nanotubes of 0.25 and 0.50 mg-mL-1 are 
dispersed in 1.0 wt. % poly(sodium 4-styrene sulfonate) solution following identical 
suspension procedures outlined in Section 2.2.2. Enhancement of the mechanical 
properties of as-fabricated films is conducted by thermally annealing each thin film in a 
furnace at 180 ºC for 20 min. Then, upon thin film deposition onto glass substrates, a 1.0 
vol. % hydrofluoric acid bath is employed for chemical etching of the glass to release 
free-standing (SWNT-PSS/PVA)200 films. On the other hand, a non-SWNT-reinforced 




three sets of unique films will be mechanically tested to extract their Young’s modulus, 
ultimate failure strength, and ultimate tensile strain as shown in Table 3-1. 
Upon completion of film fabrication, the three unique sets of nanocomposites 
(Table 3-1) are mechanically cut to 25 x 2 mm2 specimens for monotonic tensile testing in 
a TestResources Q100 load frame as discussed in Section 2.3.1. Precise film dimensions 
(length and width) are measured using a digital caliper of ±0.005 mm precision, and thin 
film thickness is measured using the scanning electron microscope. Upon mounting the 
thin films into the Q100 load frame, the nanocomposite’s unsupported length is 
approximately 8 to 12 mm (aspect ratio of ~4 to 6). Selection of these experimental 
parameters is to minimize boundary effects and slippage of films during mechanical 
testing. Then, the load frame is commanded to apply a uniaxial and monotonic tensile 
load pattern displacement-controlled at 10 μm-s-1, while the embedded data acquisition 
system (DAQ) samples real-time stroke displacement, applied load, and time at 15 Hz. 
The Q100 load frame continues to load each nanocomposite specimen until film failure. 
It should also be noted that five to ten specimens are extracted from each type of 
nanocomposite composition of Table 3-1, and each specimen is experimentally tested to 
obtain a good distribution of the experimental data. 
3.2.2. Characterization and Enhancement of Nanocomposite Mechanical Properties 
In order to obtain the baseline mechanical properties of the aforementioned 
nanocomposites, Specimen A of Table 3-1 (no SWNT reinforcement) is mechanically 
tested to characterize its stress-strain response to monotonic tensile loading. A PSS-PVA 
specimen loaded in the Q100 load frame is shown in Figure 3-1, and its corresponding 
stress-strain plot is shown in Figure 3-2, where it is obvious that the PSS-PVA thin films 
Table 3-1. A list of nanocomposites fabricated for mechanical testing. 








Type A – Control 0 1.0 wt. % PSS 1.0 wt. % PVA 
Type B – Low Concentration 0.25 mg-mL-1 1.0 wt. % PSS 1.0 wt. % PVA 





exhibits a stress-strain response characteristic of polymeric materials. It should be noted 
that values for stress are determined based on engineering stress (σ = F/A, where F is the 
applied force of the Q100 load frame and A is the initial thin film cross-section area). 
Upon initial loading, Type A specimens exhibit excellent linearity up to 100,000 με (10% 
strain), followed by initial yielding of the polymer film and significant plasticity 
observed from homogeneous crazing across the entire length of the specimen (Figure 3-
2). It should be noted that crazing initiates after the applied strain exceeds 1 ε or 100% 
strain. It should be noted that the associated plastic behavior of the PSS-PVA thin film 
leads to strain hardening which is expected since PSS is a high-molecular weight 
material [104]. In this case, strain hardening behavior is due to interlocking of physical 
entanglements within the PSS and PVA polymer chains. Thus, for the set of PSS-PVA 
specimens tested at 10 με-s-1, linear regression of the initial stress-strain curve suggests 
that the average Young’s modulus of PSS-PVA is approximately 0.33 ± 0.01 GPa. Since 
yielding is dependent on strain rate [104], the ultimate stress is a better measure of film 
strength, where the ultimate strength and ultimate strain is 20.7 ± 0.8 MPa and 2.53 ± 
0.16 ε (253% strain), respectively. Based on these experimental measurements, it can be 
concluded that PSS-PVA thin films exhibit high ductility, moderate ultimate strength, 
but very low stiffness. Particularly, the PSS-PVA thin film’s low stiffness is extremely 
  
Figure 3-1. A PSS-PVA thin film is 
loaded in the Q100 load frame for 
monotonic tensile testing. 
Figure 3-2. A representative stress-strain 
response of PSS-PVA thin films 
exhibiting yielding followed by strain 
hardening (Type A specimen). 
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advantageous for structural health monitoring applications such that these materials are 
conformable and can be easily affixed onto complex structural surfaces. 
Using the same procedure outlined above, Specimens B and C of Table 3-1 have 
also been mechanically tested for obtaining their stress-strain response. For 
nanocomposites fabricated with 0.25 mg-mL-1 SWNT-PSS solutions (i.e., Specimen B), 
the average Young’s modulus, ultimate strength, and ultimate strain are 1.9 ± 0.1 GPa, 
157 ± 9 MPa, and 48,700 ± 1,000 με, respectively. For Specimen C, the corresponding 
mechanical properties have been determined to be 11.2 ± 0.4 GPa, 229 ± 7 MPa, and 
67,000 ± 3,900 με, respectively. Representative stress-strain curves for Specimens B and C 
are presented in Figures 3-3 and 3-4, respectively, and a summary of thin film 
mechanical properties as a function of SWNT reinforcing concentration is shown in 
Figure 3-5.  
Immediately, one can observe dramatic differences between thermally-treated 
nanocomposites (Figures 3-3 and 3-4) and as-fabricated (SWNT-PSS/PVA)200 thin films 
(Figure 2-6). In the case where films have not been thermally annealed as a post-
fabrication step, the films tested exhibited brittle fracture failure (Section 2.3.2); however, 
upon thermal treatment, significant polymer cross-linking is seen to enhance the thin 
film mechanical properties by promoting significant strain hardening after 10,000 με. 
  
Figure 3-3. Stress-strain response of a 
(SWNT-PSS/PVA)200 thin film fabricated 
from 0.25 mg-mL-1 SWNT-PSS solution 
(Type B specimen). 
Figure 3-4. Stress-strain response of a 
(SWNT-PSS/PVA)200 thin film fabricated 
from 0.50 mg-mL-1 SWNT-PSS solution 
(Type C specimen). 
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Furthermore, a two-fold enhancement of stiffness, ultimate strength, and ultimate strain 
are obtained simply by thermally treating LbL nanocomposites. 
Upon plotting the summary of mechanical properties obtained for thin films 
fabricated from different initial SWNT concentrations, it is apparent from Figure 3-5 that 
enhanced mechanical properties (i.e., stiffness and strength) are also attained when 
initial SWNT-PSS solution concentrations are increased from 0 to 0.5 mg-mL-1. In fact, 
for both the nanocomposite’s bulk Young’s modulus and ultimate failure strength, an 
order of magnitude increase in mechanical properties can be obtained as shown in 
Figure 3-5. These results are consistent with findings obtained by Mamedov, et al. [70], 
where they have also observed improvements in thin film mechanical properties with 
increasing SWNT weight content (~50 wt. %). Among all of the nanocomposites tested, 
all specimens displayed linearity upon initial loading (up to 10,000 με for specimens 
reinforced with SWNTs). Beyond 10,000 με, yielding occurs, followed by moderate strain 
hardening for Specimen B films (low nanotube concentration) and enhanced strain 
hardening for Specimen C films. While no conclusive trends can be identified for 
nanocomposite ultimate failure strain, it can be concluded that the addition of carbon 
nanotubes significantly reduces the compliance of these polymeric films. Nevertheless, 
results from this study permit the precise tailoring of thin film mechanical properties 





Figure 3-5. (a) Average Young’s modulus and (b) ultimate failure strength of 
nanocomposites as a function of SWNT concentration. Standard deviations of normally 
distributed data are also shown (for five to ten samples tested). 
 












































3.3. Nanocomposite Fracture Properties 
Section 3.2 has already illuminated the fact that thermal treatment induces cross-
linking within the polymeric matrix to enhance bulk nanocomposite stiffness and 
strength. However, it is also of interest to gain further insight into the failure modes of 
these novel nanocomposites. Specifically, the objective of this section is to identify 
whether the enhancement of thin film mechanical performance is solely contributed by 
the polymeric matrix or by the interaction between individual nanotubes within the 
polymer matrix to resist crack-tip opening and fracture. Thus, preliminary experimental 
fracture studies are conducted to determine the fracture toughness of the proposed 
carbon nanotube composites. In addition, scanning electron microscopy is employed in 
attempts to identify SWNT bridging near crack tip openings. 
3.3.1. Determining Thin Film Fracture Toughness 
When considering experimental determination of fracture toughness of 
homogeneous isotropic materials, it is important to determine whether materials 
undergo plane strain or plane stress. Given a bulk material subjected to uniaxial tensile 
loading, a large localized stress region develops near the vicinity of a crack tip. At this 
localized stress region, a plastic zone is created and the material near the crack tip is at 
its yield stress. At such high localized stresses and strains, the inherent material 
response is to contract laterally due to Poisson’s effect. However, such contractions are 
prevented if a thick material is being tested, and the material is categorized as 
undergoing plane strain. On the other hand, in the case of thin film materials, the size of 
the developed plastic zone is often comparable to the specimen thickness; consequently, 
the film is free to contract to relieve stresses (i.e., to create zero stress in the direction of 
the thickness of the film); as a result, the thin film is assumed to undergo plane stress 
[105, 106]. 
In general, the stress intensity factor (KI) describes the resistance of any bulk 
material to resist crack propagation. Crack propagation occurs when the stress intensity 
factor is equal to the material’s fracture toughness (K), where this is referred to as the 
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When the fracture criterion is satisfied, the material reaches its critical stress intensity 
factor where KI = KIc. However, three different critical stress intensity factors are 
available to describe the fracture toughness of bulk materials as shown in Equation 3-2: 
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where KIi refers to the initiation fracture toughness, KIe refers to the effective fracture 
toughness, KIf is the failure fracture toughness, σi is the stress at the initiation of crack 
propagation, σf is the stress at fracture instability (when the rate of crack propagation 
significantly increases), a0 is the initial crack length, af is the crack length at fracture 
instability, f(a/W) is a geometric correction factor, and W is the film width [106]. The 
differences between initiation, effective, and failure fracture toughness are pictured in 
Figure 3-6. 
While the failure fracture toughness (KIf) is the most common value employed to 
characterize materials, the initiation and effective fracture toughness values are also 
used for various engineering applications. For example, when crack growth cannot be 
tolerated, the initiation fracture toughness (KIi) is used as the design parameter. In the 
case of brittle materials and materials governed by sudden catastrophic fracture failure, 
all three stress intensity factors shown in Equation 3-2 are approximately the same [106]. 
However, it has already been shown in Figures 3-3 and 3-4 that significant yielding and 
strain hardening can occur; thus, the most conservative measure of fracture toughness 
(i.e., the lowest value of fracture toughness) is obtained by considering the initiation 
fracture toughness (Equation 3-2a).  
3.3.2. Fracture Testing Experimental Details 
Here, the fracture toughness and critical stress intensity factor of (SWNT-




procedure described in Section 3.2. In this case, thermally annealed LbL-based 
nanocomposites are cut into approximately 25 x 4 mm2 to 25 x 6 mm2 specimens to 
preserve the specimen’s high aspect ratio while simultaneously producing a wide 
specimen width for fracture testing. Then, an initial edge crack of approximately 0.5 to 
1.0 mm long (a0) is introduced perpendicular to one side and near the midsection of each 
nanocomposite specimen via mechanical cutting with a razor blade (Figure 3-7). Upon 
specimen preparation, the edge-cracked thin film is loaded in the TestResources Q100 
load frame where a uniaxial monotonic tensile load pattern at a displacement-controlled 
load rate of 10 µm-s-1 is executed. The data acquisition system is commanded to record 
time, applied load, and stroke displacement at 15 Hz as before. In addition to the data 
logger, a high-performance JVC GZ-MG255U digital video camera is employed to 
optically image thin films at 30 fps (frames per second) during loading to monitor crack 
propagation. 
 
Figure 3-6. A schematic illustrating the differences between initiation, effective, and 





3.3.3. Determining LbL Nanocomposite Fracture Toughness 
Figure 3-8 plots the typical stress-strain responses for post-annealed (SWNT-
PSS/PVA)200 thin films fabricated with different initial SWNT concentrations and 
mechanically cut with an initial edge crack of length a0 (0.5 to 1.25 mm) subjected to 
uniaxial monotonic tensile loading. Comparing Figure 3-8 to the previous stress-strain 
curves shown in Figures 3-3 and 3-4, it can be clearly seen that these edge-cut 
nanocomposites fail at a much lower ultimate stress and strain. Furthermore, as opposed 
to yielding and exhibiting strain hardening response (Figures 3-3 and 3-4), the 
specimens fail by sudden fracture. On the other hand, during monotonic tensile loading 
of edge-cracked film specimens, the high-performance JVC digital video camera has 
successfully captured the propagation of the crack as shown in Figure 3-9. It can be seen 
from Figure 3-9 that fracture indeed occurs at the location where the initial edge crack 
has been created; in addition, crack propagation runs through the width of the film, 
nearly perpendicular to the direction of the applied load. 
To determine the critical stress intensity factor of layer-by-layer (SWNT-
PSS/PVA)200 nanocomposites, Equation 3-2a is employed. For the nanocomposite 
 
Figure 3-7. A schematic illustrating the experimental setup for determining 





specimens that have been fracture-tested, which are essentially finite-width plate (i.e., a 
semi-infinite plate) materials with a pre-cut edge crack of length a0, the geometric 
correction factor is given by Anderson [105] and shown in Equation 3-3: 
 
 / 1.12 (3-3) 
 
It should be noted that the geometric factor shown in Equation 3-3 is determined by 
considering the boundary conditions (i.e., geometrical aspects) of the experimental setup. 
The geometric correction factor accounts for the edge crack opening wider than a sharp 
crack located within a material’s body when subjected to uniaxial loading. Thus, using 
the geometric correction factor given in Equation 3-3, the mode-I initiation stress 
intensity factor is expressed in Equation 3-4 as [105]: 
 
 1.12   (3-4) 
 
It should be noted that only the mode-I stress intensity factor is considered in this study 
(where mode-I is for crack opening, mode-II is for in-plane shear, and mode-III is for 
out-of-plane shear) [105]. Since the nanocomposites are subjected to uniaxial monotonic 





Figure 3-8. Stress-strain responses of (SWNT-PSS/PVA)200 thin films with an initial 
edge crack of size a0 and fabricated with (a) 0.25 mg-mL-1 SWNT-PSS (Type B) and (b) 
0.50 mg-mL-1 SWNT-PSS (Type C) concentrations. 
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applied load, it can be assumed that contributions from mode-II and mode-III are 
negligible. 
For the layer-by-layer nanocomposites investigated in this study (Table 3-1), the 
average mode-I initiation fracture toughness is approximately 0.52, 1.55 ± 0.20, and 2.51 
± 0.12 MPa-√m for thin film Types A, B, and C (Table 3-1), respectively. It should be 
mentioned that the use of linear elastic fracture mechanics is valid due to the low mode-I 
initiation fracture toughness measured [105]. Nevertheless, Figure 3-10 plots the average 
mode-I initiation fracture toughness as a function of initial SWNT solution concentration, 
where it is obvious that fracture toughness increases near-linearly with increasing 
carbon nanotube content. The increase in fracture toughness with nanotube content 
suggests that CNTs provide enhancements to strength, stiffness, and toughness. 
While previous fracture studies concluded that fracture toughness increases with 
nanotube content, these experimental results cannot conclusively identify nanotubes as 
the primary source for enhancing the nanocomposite’s resistance to brittle fracture 
failure. In fact, fracture toughness is a local property that accounts for the behavior of a 
material’s crack-tip under applied stress and strain [105]. However, quantification of 
global bulk material response to fracture necessitates calculation of the mode-I critical 
energy release rate (GIc). In short, the energy release rate (G) is defined by Irwin [107] as 
the energy available for propagating or opening a crack. Given that the nanocomposites 
tested are relatively thin compared to their widths and lengths, their Poisson’s ratio is 
 
Figure 3-9. A picture of a Type C (SWNT-PSS/PVA)200 nanocomposite fracturing 





assumed to be  = 0 based on plane stress conditions, and GIc is determined via Equation 
3-5 [105]: 
 
  (3-5) 
 
Using Equation 3-5, the critical mode-I energy release rate is determined to be 141, 15.2, 
and 27.5  J-m-2 for specimen Types A, B, and C, respectively; these results are also 
plotted in Figure 3-11. Unlike Figure 3-10, SWNT-reinforced nanocomposites exhibit 
significantly lower energy release rates than pristine PSS/PVA thin films. In fact, it can 
be observed from Equation 3-5 that the energy release rate takes into account the 
material’s stiffness (E); since SWNT-reinforced nanocomposites exhibit dramatic 
improvements in stiffness with increasing SWNT content, the energy release rate 
dramatically decreases, and the bulk material is in fact more prone to sudden 
catastrophic brittle failure with the inclusion of nanotubes. Thus, a tradeoff exists 
between increasing nanocomposite’s strength and stiffness versus its resistance to brittle 
failure.  
  
Figure 3-10. Thin film fracture toughness 
increases with increasing SWNT content 
within the nanocomposite. 
Figure 3-11. Energy release rate decreases 
with increasing SWNT content suggests 
that nanocomposites are actually more 
prone to sudden brittle fracture. 
 





























































3.3.4. Crack-Tip Carbon Nanotube Bridging 
While the brittleness of the bulk nanocomposite has increased with the addition 
of SWNTs to the polymeric matrix (Figure 3-11), fracture toughness measurements 
shown in Figure 3-10 suggest that nanotubes participate by resisting the opening of 
crack tips under applied tensile loads. Thus, it is of interest to investigate whether 
individual or small bundles of nanotubes actually participate to bridge sharp crack tips 
to provide for mechanical reinforcement. Here, experimental identification of nanotube 
bridging at crack tip openings are conducted using scanning electron microscopy. Upon 
monotonic fracture testing in Section 3.3.3, specimens that experienced crack 
propagation but did not fail completely are imaged using a FEI Nova Nanolab 
Dualbeam Focused Ion Beam scanning electron microscope.  
From Figure 3-12, it can be observed from the SEM images that monotonic tensile 
loading induces crack propagation in the form of a sharp crack through one side of the 
specimen (also shown in Figure 3-9). At the crack tip, it can be clearly seen that 
nanotubes are straightened and aligned (Figure 3-12a), where near the tip of the crack, 





Figure 3-12. (a) A scanning electron microscope image to identify crack tip nanotube 
bridge under at low magnification (outline of the crack tip is denoted using a solid 





resist the crack opening. On the other hand, approximately 2 to 3 µm away from the 
sharp crack tip, carbon nanotube pull-out can be observed (Figure 3-12b). Similar results 
have been obtained by Malik, et al. [108] where they have identified crack bridging of 
individual nanotubes in cracked buckypaper specimens. The experimental results 
presented in Figure 3-12 suggests that SWNT-reinforced LbL nanocomposites behave 
similar to fiber reinforced materials where embedded fibers can resist crack opening and 
provide additional mechanisms for load transfer, thereby enhancing the bulk material’s 
ductility. In addition, their results also indicate that small bundles of nanotubes can 
bridge crack openings up to 10 µm, suggesting that “yarn drawing” can occur to enable 
nanotubes to extend such distances. At crack openings larger than 10 µm, preliminary 
experimental results indicate that carbon nanotube pull-out is observed [108], as 
opposed to nanotube fracture observed by Ren, et al. [109].  
3.4. Summary and Conclusions 
3.4.1. Results and Discussion 
In summary, the main objective of this chapter is to provide mechanical 
reinforcement (i.e., in the form of strength, stiffness, and toughness) to nanocomposites 
by embedding single-walled carbon nanotubes within bulk polymeric matrices. 
Experimental monotonic tensile testing of pure PSS-PVA thin films and (SWNT-
PSS/PVA)200 thin films fabricated with 0.25 and 0.50 mg-mL-1 SWNT-PSS concentrations 
reveal significant enhancements in the films’ mechanical properties. Specifically, 
nanocomposites reinforced with 0.50 mg-mL-1 SWNTs exhibit an average stiffness, 
ultimate tensile strength, and ultimate failure strain of 11.2 ± 0.4 GPa, 229 ± 7 MPa, and 
67,000 ± 3,900 με, respectively. Furthermore, unlike previous layer-by-layer films 
employed in earlier chapters of this dissertation, post-fabrication thermal annealing of 
the LbL-assembled nanocomposites significantly improves their ductility. Stress-strain 
curves obtained also demonstrate significant strain hardening after yielding.  
In addition to mechanical characterization of the proposed nanocomposites, their 
fracture properties are investigated via tensile testing of edge-cracked specimens. It has 
been demonstrated that the thin films exhibit improvements in fracture toughness with 




participation at crack tips resist the opening of cracks due to applied monotonic tension. 
Despite fracture toughness improvements, the bulk nanocomposite also appears to 
exhibit increased brittleness due to embedment of carbon nanotubes as has been 
revealed by energy release rate estimations. Nevertheless, having characterized the 
mechanical performance of SWNT-based nanocomposites to mechanical loading, one 
can leverage the advantages of enhancing strength and stiffness with the material’s 
inherent brittleness simply by controlling nanotube composition within the bulk 
polymeric matrix. 
3.4.2. Contributions 
Based on material characterization results presented in this chapter, one can 
begin to tailor the mechanical properties (i.e., stiffness, ultimate strength, ultimate strain, 
and fracture toughness) of nanocomposites simply by controlling carbon nanotube 
weight content. As opposed to simply tailoring materials via modification of 
nanocomposite compositions, this chapter has also identified the importance of post-
fabrication techniques such as polymer cross-linking via thermal annealing to further 
enhance material mechanical properties. Moreover, multifunctionality is enabled such 
that thin films can be encoded with sensing capabilities as well as to exhibit impressive 
mechanical properties. Furthermore, identification of nanotube bridging at crack 
openings can also be used to tailor the nano- and micro-mechanical properties of these 
composites to exhibit enhanced ductility. 
From the perspective of using nanocomposites for sensing (Chapter 2), linearity 
and elasticity are important properties for enhancing sensor dynamic range and 
performance. While the embedment of nanotubes have not been verified to improve thin 
film linearity and elasticity, thin film stress-strain linearity is preserved during  
simultaneous improvements of nanocomposite mechanical performance. By controlling 
carbon nanotube weight content within the nanocomposite, thin films can be tailored to 
exhibit specific mechanical properties suitable for the application of interest. For 
example, the enhancement of thin film mechanical properties can potentially improve 
robustness of nanocomposite sensors for long-term SHM of civil infrastructures. The 




complex field environments but can also be employed for mechanical reinforcement of 
substrate materials. For instance, these mechanically strong films are ideally suited for 
integration with IC and MEMS fabrication processes such that these films can withstand 
large thermal and chemical stresses, strains, and deflections during fabrication. Thus, as 
opposed to mechanically reinforcing nanocomposites, these thin films can be used to 
improve the mechanical performance of the structure (e.g., polymeric or MEMS devices) 
to which it is attached to. 
While findings from this chapter provide general guidelines for improving bulk 
nanocomposite mechanical properties, more work is needed to further understand the 
nano- and micro-mechanical behaviors of these materials. For example, although carbon 
nanotubes resist crack tip openings during tensile loading to increase material fracture 
toughness, further studies are required to understand the polymer-carbon nanotube 
interface; theoretical and numerical simulations can illuminate the governing 
mechanisms that take place (e.g., whether polymers unravel to allow for nanotube 
pullout or whether nanotubes lose their PSS coatings to slide out of the bulk matrix) at 
crack interfaces. On the other hand, the geometric reorientation of nanotubes during 
pullout at crack tips, could potentially be employed for alignment of nanotubes as have 
been proposed by Malik, et al. [108]. Thus, enhanced understanding of material behavior 
at multiple length scales (i.e., from the nanometer to tangible length scales) permits 
future design of ultra-strong nanocomposites suitable for civil, mechanical, and 







OPTIMIZING THE PIEZORESISTIVITY OF CARBON NANOTUBE COMPOSITES 
 
4.1. Introduction 
Although many carbon nanotube-based strain transducers have been proposed 
[110], few have developed a scheme to control LbL fabrication parameters to yield 
desired strain sensor properties ideally suited for large deformations encountered by 
many civil, mechanical, and aerospace structural systems. In addition, most of the 
preceding work presented in the literature focuses on the nano-/micro-scale strain 
response of SWNTs ([63, 91-93, 95, 96]). In this chapter, the primary objective is to 
optimize the piezoresistivity (i.e., strain sensitivity) of single-walled carbon nanotube- 
polyelectrolyte (SWNT-PSS/PVA)n multilayer nanocomposite strain sensors. Using the 
aforementioned layer-by-layer thin film fabrication methodology (Section 2.2.1), 
fabrication parameters can be varied to produce thin films defined by different sensor 
properties (e.g., sensitivity, film bulk conductivity, among others). Unlike buckypaper 
(i.e., vacuum filtrated CNTs) where linear piezoresistive response is limited to ε < ±1,400 
µε [95, 96], LbL thin films are capable of high strains accompanied by linear 
piezoresistivity up to 10,000 με as have been demonstrated in Chapter 2 [70, 77, 111]. 
More importantly, this chapter presents the investigation on how changes in LbL 
fabrication parameters can be utilized to tailor and control the aforementioned strain 
sensor properties including strain sensitivity (SR).  
To aid in understanding how specific LbL parameters affect the strain sensing 
performance of the nanocomposite, an equivalent circuit model is pursued. Electrical 




used to model thin film behavior by an equivalent parallel RC (resistor and capacitor)-
circuit model. In particular, strain-sensitive circuit parameters will be identified using 
EIS on thin films mechanically strained. The advantage of using impedance 
spectroscopy is that it identifies frequency-dependent AC (alternating current) circuit 
parameters typically masked under a time-domain DC-based analysis. Upon 
identification of the RC-circuit in the frequency domain, the same model is utilized to fit 
(SWNT-PSS/PVA)n thin film strain sensors in the time-domain under an applied DC 
current supply. To further validate the RC-circuit model, load patterns are applied to 
thin film samples with the measured change in conductivity compared to the model-
predicted changes. The EIS-derived circuit model will also serve as a powerful model 
during the design of a passive wireless sensor using SWNT-based nanocomposites 
(Chapter 5).  
This chapter concludes with the exploration of methods that can eliminate or 
remove the time-based drifts observed in continuous measurement of film resistance. 
Two approaches are considered. First, filtering circuitry can be used to eliminate the 
slow exponential drift when the film is used for dynamic strain measurements. 
Alternatively, a novel approach where (SWNT-PSS/PVA)n nanocomposites are 
deposited on a poly(ethylene terephthalate) (PET) substrate is considered. This unique 
assembly serves as a capacitor whose capacitance changes linearly with strain. 
4.2. Permutation of Layer-by-Layer Fabrication Parameters 
Hidden in the previous discussions (in Chapter 2) of the LbL assembly method is 
the existence of various fabrication variables and parameters that directly influence the 
strain sensing properties of (SWNT-PSS/PVA)n nanocomposites. The power of the LbL-
assisted bottom up approach is the ability to tune specific chemical and physical 
properties at the molecular-scale to control desired macro-scale sensing properties. In 
fact, the layer-by-layer approach can be employed to design nanocomposite strain 
sensors with desired properties (e.g., sensitivity, linearity, dynamic range, and overall 
film conductivity) by varying the LbL fabrication parameters. In this study, three 
independent LbL fabrication parameters are varied to correlate their effects toward 




(dispersed), (2) PSS concentration, and (3) film thickness (number of bilayers), In total, 
21 unique specimens are constructed from combinations of these three fabrication 
parameters as shown in Table 4-1. 
First, the concentration of single-walled carbon nanotubes in PSS solution is 
varied. Specifically, three different concentrations will be investigated: 0.25 mg-mL-1, 
0.50 mg-mL-1, and 0.80 mg-mL-1 (weight per PSS solution volume). Selection of these 
concentrations is based on experimental studies to provide for adequate dispersion of 
carbon nanotubes in PSS solutions [112]. Increasing SWNT concentration results in a 
corresponding increase of SWNT deposition per LbL monolayer. The increase in carbon 
nanotube deposition creates more nanotube-to-nanotube junctions, thus providing a 
greater number of paths for electrical current to flow from one electrode to the other 
while reducing the overall resistivity of the thin film [113]. Furthermore, since SWNTs 
experience rigid-body motion in the flexible polymer matrix under applied strain (as 
opposed to deforming axially), more nanotube junctions can participate to enhance the 
strain sensitivity of the nanocomposite. With increasing nanotube junctions, it is 
hypothesized that the sensitivity of the thin film to applied strain will increase while the 
overall bulk film conductivity will increase.    
While different polymers can facilitate suspension of carbon nanotubes for LbL 
fabrication, this study will focus on varying concentrations of PSS [112]. It has been 
determined that the concentration of PSS in solution has a direct effect on the quality of 
carbon nanotube dispersion. To quantify this phenomenon, ten solutions of SWNTs 
Table 4-1. Matrix of 21 unique (SWNT-PSS/PVA)n thin films fabricated. 







0.4 wt. % PSS 
0.7 wt. % PSS 
1.0 wt. % PSS 
0.4 wt. % PSS 
0.7 wt. % PSS 
1.0 wt. % PSS 
0.4 wt. % PSS 
0.7 wt. % PSS 
1.0 wt. % PSS 
(SWNT-PSS/PVA)100 
0.4 wt. % PSS 
0.7 wt. % PSS 
1.0 wt. % PSS 
0.4 wt. % PSS 
0.7 wt. % PSS 
1.0 wt. % PSS 
0.4 wt. % PSS 
0.7 wt. % PSS 
1.0 wt. % PSS 
(SWNT-PSS/PVA)200 
- 0.4 wt. % PSS 
0.7 wt. % PSS 






dispersed in increasing concentrations of PSS (0.1–1.0 wt. %) are prepared. Using a UV-
Vis (ultraviolet-visible) spectrophotometer (Figure 4-1a) with 10-mm light path cuvettes, 
absorption spectroscopy is employed to measure the amount of light (wavelength 
between 300–900 nm) absorbed by the different SWNT-PSS solutions prepared using an 
identical processing methodology (Section 2.2.2 and [114]). In short, UV-Vis spectroscopy 
quantifies the interaction of photons (in the ultraviolet (200 – 400 nm) and visible 
wavelengths (400 – 800 nm)) with SWNTs and PSS. The spectrophotometer measures 
light transmittance (i.e., the inverse of absorbance) to determine how different molecules 
interact with photons. It has been demonstrated that greater nanotube suspension is 
directly associated with an increase in the UV-Vis absorbance resonance peaks as well as 
the non-resonant background, thereby suggesting no preferential dispersion of any 
particular nanotube [76]. Figure 4-1b plots the absorbance at λ = 350 nm as a function of 
various concentrations of PSS. The results suggest that a sigmoidal relationship between 
absorbance and PSS concentration exists and greater nanotube suspension can be 
achieved by dispersing fixed amounts of SWNTs in higher concentrations of PSS (where 
0.7 to 1.0 wt. % PSS marks a significant increase in absorbance). To investigate the effects 
of dispersion quality on the piezoresistivity of (SWNT-PSS/PVA)n nanocomposites, 





Figure 4-1. (a) A picture of the UV-Vis spectrophotometer employed for determining 
the (b) relative absorption of 350-nm wavelength light for varying SWNT dispersed in 
increasing concentrations of PSS solution. 
 























(moderate dispersion), and 1.0 wt. % PSS (high dispersion) have been selected for 
fabrication.  
Another fabrication parameter of interest is the thickness of the (SWNT-
PSS/PVA)n nanocomposites themselves. Precise control of thin film thickness can be 
achieved by controlling the number of LbL bilayers deposited. While thicker films can 
provide additional mechanical strength and reinforcement to the polymeric 
nanocomposite matrix, it is hypothesized that more layers decrease the overall strain 
sensitivity of the film due to potentially increased agglomeration during extensive LbL 
fabrication (i.e., with larger number of bilayers deposited); clearly, a tradeoff exists 
between mechanical strength and electrical sensing properties. Thus, three different 
thicknesses, namely 50, 100, and 200 bilayer thin films, are fabricated to identify changes 
in (SWNT-PSS/PVA)n thin films’ electronic properties as a function of film thickness. 
One objective of this optimization study is to identify which fabrication parameters 
contribute to yield the highest possible strain sensor sensitivity. Furthermore, using 
time- and frequency-domain analyses, an equivalent circuit model that adequately 
describes the piezoresistive behavior of the nanocomposite will be most useful for 
coupling LbL strain sensors with inductively coupled RFID devices (Chapter 5). 
4.3. Experimental and Analytical Approach 
Using techniques such as electrical impedance spectroscopy, one can characterize 
the frequency dependent electrical properties of materials and their interfaces [115]. The 
motivation for using EIS is to identify the frequency-dependent electrical behavior of 
(SWNT-PSS/PVA)n thin films which may be masked under a DC time-domain approach. 
Combined with physical observations from the DC time-domain approach (i.e., 
identification of the time-dependent exponentially decaying film resistance), a simple 
and unique equivalent circuit (and its associated resistance, capacitance, and inductance) 
can be deduced from the frequency-domain response of a material under study.  
Subsequently, the derived circuit model from EIS can be used to validate the DC 




4.3.1. Load testing of (SWNT-PSS/PVA)n Thin Films 
Prior to electrical impedance spectroscopic analysis, each nanocomposite 
fabricated from unique LbL compositions (as shown in Table 4-1) is tested to access its 
piezoresistive response to applied tensile-compressive cyclic loading. It should be noted 
that only p-SWNTs are considered for this study based on experimental results obtained 
from Chapter 2. Nanocomposite samples are cut to small rectangular elements 
(approximately 4 x 10 mm2) and affixed onto PVC testing coupons via CN-Y post-yield 
epoxy. Upon drying of the epoxy (6 hrs), two electrodes are attached to the two ends of 
the thin film using single-strand wire and colloidal silver paste to form a two-point 
probe electrical resistance measurement setup (Figure 2-10). Then, similar to Section 
2.5.3, the MTS-810 load frame is employed to execute two different load patterns to each 
unique nanocomposite, namely: (1) a three-cycle time history to ±5,000 με (Figure 4-2a) 
and (2) a three-cycle time history to ±5,000 με, followed by a 60 s fixed strain of 10,000 με 
and a three-cycle time history to ±10,000 με (Figure 4-2b). In addition, for the two 
aforementioned load patterns, the load rate is varied between 250 µε-s-1 and 500 µε-s-1. 
Furthermore, in order to obtain accurate measurements of applied strain, a 120 Ω metal-





Figure 4-2. (a) A three-cycle tensile-compressive load pattern to ±5,000 με (load rate 250 
με-s-1 and 500 με-s-1)and (b) a three-cycle load pattern to ±5,000 με, followed by a fixed 
strain at 10,000 με then a final three-cycle load pattern to ±10,000 με (load rate 250 με-s-1 
and 500 με-s-1). 
 



























Representative time histories of nanocomposite piezoresistive response to 
different applied load patterns are shown in Figures 4-3 to 4-6. As expected, these 
carbon nanotube-based thin films exhibit dramatic changes in film resistance in tandem 
with applied strain. It can be seen from Figures 4-3 to 4-6 that nanocomposites 
manufactured from different LbL fabrication parameters exhibit vastly different 
“nominal” resistances (e.g., 190.7 Ω for the specimen tested in Figure 4-4 and 7,165 Ω for 
Figure 4-6). However, as evident from these resistance time histories, it is extremely 
difficult to objectively compare thin film electrical properties due to different effects 
  
Figure 4-3. (Top) Three-cycle strain time 
history applied to a (SWNT-
PSS/PVA)100 thin film (0.4 wt. % PSS); 
(bottom) measured resistance during 
uniaxial loading (500 µε-s-1). 
 
 
Figure 4-4. (Top) Three-cycle strain time 
history applied to a (SWNT-PSS/PVA)100 
thin film (0.4 wt. % PSS); (bottom) 
measured resistance during uniaxial 




Figure 4-5. (Top) Three-cycle strain time 
history applied to a (SWNT-PSS/PVA)50 
thin film (0.4 wt. % PSS); (bottom) 
measured resistance during uniaxial 
loading (250 µε-s-1). 
Figure 4-6. (Top) Load pattern 
corresponding to Figure 4-2b applied to 
a (SWNT-PSS/PVA)100 thin film (0.7 wt. 
% PSS); (bottom) measured resistance 
during uniaxial loading (500 µε-s-1). 
 











































































































taking place simultaneously (e.g., piezoresistive response and simultaneous time-variant 
exponential decay in resistance). Thus, a frequency domain-based approach such as EIS 
is ideally suited for in-depth analyses of the inherent nanocomposite electrical properties. 
4.3.2. Electrical Impedance Spectroscopy 
In electrical impedance spectroscopy (EIS), impedance measurements are taken 
by applying a monochromatic AC electrical stimulus (i.e., an AC signal at a particular 
frequency, f = ω/2π) of known voltage (v(t) = Vinsin(ωt)) and frequency while 
simultaneously measuring the corresponding steady-state current response of the 
system (i(t) = Ioutsin(ωt+θ), where θ is the phase difference between the voltage and 
current). While a time-domain analysis can extract material behavior due to an AC 
stimulus, the relationship between input stimulus and output response is inherently 
complex and requires differential equations to explain. On the other hand, impedance 
measurements (by definition a complex quantity denoted as Z(ω) = Z’ + jZ”), take the 
phase difference and attenuation between input and output into account. In rectangular 
coordinates, the real and imaginary components of complex impedance, Z(ω), can be 
expressed as Equation 4-1: 
 
  (4-1a) 
 sin  (4-1b) 
 
Typically, an automated frequency response analyzer (FRA) can be employed to 
perform impedance spectroscopy. Its operating principle is simple; a sine-wave 
perturbation (P(t) = P0sin(ωt)) is applied to the material, and its corresponding electrical 
response is correlated to two synchronous signals, where one signal is in-phase while 
the other is 90º out-of-phase with the input signal. For a given frequency, ω, the complex 
impedance can be extracted by integrating the input-output transfer function and 
response over a certain number of periods (Nf) of the input sinusoidal perturbation [115]. 
An attractive feature of most FRAs is their ability to sweep through a set of frequencies 
when measuring impedance. A more in-depth discussion of electrical impedance 




The Solartron 1260 impedance gain/phase analyzer is selected to serve as an 
FRA for electrical characterization of (SWNT-PSS/PVA)n thin films. To measure the 
complex impedance of the films, the Solartron 1260 uses a four-point probe technique 
and outputs an AC sine-wave perturbation with amplitude of 3.0 V. The input stimuli 
frequency (ω) is varied between 15 – 250 kHz to capture the specimen’s frequency-
domain response. Upon subjecting the 21 fabricated films (Table 4-1) to EIS, all (SWNT-
PSS/PVA)n multilayer nanocomposites yield a typical semicircular response in the 
complex impedance plane (commonly termed the Cole-Cole plot) which is consistent 
with the complex impedance response of a parallel RC-circuit (as opposed to being 
purely resistive or capacitive); an example Cole-Cole plot of a (SWNT-PSS/PVA)50 thin 
film is shown in Figure 4-7. 
4.3.3. Equivalent Circuit Modeling 
In order to determine a unique equivalent circuit model that describes the 
electromechanical behavior of (SWNT-PSS/PVA)n multilayer films in both the 
frequency- and time-domain, a stochastic simulated annealing model-updating 
algorithm is employed to numerically fit different parallel RC-circuit models to the 
experimental Cole-Cole plots [116]. The objective function embedded in the simulated 
annealing model-updating method seeks to minimize the sum of the least-squares 
difference between numerical (derived from an equivalent circuit model) and 
experimental (from EIS) complex impedance data. From simulated annealing fitting of 
multiple variations of parallel RC-circuit models, the simplest equivalent circuit model is 
selected to describe the behavior of the (SWNT-PSS/PVA)n thin films. The proposed 
equivalent circuit model is shown in Figure 4-8, and a representative model-updated 
Cole-Cole plot fit is overlaid with the experimental plot presented in Figure 4-7. The 
equivalent circuit model identifies three discrete circuit elements: a series resistor (Ro), a 
parallel resistor (Ri), and a parallel capacitor (Ci). 
It has been shown that the bulk (SWNT-PSS/PVA)n thin film resistance changes 
upon applied strain (Figures 2-13 through 2-15 and Figures 4-2 through 4-5) while also 
exhibiting a time-dependent exponential decay in film resistance (Figure 2-7a). Accurate 




circuit model is accomplished by observing how changes in equivalent circuit element 
parameters change the overall complex impedance response in the frequency domain. 
Figure 4-8 shows a schematic as to how these changes (namely Ro, Ri, and Ci) lead to 
changes in the (SWNT-PSS/PVA)n film’s frequency response. 
First, in order to identify the equivalent resistor sensitive to the exponential 
decay effect, multiple EIS analyses are performed one after another on the unloaded 
(SWNT-PSS/PVA)n specimens; each sequential EIS analysis is performed a constant time 
(ti) after the previous analysis. The resulting frequency response shows that as time 
increases, each corresponding Cole-Cole plot shifts towards decreasing real impedance 
(Figure 4-9). This shift also appears to slow down over time which is consistent with the 
exponential decay in resistance due to resistive heating of the thin film encountered in 
Chapter 2. By capturing the resistance change due to resistive heating, circuit elements 
in the equivalent circuit model sensitive to this drift can be determined. Based on the EIS 
plots, R0 and Ri are identified as responsible for modeling the DC exponential decay in 
film resistance. Furthermore, the equivalent capacitor Ci is also modeled to exhibit some 
exponential decay during impedance spectroscopic analysis and can be modeled as Ci = 
Ct–AeBt. While the nature of change in capacitance is undetermined, it is hypothesized 
  
Figure 4-7. EIS experimental data (0.8 
mg-mL-1 SWNT in 1.0 wt. % PSS and 1.0 
wt. % PVA, 50 bilayers) plotted in the 
complex plane. Also shown is the EIS 
response predicted by an equivalent 
circuit model fitted to the experimental 
data. 
Figure 4-8. (Top) Proposed RC-circuit 
model form; (bottom) changes in Cole-
Cole plot responses due to variations in 
equivalent circuit element parameters. 
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that the applied current source (from DC resistance measurements and EIS analysis) 
increases the probability of electron tunneling between neighboring carbon nanotubes, 
thereby reducing film capacitance and resistance over time. Whereas the exponential 
decay in resistance (Ri) can be identified in the DC time-domain approach, changes in 
capacitance cannot be easily identified. The discovery of the exponentially decaying Ci 
illustrates the superiority of combining time- and frequency-domain analyses for the 
derivation of an accurate equivalent circuit model.   
Secondly, identification of the strain-sensitive equivalent circuit element is 
conducted by applying a one-cycle tensile-compressive load pattern (ε = ±5,000 με) to the 
thin films similar to that previously mentioned in this chapter. The load frame 
displacement is held at 2,500 με intervals (0.25% strain) to capture the EIS response of the 
(SWNT-PSS/PVA)n thin films. A total of nine EIS analyses are taken during this one 
load cycle as shown in Figure 4-10. The corresponding Cole-Cole plots at each strain-
state are overlaid and shown in Figure 4-11. The leftward shift of the plots is due to 
applied strain (i.e., piezoresistance) and the exponential decay of film resistance (R0 and 
Ri) caused by the applied current stimulus.  
Extraction of the strain-sensitive equivalent circuit parameter is accomplished by 
exploring the possibility of any circuit element exhibiting strain sensitivity (i.e., Ro, Ri, 
and Ci). Meticulous scrutiny of experimental data from the strained film confirms that 
the parallel resistor Ri is sensitive to strain. By calculating the time between each EIS test, 
 
Figure 4-9. Multiple EIS analyses on an unload (SWNT-PSS/PVA)50 thin film with 
increasing time. 
 




















one can plot the progressive decrease of Zreal (Zreal = Z’ from Equation 4-1a) as a function 
of time (Figure 4-12a) with each data point corresponding to a particular strain-state 
experienced by the (SWNT-PSS/PVA)n nanocomposite. Upon removal of the 
exponential decay in Zreal by post-processing the experimental data, it can be shown in 
Figure 4-12b that (SWNT-PSS/PVA)n thin films’ Zreal exhibit near-linear sensitivity to 
changes in strain. To model the piezoresistivity of Ri in the proposed equivalent circuit 
model (Figure 4-8), the resistive strain sensitivity (SR) can be calculated using Equation 
2-2. 
In total, ten unique variables are required to accurately model the behavior of 
(SWNT-PSS/PVA)n thin films in both the time- and frequency-domain. These equivalent 
circuit parameters of Figure 4-8 are identified as: (1) the discrete circuit element values 
Rs, Ct, and Rt; (2) the exponential decay coefficients A and B for Ci, K and L for Ri, and G 
and H for Ro; and (3) SR defined as the strain sensitivity of the (SWNT-PSS/PVA)n 
nanocomposite strain sensor. Using these ten parameters and the equivalent circuit 
model shown, the complex impedance (Zeq()) of the equivalent circuit can be derived as: 
 
  (4-2)  
 
  
Figure 4-10. A one-cycle tensile-
compressive load pattern applied to an 
(SWNT-PSS/PVA)n specimens for EIS 
analyses. Numbered points correspond 
to pausing of the applied load and EIS 
analysis. 
Figure 4-11. Corresponding EIS 
response of thin film to tensile-
compressive cyclic loading (Figure 4-10) 
including the time-exponential decay of 
film resistance (Figure 4-9). 
 






















































Equation 4-2 is then employed within a simulated annealing model-updating process 
where all circuit parameters are stochastically searched. The “best-fit” model parameters 
are those that minimize the difference between the complex impedance predicted and 
that experimentally derived for all the frequencies swept by the FRA during EIS analysis. 
4.3.4. Frequency-Domain EIS Analysis on Unloaded Nanocomposites 
Using a Solartron 1260 impedance gain/phase analyzer coupled with the same 
experimental setup mentioned earlier, EIS analysis is conducted for all 21 films 
fabricated (Table 4-1). The purpose for conducting frequency-domain analyses on 
unloaded (SWNT-PSS/PVA)n multilayer films is to identify the correlation between LbL 
fabrication parameters and equivalent circuit parameters. All EIS experimental data is 
fitted to the equivalent circuit model (Figure 4-8) through the simulated annealing 
algorithm. By calculating the equivalent complex impedance (Equation 4-2) and 
minimizing the sum of the least-squares difference between numerical and experimental 
data, simulated annealing converges to output values for the ten unique equivalent 





Figure 4-12. (a) Impedance-real (Zreal) at 72.4 kHz from EIS analyses sampled over time 
(numbers correspond to the series of load states shown in Figure 4-10). (b) Relative 
change in Zreal as a function of applied strain after post-processing to show near-linear 
(SWNT-PSS/PVA)n piezoresistive response. 
 























































4.3.5. Validation of Equivalent Circuit Model in the Time-Domain  
The model updating procedure yields an equivalent circuit model of the (SWNT-
PSS/PVA)n thin films in the frequency domain. To validate the model, the model is used 
to simulate time-domain resistance time histories to the two loading cases (Figure 4-2) 
loaded at the two different load rates. It should be noted that, although the load case 
shown in Figure 4-2a refers to a three-cycle load pattern, this load case is modified to a 
six-cycle load pattern (±5,000 με) to generate longer time history results suitable for 
validation. Some representative simulated experimental resistance time histories are 









Figure 4-13. (a) Overlay of RC-parallel circuit model fit and experimental data for 0.50 
mg-mL-1 SWNT in 0.4 wt. % PSS 100-bilayer thin film, (b) 0.80 mg-mL-1 SWNT in 0.4 wt. 
% PSS 50-bilayer thin film , and (c) 0.80 mg-mL-1 SWNT in 0.4 wt. % PSS 100-bilayer 
thin film under 250 µε-s-1 cyclic loading. (d) Overlay of RC-parallel circuit model fit 
and experimental data for (SWNT-PSS/PVA)100 thin film under nonuniform loading to 
±10,000 µε. 
 























































































equivalent RC-circuit model derived can be used to model the resistance response of 
nanocomposites under applied strain and shows good agreement between numerical 
and experimental data. In addition, the results shown in Figure 4-13 indicate that the 
thin film piezoresistive response is not load rate-dependent. Thus, based on the 
aforementioned frequency- and time-domain based analyses, it is verified that the 
proposed RC-circuit model (Figure 4-8) is suitable for modeling (SWNT-PSS/PVA)n thin 
film electrical performance. 
4.4. Variation of Thin Film Electrical Properties to Fabrication Parameters 
As mentioned in Section 4.2, the layer-by-layer technique is ideally suited for 
tailoring nanocomposites with specific inherent electrical and sensing properties. First, 
the numerically-derived equivalent circuit parameters (i.e., individual circuit elements) 
exhibit consistent trends with changes in the LbL fabrication parameters. For example, 
consider Rs and Rt; results from the frequency-domain model fitting are tabulated in 
Table 4-2 and graphically shown in Figure 4-14. Valid side-by-side comparisons between 
fitted circuit parameters for different films are made possible by normalizing film 
resistance with its surface area (i.e., surface resistivity, Rfitted = [Ω-cm-2]). This 





Figure 4-14. (a) Series resistor Rs decreases surface resistivity as carbon nanotube 
concentration is increased (a similar effect is observed for Rt) while PSS concentration 
is fixed. (b) Plot of Rs showing increasing resistance with greater PSS concentration 
while SWNT concentration is fixed. 
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sizes (i.e., surface areas). In general, the results show that the model-fitted values for Rs 
and Rt follow well-defined trends. First, as carbon nanotube concentration is increased 
from 0.25 mg-mL-1 to 0.80 mg-mL-1, a progressive decrease in Rs and Rt is observed due 
to increased nanotube-to-nanotube junctions corresponding to greater carbon nanotube 
concentration (in solution) (Figure 4-14a). Also, increasing PSS concentrations causes 
increasing equivalent resistances potentially due to greater and more efficient 
polyelectrolyte adsorption during LbL (Figure 4-14b). Despite higher PSS concentrations 
corresponding to better nanotube suspension in aqueous solutions, the competition 
between PSS and nanotube adsorption favors that of PSS to increase bulk film surface 
Table 4-2. (a) Model-updated equivalent circuit model fitted Rs values [Ω-cm-2]. 
0.4 wt. % PSS 0.25 mg-mL-1 SWNT 0.50 mg-mL-1 SWNT 0.80 mg-mL-1 SWNT 
50 bilayers 12,107.0 10,557.6 8,920.7 
100 bilayers 5,921.8 891.9 854.0 
0.7 wt. % PSS 0.25 mg-mL-1 SWNT 0.50 mg-mL-1 SWNT 0.80 mg-mL-1 SWNT 
50 bilayers 62,472.2 15,183.6 15,063.5 
100 bilayers 14,083.8 4,589.7 3,370.2 
1.0 wt. % PSS 0.25 mg-mL-1 SWNT 0.50 mg-mL-1 SWNT 0.80 mg-mL-1 SWNT 
50 bilayers 66,489.0 65,470.7 27,595.8 
100 bilayers 28,412.9 11,241.2 6,889.9 
 
 (b) Model-updated equivalent circuit model fitted Rt values [Ω-cm-2]. 
0.4 wt. % PSS 0.25 mg-mL-1 SWNT 0.50 mg-mL-1 SWNT 0.80 mg-mL-1 SWNT 
50 bilayers 5,303.9 5,084.4 4,850.6 
100 bilayers 2,661.7 422.6 380.9 
0.7 wt. % PSS 0.25 mg-mL-1 SWNT 0.50 mg-mL-1 SWNT 0.80 mg-mL-1 SWNT 
50 bilayers 28,043.4 7,334.8 6,929.9 
100 bilayers 7,580.5 2,022.6 1,519.1 
1.0 wt. % PSS 0.25 mg-mL-1 SWNT 0.50 mg-mL-1 SWNT 0.80 mg-mL-1 SWNT 
50 bilayers 17,340.3 36,369.7 12,941.4 






resistivity. Finally, with increasing film thicknesses, resistance decreases; this 
phenomenon can be explained by assuming each bilayer as a parallel resistor, where 
every additional resistor to the parallel network causes an overall decrease in resistance. 
Using this insight derived from EIS analysis on unloaded (SWNT-PSS/PVA)n 
nanocomposites, one can begin to tailor thin films with specific impedance and 
frequency-dependent properties simply by varying LbL fabrication parameters.  
Of greatest interest is the dependency of LbL fabrication parameters to changes 
in (SWNT-PSS/PVA)n nanocomposite strain sensitivity (SR, given in Equation 2-5). As 
one of the ten unknown variables during model fitting, SR can be extracted and 
compared for all 21 films fabricated with a different combination of LbL fabrication 
parameters (Table 4-1). Among the various thin films load-tested, strong trends can be 
identified between strain sensitivity (SR) and the LbL fabrication parameters (namely 
SWNT concentration, PSS concentration, and the thin film thickness) (Table 4-3).   
First, as SWNT concentration is increased from 0.25 to 0.80 mg-mL-1, the strain 
sensitivity of the thin film increases irrespective of the number of layers and PSS 
concentration; this can be observed by considering each row of Table 4-3 and Figure 4-15. 
Stadermann, et al. [113] show that as carbon nanotube content is increased, local 
conductance of the thin film relies heavily on the number of nanotube-to-nanotube 
junctions. The increased nanotube junctions present in thin films manufactured with 
higher SWNT concentrations allow for higher strain sensitivity as the films are stretched 
or compressed axially. Not only does thin film nominal resistance decrease due to 
greater nanotube deposition during LbL assembly to give rise to higher sensitivity (i.e., 
larger relative change in resistance to nominal film resistance), but also, it is 
hypothesized that deformations due to strain will cause rigid-body motion of nanotubes 
in this flexible polymer composite matrix (as opposed to SWNTs deforming axially due 
to strain). For instance, upon applying tensile strain, individual SWNTs displace in the 
polymer matrix, thereby reducing the number of nanotube-to-nanotube junctions to 
cause an increase in resistance to give rise to the piezoresistive nature of these (SWNT-
PSS/PVA)n thin films (the contrary is applicable for compressive strains). Therefore, 
with increasing nanotube deposition, more nanotube-to-nanotube junctions can 




sensitivity. This trend exists for films fabricated with different thicknesses and PSS 
concentrations and is consistent between the two different applied load rates of 250 and 
500 µε-s-1 (Figure 4-15).   
Furthermore, (SWNT-PSS/PVA)n nanocomposites exhibit increasing strain 
sensitivity as the PSS dispersing agent concentration (wt. %) is increased. From the UV-
Vis plot of absorbance as a function of PSS concentration (Figure 4-1b), it has been 
shown that suspension of carbon nanotubes is facilitated with higher PSS concentrations. 
Due to the weak electrostatic and van der Waals force attraction between each additional 
monolayer, large nanotube bundles cannot be deposited during the LbL fabrication 
Table 4-3. Strain sensitivity (SR) of (SWNT-PSS/PVA)n thin films fabricated with 
SWNT dispersed in different PSS concentrations (first number denotes strain 
sensitivity for a load rate of 500 µε-s-1 and the second for a load rate of 250 µε-s-1). 
 
(a) 
0.4 wt. % PSS 0.25 mg-mL-1 SWNT 0.50 mg-mL-1 SWNT 0.80 mg-mL-1 SWNT 
50 bilayers 0.573 / 0.520 0.542 / 0.521 0.653 / 0.272 
100 bilayers 0.193 / 0.209 0.199 / 0.309 0.472 / 0.412 
200 bilayers - 0.172 / 0.164 - 
 
(b) 
0.7 wt. % PSS 0.25 mg-mL-1 SWNT 0.50 mg-mL-1 SWNT 0.80 mg-mL-1 SWNT 
50 bilayers 1.016 / 1.397 1.132 / 1.404 1.805 / 1.448 
100 bilayers 0.389 / 0.229 0.421 / 0.325 0.808 / 0.483 
200 bilayers - 0.299 / 0.100 - 
 
(c) 
1.0 wt. % PSS 0.25 mg-mL-1 SWNT 0.50 mg-mL-1 SWNT 0.80 mg-mL-1 SWNT 
50 bilayers 1.220 / 1.464 1.293 / 1.531 1.516 / 1.565 
100 bilayers 0.915 / 1.066 1.022 / 1.254 1.161 / 1.266 





process. Thus, greater dispersion of nanotubes in higher PSS concentration solutions 
allow for more individually suspended or small bundles of nanotubes to adsorb onto the 
thin film while creating more nanotube-to-nanotube junctions to achieve higher strain 
sensitivity. From each column of Table 4-3 and Figure 4-16, an interesting phenomenon 
can be observed; 50-bilayer thin films’ strain sensitivities are plateauing as the 
dispersing agent’s (PSS) concentration is increased from 0.4 to 1.0 wt. %. On the contrary, 
100- and 200-bilayer thin films exhibit remarkable increases in strain sensitivity as PSS 
concentration is increased. While strain sensitivity for these films may eventually 
plateau, further increasing PSS concentration can potentially achieve even higher 
sensitivities while simultaneously increasing the mechanical properties of the proposed 
nanocomposites. It should be noted that a more detailed analysis with additional 
specimens needs to be conducted to provide greater resolution of trends in Figure 4-16.  
Finally, as film thickness is increased, the strain sensitivity for films of the same 
PSS and SWNT concentration progressively decreases. Yet, experiments conducted with 
free-standing LbL films suggest an increase in mechanical strength and ultimate 
strength with increasing film thickness. Clearly, a tradeoff exists between optimizing 
(SWNT-PSS/PVA)n thin films for higher sensitivity at the cost of lower ultimate strength 
or vice versa. Nevertheless, the ability to tailor both the electrical and mechanical 
properties is advantageous for the development of novel multifunctional 





Figure 4-15. Strain sensitivity (SR) for different (SWNT-PSS/PVA)n thin film strain 
sensors as a function of dispersed SWNT solution concentration for the (a) 500 µε-s-1 
and (b) 250 µε-s-1 load rates. 
 
















































4.5. Drift-Free Dynamic Strain Measurements 
4.5.1. Pass-Band Circuit Connection 
The inherent time-dependent resistance decay (as observed in both the time- and 
frequency-domains) appears to be a limitation of the (SWNT-PSS/PVA)n nanocomposite 
strain sensor. However, the resistance decay rate is relatively slow, such that a band-
pass circuit can be used to remove the undesirable decay. For this purpose, a low-pass 
(4-pole Bessel) and high-pass filter are combined upon a single signal conditioning 
circuit board to offer a pass-band between 0.014 and 25 Hz (Figure 4-17a) [117]. 
Validation of this experimental setup is conducted by applying another 20-cycle tensile-
compressive cyclic load pattern to strain (SWNT-PSS/PVA)n thin films using the band-
pass circuit. Before using the band-pass filter, the thin film is included within a 
traditional Wheatstone Bridge circuit to convert resistance changes (due to strain) into 





Figure 4-16. (a) Strain sensitivity for different (SWNT-PSS/PVA)n thin films as a 
function of PSS concentration (wt. %) (500 µε-s-1 load rate) and (b) 250 µε-s-1 load rate. 
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17b; the band-pass circuit is effective in removing the resistance decay without 
distorting the strain measurement signal.    
4.5.2. Capacitive Strain Sensor 
Obviously, through the use of a pass-band filter, which requires some circuitry, 
the resulting SWNT-PSS/PVA thin film strain sensor loses its characteristics as a 
miniature thin film sensor. Since one of the goals of this research is to develop a compact 
layer-by-layer-assembled sensor, an alternative approach to be used in lieu of the 
cumbersome circuitry is proposed to attain a drift-free sensor. Instead of using a charged 
glass substrate during LbL self-assembly, a poly(ethylene terephthalate) (PET, 3M) thin 





Figure 4-17. (a) Schematic of the pass-band filter used to filter out low-frequency 
exponential decay of nanocomposite resistance over time and (b) pass-pass filtered 
(SWNT-PSS/PVA)50 experimental time history response to applied cyclic tensile-
compressive loading to ±5,000 µε (film is fabricated with 0.8 mg-mL-1 SWNT 
dispersed in 1.0 wt. % PSS). 
 



















experimental thin film fabrication procedure, a carbon-nanotube based parallel-plate 
capacitor is formed (where PET acts as the dielectric that separates the two conducting 
(SWNT-PSS/PVA)n thin films on each side of the substrate as shown in Figure 4-18a).  
The capacitance of this SWNT-based parallel-plate capacitor (denoted as SWNT-on-PET) 
can be calculated via Equation 4-3. 
 
 1  (4-3) 
 
where εr is the relative dielectric permittivity of PET, ε0 is the permittivity of vacuum or 
“free-space” (ε0 = 8.854·10-12 F-m-1), w (width) and L (length) are the dimensions of the 
SWNT-on-PET capacitor, g is 0.127 mm (PET thickness), and εs is the applied strain. 
From Equation 4-3, it is obvious that SWNT-on-PET capacitance is linearly related to 
strain, while capacitance can be adjusted by controlling sample dimensions. Upon 
affixing a SWNT-on-PET capacitive strain sensor to a PVC (Type I) bar and subsequently 
measuring sensor response with the Solartron 1260 impedance gain/phase analyzer to 
an applied tensile-compressive cyclic load pattern (Figure 4-10), it can be seen from 





Figure 4-18. (a) Schematic illustrating SWNT-on-PET capacitive strain sensor behavior 
such that the PET’s Poisson’s ratio under applied tension will decrease film width and 
thickness while increasing length to cause an increase in capacitance. (b) Preliminary 
results suggest that when measuring SWNT-on-PET capacitance with applied strain, 
sensor capacitance increases linearly in tandem with applied strain as expected. 
 



















on-PET thin films can be utilized as capacitive strain sensors in order to obtain drift-free 
strain measurements without complex circuitry. 
4.6. Summary and Conclusions 
4.6.1. Results and Discussion 
Results from this study allow one to begin tailoring the design of an (SWNT-
PSS/PVA)n thin film strain sensor using a bottom up design approach. In this study, a 
layer-by-layer method is employed to fabricate a diverse suite of (SWNT-PSS/PVA)n 
thin films composed of varying combinations of SWNT concentration, PSS concentration, 
and film thickness. The purpose of this chapter is to experimentally characterize changes 
in LbL fabrication parameters and correlate them to bulk material strain sensing 
properties with the aim of enhancing strain sensing performance (i.e., strain sensitivity). 
Based on identified trends between fabrication parameters and thin film piezoresistivity, 
one can begin to fabricate nanotube-based strain sensors with desired sensing properties 
attained by simple manipulation of the processing of SWNTs at the molecular-scale.  The 
results obtained indicate that the (SWNT-PSS/PVA)n thin film strain sensitivities can 
vary between 0.193 to 1.805 by adjusting SWNT and PSS concentrations and film 
thickness. The ability to control the nanocomposite’s electrical and mechanical 
properties permits the tailoring of thin films for specific SHM applications. For example, 
thin films that are ultra-ductile but exhibit moderate piezoresistivity may be required for 
monitoring structures undergoing large deformations during strong ground motions, 
whereas high strain sensitivity is more desirable for continuous long-term monitoring of 
civil infrastructures.     
An RC-circuit model is devised from frequency-domain electrical impedance 
spectroscopy to fit experimental data to numerical results in both the frequency- and 
time-domains. Circuit parameters such as the strain-sensitive resistance, film capacitance, 
and exponentially decaying parameters that simulate the exponential decay of film 
resistance are all fitted using a simulated annealing algorithm to minimize the sum of 
the least-squares difference between experimental EIS results and those predicted by an 
analytical equivalent circuit model. Upon successful derivation of the proposed 




PSS/PVA)n thin films’ time histories with model-predicted results. Here, (SWNT-
PSS/PVA)n thin films fabricated on glass substrates are cut into small rectangles and 
mounted to PVC bars subjected to tensile-compressive cyclic loading to ±10,000 µε. 
Results of the fit from both the frequency- and time-domains suggest the equivalent RC-
circuit model describes the strained (SWNT-PSS/PVA)n thin films well. Despite the 
presence of a time-dependent exponential decay of film resistance, two methods can be 
employed to obtain a drift-free sensor response. First, a band-pass (between 0.014 – 25 
Hz) signal-conditioning circuit is included to experimentally filter out the slow decay in 
(SWNT-PSS/PVA)n thin film resistance. Alternatively, (SWNT-PSS/PVA)n thin films can 
be deposited onto PET substrates to form a capacitive strain sensor whose capacitance is 
strain sensitive. Most importantly, unique trends are observed, where increasing carbon 
nanotube and/or PSS concentration during LbL fabrication increases the overall film 
strain sensitivity. The increase in nanotube concentration and subsequent LbL 
deposition creates more nanotube-to-nanotube junctions, allowing the (SWNT-
PSS/PVA)n film to be more sensitive to strain. Enhanced dispersion for higher PSS 
concentrations allows for larger quantities of individual nanotubes to be deposited on 
the substrate, thus increasing the (SWNT-PSS/PVA)n nanocomposite strain sensitivity. 
4.6.2. Contributions 
The main contribution of this chapter is two-fold: namely, (1) an equivalent 
circuit model capable of estimating and predicting (with high accuracy) thin film 
electrical response to applied strain has been derived and (2) SWNT-based 
nanocomposite piezoresistive sensitivity and inherent resistivity can be easily tailored 
by controlling layer-by-layer fabrication parameters. An experimental optimization 
study has been conducted to vary SWNT concentration, dispersing agent (i.e., PSS) 
concentration, and film thickness; these fabrication parameters are correlated to the 
resulting nanocomposite’s piezoresistive response. Using the derived equivalent circuit 
model, nanocomposite strain sensitivity and inherent resistivity have been obtained and 
compared between all the unique films fabricated. Specific trends have been identified 
which serve as future guidelines for tailoring macro-scale sensor properties for various 




desirable when power consumption is a severe limitation. Nevertheless, the versatility of 
the fabrication process permits the optimization of the balance between sensor 
performance and material intrinsic properties. Secondly, as opposed to outfitting 
nanocomposite sensors with external circuitry (e.g., band-pass circuits or post-data 
acquisition numerical fitting), the proposed equivalent circuit adequately describes the 
undesirable time-domain resistance drift. Furthermore, identification of the parallel 
circuit-type behavior of these thin films will permit direct application of these materials 
to applications where circuit modeling in the frequency domain is necessary (e.g., radio 












A key motivation of this dissertation is to develop novel multifunctional 
nanocomposites that are suitable for monitoring different damage processes (e.g., 
cracking, yielding, and corrosion) in various civil, mechanical, and aerospace structures. 
However, structural damage is a complex phenomenon that can be distributed 
throughout various locations in the structure. Following the existing structural health 
monitoring paradigm (i.e., distributed “point” sensors) as mentioned in Chapter 1, the 
objective of this chapter is to design and validate a high performance yet low cost 
passive (e.g., without a power source) wireless sensor. Having identified an equivalent 
circuit model that adequately describes the electrical properties of the SWNT-based 
nanocomposite, it will be shown in this chapter that the RC-circuit model is ideally 
suited for integration with wireless devices.  
In fact, many researchers have developed low-cost wireless sensors based on 
inductive coupling, also known as radio frequency identification (RFID) or inductively-
coupled wireless sensors. Interest in RFID-based sensors is driven by the fact that these 
sensors do not require power sources, such as batteries. However, since these sensors 
have no power source, they depend on a “reader” at short-range (sub-meter) delivering 
power through inductive coupling. While many RFID-type wireless sensors have been 
successfully validated in structural monitoring applications, current academic 




reinforced concrete structures where sensor sizes should be comparable to the size of 
concrete aggregates [20-22, 24-27]. Miniaturization of passive wireless sensors would also 
extend their applications for monitoring structural systems constructed from composite 
laminates (e.g., fiber-reinforced polymer (FRP) composites).  
In this chapter, prototype thin film RFID-style wireless sensors are proposed for 
localized strain and pH monitoring. This chapter begins with a theoretical overview of 
inductively coupled wireless systems. When multifunctional nanocomposite sensors are 
coupled with a coil antenna, the final sensor package is capable of wirelessly detecting 
strain and pH (or corrosion) variations via changes in the characteristic frequency and 
bandwidth of the sensor, respectively. In total, three generations of inductively coupled 
nanocomposite sensors are designed and presented. First, SWNT-based thin films are 
electrically connected to a coil antenna formed by winding magnetic wire. Upon 
successful experimental validation of the RFID system, the objective of the second 
generation passive wireless sensors is to explore wireless communication capabilities of 
planar thin film coil antennas obtained from Texas Measurements, Inc. Finally, the third 
generation sensor combines nanotechnology-derived thin film fabrication techniques 
with micro-fabrication tools for the development of miniature printed circuit board (PCB) 
passive wireless strain and corrosion sensors. Preliminary experimental laboratory 
validation studies are presented to characterize the performance attributes of the 
wireless multifunctional SWNT-PE composite sensors. 
5.2. Inductively Coupled Sensing Systems 
In general, near-field radio frequency identification (or more generally, 
inductively coupled systems) are comprised of two main components: (1) a reader 
connected to a constant power source and (2) a passive sensor tag. The reader serves as 
the data acquisition system and is responsible for wirelessly transmitting power to an 
RFID tag in close proximity via inductive coupling (Figure 1-2) [19]. Two types of RFID 
sensor tags exist. First, digital tags include digital circuitry and capacitive circuit 
elements for short-term power storage. When the digital sensor tag is interrogated by an 
RFID reader, simple onboard computations can take place before the sensor tag 




amplitude (ASK), frequency (FSK), or phase shift keying (PSK) [118]. To date, these types 
of RFID sensors have found application in smart cards, security systems, package 
tracking, sensors, and among many others. While many commercial and academic RFID 
tags are coupled with digital electronics for use in a variety of smart card applications, 
digital electronics will not be used in this study due to their cost and the need for 
increased form factor. The second type of RFID sensors are analog tags. Analog RFID 
tags do not attempt to capture power like the digital tags; in addition, no computations 
are executed by the tag. The analog RFID-sensor takes advantage of the properties of the 
electromagnetic (EM) coupling between the reader and tag to encapsulate data. In this 
study, the characteristics of the inductive coupling (namely, characteristic frequency and 
bandwidth) are designed to vary as a function of the stimulus we seek to measure (e.g., 
strain and pH). The advantage inherent to analog RFID sensors is that it requires passive 
circuit elements (i.e., resistors and capacitors) only, thereby keeping form factors small.  
5.2.1. The Reader for Analog Tags 
In its simplest form, a typical RFID reader consists of a coil antenna connected to 
an automatic frequency response analyzer (FRA). In this study, the Solartron 1260 
impedance gain/phase analyzer is selected for its ease of use and its ability to measure 
electrical impedance in a frequency range between 100 mHz to 32 MHz (well within the 
operating frequency range of the proposed RFID sensor system, as will be discussed 
later). When measuring the complex-valued impedance, Z (Z = A+jB where A and B are 
the real and imaginary components of the impedance, respectively), the FRA generates a 
regulated AC voltage signal that is applied to the reader coil; simultaneously, the FRA 
measures the corresponding AC current response in the coil as AC frequency, f, is varied. 
As the AC sinusoidal signal passes through the reader coil antenna, a magnetic field, H, 
is generated in the vicinity of the reader’s coil as can be calculated by Equation 5-1 and 
depicted in Figure 5-1 (for a circular reader coil based on Faraday’s Law) [19]: 
 





where I is the current passing through the coil, r is the antenna radius, N is the number 
of turns, and x is the read-distance along the central axis of the coil (Figure 5-1). This 
resulting magnetic field is employed to induce current and a potential drop in an RFID 
tag within close proximity. From Equation 5-1, it can be observed that a tradeoff exists 
between different size antennas such that smaller antennas are capable of generating 
higher EM fields at the coil axis but larger antennas generate higher fields over greater 
distances (x).   
5.2.2. Sensor Tag 
Typically, the circuitry of a basic sensor tag consists of a resistor (RT), inductor 
(coil antenna) (LT), and capacitor (CT) in a parallel or series resonant circuit configuration, 
also known as an RLC-circuit (Figure 5-1). Inherent to each parallel or series resonant 
circuit are two quantities, namely its characteristic (or resonant) frequency (fn) and 
bandwidth (B). While the characteristic frequency of an RLC-circuit does not change 
with circuit configuration, bandwidth varies between a parallel and series resonant 
circuit as shown in Equations 5-2 and 5-3: 
 
 
Figure 5-1. A schematic illustrating RFID wireless interrogation of a (a) parallel and 





  (5-2) 
  (5-3a) 
  (5-3b) 
 
Selection of sensor tag circuit configuration depends on whether characteristic frequency 
shift or bandwidth change is more desirable. Furthermore, certain voltage and current 
requirements for powering onboard electronics governs the type of resonant circuit 
configuration used. At resonance (fn), series and parallel tags provide maximum current 
(minimum impedance) or maximum voltage (maximum impedance), respectively as 
shown in Figure 5-2 [119]. 
5.2.3. Coupled Reader and Tag System 
If the Solartron 1260 FRA measures the complex impedance response of the 
reader coil antenna, the measured impedance would be governed by Equation 5-4. 
   
  (5-4) 
 
where RR is the inherent series resistance of the coil, LR is the inductance of the reader 
coil antenna, and ω (in rad-s-1) is the natural cyclic frequency of the input AC sinusoidal 
signal (Figure 5-2a). However, when a sensor tag comes in the vicinity of the reader coil, 
an additional complex impedance term (due to inductive coupling, ZT’) is superimposed 
onto the impedance of the measured coil antenna. 
 
  (5-5) 
 
In order to calculate ZT’, one can begin by calculating the equivalent impedance 
of each circuit element in the series or parallel sensor tag: namely, the inductor (ZL), 
resistor (ZR), and capacitor (ZC) impedances: 




  (5-6) 
 
Note, the resistance RS is the inherent series resistance of the sensor tag’s inductive coil.  
Using the equivalent impedance of each circuit element as given in Equation 5-6, the 
total impedance measured at the reader can be determined.  For example, when a series 
resonant circuit tag comes into close proximity to the RFID reader, the measured 
impedance can be calculated by Equation 5-7: 
 
  (5-7) 
 
Similarly, for a parallel resonant circuit: 
 
 
Figure 5-2. A schematic illustrating RFID reader impedance (Z) response when (a) no 










The plot of impedance, Z, as a function of frequency, ω, for both the parallel and 
series resonant circuits differs from that of the reader alone (Figure 5-2a) due to a zig-zag 
portion of the curve (Figure 5-2b and 5-2c). From Equations 5-7 and 5-8, a coupling 
factor (k, a number between 0 and 1) qualitatively describes the mutual inductance 
between the reader and sensor coil antennas. Theoretically, k = 1 when the reader and 
tag coil antennas are of the same size, the same inductance, perfectly aligned by their 
coil axes, and separated by a distance of zero. However, the coupling factor is strongly 
dependent on coil geometry, operating conditions, range, among other factors. In the 
event that no sensor tag is present (where the distance between the coils can be 
approximated by infinity), k = 0, and Equations 5-7 and 5-8 reduce back to Equation 5-4. 
It is obvious from Equations 5-7 and 5-8 that the as-measured RFID reader’s 
complex impedance response is governed by the RFID tag’s discrete circuit elements (i.e., 
RT, CT, and LT). Thus, an RFID sensor tag can be realized by the careful design of its 
individual circuit elements (i.e., resistor, capacitor, or inductor) to change in response to 
an applied external stimulus (e.g., strain or pH). Any electrical changes observed by the 
RFID sensor tag due to an applied external stimulus are detectable by an RFID reader in 
close proximity. In this study, a parallel resonant circuit configuration is employed for 
the design of RFID sensor tags. For example, if the resistive element of wireless sensor is 
designed to change in response to strain or pH, the RFID system bandwidth will change 
according to Equation 5-3b. Figure 5-3 illustrates an exaggerated complex impedance 
response measured wirelessly by the RFID reader as a wireless sensor tag’s resistance 
changes.  
5.3. Passive Wireless Sensor Fabrication 
Provided that LbL-fabricated carbon nanotube composite thin films are 
electrically equivalent to RC-parallel circuits, they can be employed as integral elements 
of a passive wireless sensor. Two types of sensors are specifically proposed, namely 




PSS/PVA)n films are employed as piezoresistive strain sensors; in addition, these 
nanocomposites can also be deposited onto both sides of a flexible substrate to realize a 
capacitive strain sensor. Secondly, passive wireless pH sensing is accomplished by 
depositing (SWNT-PSS/PANI)n nanocomposites upon a variety of substrates.  
As mentioned in Section 5.1, the main objectives of this chapter are, first, to 
validate passive wireless sensing capabilities of nanocomposite RFID sensors, and 
second, to miniaturize sensors for embedment within structural components. 
Miniaturization of sensor form factor is demonstrated through the design and validation 
of three generations of nanocomposite-based multifunctional passive wireless sensors. 
First, Generation-I passive wireless sensors are realized by coupling carbon nanotube-
based composites with traditional inductive coil antennas constructed from 28 AWG 
magnetic coil wire. The study focuses upon experimentally validating that sensor 
resonant frequency and bandwidth change due to applied stimulus (e.g., tensile-
compressive strains and pH, respectively). Upon successful validation of sensor 
 
Figure 5-3. (a) An illustration of typical complex impedance magnitude and phase 
plots measured by an RFID reader interrogating a remote parallel sensor tag. (b) As 
the resistance of the RFID sensor tag decreases, a corresponding decrease in 









performance, the layer-by-layer technique is then employed to directly deposit 
nanocomposites on planar coil antennas printed on poly(ethylene terephthalate) (PET) 
(Texas Instruments, Inc.) to realize Generation-II wireless sensors. In order to tune the 
resonant frequency of the Generation-II RFID sensor, a leaded ceramic capacitor is 
connected to the planar coil antenna via single-stranded wire and colloidal silver paste. 
Thus, further miniaturization is accomplished with Generation-III where 
microfabrication and printed circuit board technologies (PCB) are employed for the 
patterning of coil antennas onto FR4 laminate substrates. Nanocomposites are directly 
deposited over these PCB coil antennas and miniature surface mount capacitors are 
soldered directly onto the board surface to realize an embeddable passive wireless 
sensor. Table 5-1 outlines the various components required for each generation of sensor.  
Table 5-1. A summary of components employed for fabrication of nanocomposite-
























Strain (SWNT-PSS/PVA)n PET/glass Resistive TI Planar 
2.5 x 5 cm2 
6-turns 
pH (SWNT-PSS/PANI)n PET/glass Resistive TI Planar 
2.5 x 5 cm2 
6-turns 
Generation-III: 
Strain (SWNT-PSS/PVA)n FR4 Resistive 
PCB 
Planar 
2.3 x 2.4 cm2 
10-turns 
pH (SWNT-PSS/PANI)n FR4 Resistive 
PCB 
Planar 






5.4. Generation-I Passive Wireless Sensor Experimental Validation 
Two Generation-I sensors are proposed: strain and pH sensors (Table 5-1). First, 
a carbon nanotube composite film is deposited on a soft PET substrate to act as the 
variable capacitor (sensitive to strain) within a parallel RFID sensor tag. Second, a PANI-
based thin film is employed as the pH-sensitive circuit element within an RFID tag. 
However, to investigate whether PANI-based nanocomposites exhibit capacitive 
sensitivity to pH, electrical impedance spectroscopy is employed as a frequency-domain 
characterization tool similar to Chapter 4. Both sensors proposed employ traditional 
inductive coils constructed from 28 AWG magnetic coil wire.  
5.4.1. Wireless Strain Sensing 
 
As previously illustrated, (SWNT-PSS/PVA)n thin films exhibit piezoresistive 
responses under applied strain. Despite the ability to precisely tailor strain sensor 
sensitivity by adjusting LbL fabrication parameters (Chapter 4), the thin film strain 
sensor exhibits a time-dependent exponential decay in film resistance over long 
measurement periods. Thus, to avoid the time-dependent gradual thin film conductivity 
variations from interfering with sensor output, capacitive-based SWNT-on-PET strain 
sensor is introduced. This sensor will take the place of a traditional capacitor in the 
parallel RC-circuit. Upon coupling this capacitive strain sensor with a parallel resonant 
tag circuit (where L ≈ 235 μH and R ≈ 1.2 MΩ), any applied strain will result to an 
inversely proportional shift in resonant frequency as given in Equation 5-2. The 
inductive tag element is assembled by a wire coil approximately 45 mm in diameter and 
50 turns connected in parallel to a resistor (R ≈ 1.2 MΩ) and the SWNT-on-PET film. 
Validation of this wireless strain sensor is conducted by applying one cycle of a 
tensile-compressive load pattern (ε = ±10,000 με) while wirelessly measuring its response 
using the Solartron 1260 impedance gain/phase analyzer coupled with a coil antenna 
(identical to the one used in the sensor tag) to form the RFID reader. Prior to mechanical 
loading, the wireless strain sensor is mounted to a poly(vinyl chloride) (PVC Type I) 
rectangular tensile coupon (31 cm long, 4 cm wide, 2 cm thick) via standard CN-E strain 




hours), an MTS-810 load frame is employed to apply the one-cycle tensile-compressive 
load pattern at 2,500 με increments. At each strain increment, the load frame is held at 
constant displacement and load (for approximately 5 min) to allow the RFID reader (i.e., 
the reader coil antenna coupled to the Solartron 1260 impedance gain/phase analyzer) 
to wirelessly interrogate the strain sensor tag. The distance between the reader and tag 
coils is fixed at approximately 3 cm. 
Figure 5-5 represents a typical experimental data plot of the wireless strain 
sensor’s coupled impedance as collected by the RFID reader. Identification of sensor 
characteristic frequency can be accomplished by observing a dip in the phase angle or 
the inflection point in the impedance magnitude-frequency plot (as shown in Figure 5-5) 
[26].  Figure 5-6a plots the calculated resonant frequency as a function of applied strain. 
From substituting Equation 5-9 into Equation 5-2 to yield Equation 5-10, it is apparent 








Figure 5-4. SWNT-on-PET capacitive 
strain sensor (epoxy-bonded to a PVC 
coupon) in a parallel resonant circuit 
configuration loaded by the MTS-810 
load frame. Coil antennas associated 
with the sensor and reader are shown. 
Figure 5-5. Experimental RFID reader 
response of SWNT-on-PET capacitive 
strain sensor under one-cycle tensile-
compressive cyclic loading to ±10,000 με 
(inset shows zoomed in plot near 
resonant frequency). 
 

































Nevertheless, since the degree of nonlinearity is small, strain sensor sensitivity 
(SC=(ΔC/C0)-ε-1) can be approximated by fitting a linear least-squares best-fit line to 
Figure 5-6a to yield SC = 0.427 Hz-με-1. It should be noted that because the differential 
frequency step during impedance measurement is small (Δf = 1 kHz), linear 
interpolation is employed between data points to extract sensor resonant frequency at 
each applied strain increment. Furthermore, upon determining the characteristic 
frequency of the sensor, capacitance is back-calculated using Equation 5-2 and plotted in 
Figure 5-6b. Apparent in Figure 5-6b is that capacitance does increase linearly in tandem 
with applied strain.   
5.4.2. Frequency-domain pH Sensing Characterization 
While DC time-domain electrical characterization has already revealed the high 
sensitivity of (SWNT-PSS/PANI)n nanocomposite’s surface resistivity to pH (Section 
2.6.1), frequency-domain evaluation can reveal other changes in the film’s electrical 
properties (e.g., capacitance or inductance). In fact, the Solartron 1260 impedance 
gain/phase analyzer can be employed to conduct electrical impedance spectroscopy for 
characterizing frequency-domain electrical properties of the pH-sensitive 
nanocomposites [115]. EIS is conducted by directly connecting the FRA to the thin film 
 
Figure 5-6. (a) Top: resonant frequency shift of SWNT-on-PET capacitive strain sensor 
under one-cycle tensile-compressive cyclic loading to ±10,000 με; (b) Bottom: 
corresponding SWNT-on-PET capacitance change. 
 






























   
   
   





specimen. Then, the Solartron impedance analyzer is commanded to measure 
nanocomposite impedance between applied AC signal frequencies from 1 to 10 MHz. 
Figure 5-7 plots the experimental response of EIS measurements of an (SWNT-
PSS/PANI)50 nanocomposite subjected to buffer solutions ranging from pH 1 to 13. The 
semicircular thin film EIS response in the complex impedance plane (termed the Cole-
Cole plot) suggests that these thin films exhibit a resistor-capacitor (RC) parallel circuit-
type behavior (Figure 5-8) [115]. It is expected that an increase in the Cole-Cole 
semicircular plot radius with increasing pH suggests an increase in the parallel 
resistance of an equivalent parallel-RC circuit (Figure 5-8).  
Thus, each Cole-Cole plot is numerically fitted to an equivalent circuit 
schematically shown in Figure 5-8 using a stochastic simulated annealing model-
updating algorithm; values for the equivalent resistance and capacitance of the (SWNT-
PSS/PANI)50 nanocomposite are dedicated during updating. Upon model-fitting of EIS 
thin film response to applied pH buffer solutions, the results are summarized in Figure 
5-9. The LbL thin film’s frequency-domain equivalent resistance exhibits a bilinear 
response to pH, where lower sensitivity is observed for acidic pH solutions (0.9 kΩ-pH-1-
cm-2) but dramatically increases when exposed to alkaline solutions (12.5 kΩ-pH-1-cm-2). 





Figure 5-7. (a) Electrical impedance spectroscopic plots showing that (SWNT-
PSS/PANI)50 nanocomposite’s increase in parallel resistance with increasing pH (pH 
from 1 to 13). (b) Select plots of Figure 4-5a shown for clarity purposes. 
 





























































5.4.3. Wireless pH Sensing 
Passive wireless sensors are fabricated by electrically connecting (SWNT-
PSS/PANI)50 thin films to a tuning capacitor and a magnet wire coil antenna to form a 
parallel resonant circuit. The result is an RFID and carbon nanotube-based passive 
wireless sensor that measures bandwidth change as a function of pH buffer solutions. In 
this case, the 11 x 7 mm2 (SWNT-PSS/PANI)50 nanocomposite acts as the pH-sensitive 
resistor (whose nominal resistance is on the order of 10,000 kΩ) while connected in 
parallel to a 2,100 μH inductive coil antenna (where the inductive coil is an 80 mm 
diameter coil consisting of 90 turns) and a 220 pF tuning capacitor. To control the 
amount of pH solution exposed to the (SWNT-PSS/PANI)50 thin film, a plastic well is 
mounted on top of the thin film via high vacuum grease (Dow Corning). It is expected 
that this circuit configuration will cause a change in system bandwidth due to changes 
in thin film resistance responding to different pH buffer solutions (from Equation 5-3b). 
The resulting pH sensor response is nonlinear, exhibiting a 1/RT relationship between 
bandwidth and film resistance.   
Again, for wireless sensor interrogation, the Solartron 1260 impedance 
gain/phase analyzer connected to an inductive coil antenna is employed as the RFID 
reader. Individual pH buffer solutions (pH 1 to 10 and 1 mL) are pipetted into the plastic 
  
Figure 5-8. An equivalent parallel-RC 
circuit model is derived for simulated 
annealing model-fitting of thin film EIS 
Cole-Cole plot response. 
Figure 5-9. A plot of model-fitted 
equivalent circuit resistance as a 
function of applied pH buffer solutions 
indicating bilinear sensitivity. 
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well as shown in Figure 5-10. Upon the addition of a pH buffer solution, the RFID reader 
is employed to measure the complex impedance over a range of frequencies. Once the 
RFID reader completes interrogating the pH sensor tag, the pH buffer solution in the 
plastic well is removed, and immediately, a different pH buffer solution is pipetted in. A 
representative experimental overlay is shown in Figure 5-11. 
The inset of Figure 5-11, which shows a zoomed-in portion of the experimental 
impedance magnitude-frequency overlay, indicates that system bandwidth decreases 
with increasing pH buffer solution. However, bandwidth is inherently difficult to 
quantify; although one can subjectively select frequency limits and calculate bandwidth, 
this method does not correlate with theory as given in Equation 5-3b. In order to 
accurately calculate system bandwidth from experimental data, the stochastic simulated 
annealing model-updating algorithm is again employed to numerically fit experimental 
data to theory (Equation 5-8) [116]. The model-updating algorithm updates individual 
circuit elements for both the tag and reader expressed in the complex impedance 
frequency domain. A typical model-fitting is shown in Figure 5-12 for one set of 
experimental data; it can be observed that the model fit adequately identifies the sensor 
equivalent circuit parameters to achieve accurate numerical fitting to experimental data. 
Upon determining the resistance, capacitance, and inductance of the sensor tag under 
  
Figure 5-10. (SWNT-PSS/PANI)50 thin 
film with a plastic well mounted for 
pipetting pH buffer solutions. 
Figure 5-11. Impedance magnitude-
frequency response as measured by the 
Solartron 1260 FRA RFID reader to 
capture the wireless pH sensor 
performance with different pH buffer 
solutions. 
 


































different pH buffer solutions, one can then calculate, using Equation 5-3b, the change in 
bandwidth of the RFID system, where the results are plotted in Figure 5-13. From Figure 
5-13, it is apparent that the bandwidth of the wireless pH sensor changes from 270 to 25 
kHz as pH increases from 1 to 10. 
5.4.4. Generation-I Accomplishments and Challenges 
As demonstrated in this section, Generation-I sensor’s passive wireless 
communications and strain and pH sensing performance have been successfully 
validated. First, by depositing (SWNT-PSS/PVA)n nanocomposites onto a conformable 
PET substrate, a capacitive strain sensor is produced. When coupled to a 28 AWG 
magnet wire coil antenna and strained to ±10,000 με, the passive wireless strain sensor 
can be wirelessly interrogated while exhibiting decreasing resonant frequency with 
increasingly applied strain at a strain sensitivity of 0.427 Hz-με-1. On the other hand, 
wireless pH sensing is accomplished by electrically connecting a (SWNT-PSS/PANI)50 
nanocomposite to a parallel resonant tag circuit. As different pH buffer solutions are 
pipetted into a plastic well mounted above the film surface, the resistive thin film sensor 
induces a tag bandwidth change from 270 to 25 kHz as pH scales from 1 to 10.  
Despite satisfactory performance obtained for both the Generation-I passive 
wireless strain and pH sensors, a significant disadvantage is their large coil antennas (i.e., 
  
Figure 5-12. Validation of stochastic 
simulated annealing model-fitting 
between numerical and experimental 
(for pH = 3.00) RFID reader response 
indicating good fit. 
Figure 5-13. (SWNT-PSS/PANI)50 thin 
film parallel resonant circuit tag shows 
considerable bandwidth change due to 
applied pH buffer solutions. 
 
















































45 mm and 80mm for the strain and pH sensors, respectively). Such large antenna form 
factors will prevent these sensors from being embedded within structural materials such 
as composites or concrete. In addition, even if these sensors can be used in outdoor 
environments, its large form factor also masks the merits of using unobtrusive 
multifunctional thin films. Thus, a different approach is required to eliminate the use of 
traditional coil antennas before these passive wireless sensors can be validated for 
structural monitoring applications. It should also be noted that a tradeoff exists between 
coil geometry (i.e., the coil antenna’s diameter, number of turns, and thickness) and 
wireless read range [19] such that larger coil geometries are accompanied by longer 
sensor interrogation lengths. 
5.5. Generation-II Sensor Miniaturization Using Planar Antennas 
In Section 5.4, it has been shown that nanocomposites coupled with traditional 
magnet wire coil antennas can be utilized as passive wireless sensors for structural 
monitoring. Despite favorable sensor characteristic frequency and bandwidth changes to 
applied strain and pH, respectively, the large form factor of tag coil antennas is one 
significant limitation that prevents field applications of these sensing systems. As a 
result, the objective of this section is to miniaturize the sensor while maintaining 
performance attributes observed in Section 5.4. Towards this end, commercially 
available 25 x 50 mm2 6-turn TI planar coil antennas (printed on a flexible PET substrate) 
are selected to offer RFID wireless communications while also serving as the layer-by-
layer substrate. In general, nanocomposite thin films will be directly assembled onto 
these planar PET-based coil antennas and electrically connected to a tuning capacitor via 
single-stranded wire and colloidal silver paste. Similar to Section 5.4, the miniaturized 
multifunctional sensor is validated for wireless strain and pH sensing as shown in Table 
5-1.  
5.5.1. Generation-II Passive Wireless Sensor Fabrication 
Fabrication of the Generation-II wireless strain sensor begins by depositing 
(SWNT-PSS/PVA)50 thin films onto TI coil antennas (Figure 5-14). It should be noted 




are initially epoxy-mounted to a glass microscope slide (Fisher Scientific) for ease of use 
during LbL fabrication. Unlike the Generation-I passive wireless sensors, the 
Generation-II wireless sensor platform seeks to take advantage of the piezoresistivity of 
(SWNT-PSS/PVA)50 thin films; thus, they are employed as strain-sensitive resistive 
elements within the RFID tag circuitry. Next, to ensure that the nanocomposite and coil 
antenna are electrically isolated, a thin coating of insulating Ted Pella Aerodag G 
(graphite aerosol) is sprayed onto the surface of the coil prior to LbL fabrication. Upon 
film deposition, realization of a parallel resonant tag circuitry is accomplished by drying 
colloidal silver paste (Ted Pella) over two ends of the (SWNT-PSS/PVA)50 antenna and 
connecting it to the inductor (TI coil antenna) in parallel with a 1,500 pF tuning capacitor. 
Similarly, realization of the Generation-II passive wireless pH sensor is 
accomplished by assembling the (SWNT-PSS/PANI)100 nanocomposites onto Aerodag 
G-coated TI coil antennas. A 1,000 pF tuning capacitor is included in the sensor tag’s 
parallel circuit design to achieve a resonant frequency of approximately 3.28 MHz. In 
addition, since the pH sensor is required to be exposed to a variety of pH solutions, a 
small plastic well is mounted on the film surface using high-vacuum grease. The small 
well is capable of containing approximately 1 mL of pH buffer solutions while holding 
its contents without leakage onto other areas of the sensor tag. 
 
Figure 5-14. A schematic illustrating the layer-by-layer deposition of multifunctional 
thin film sensors onto planar TI coil antenna substrates (printed on PET and epoxy-





5.5.2. Generation-II Wireless Strain Sensor Evaluation 
Upon sensor fabrication, the Generation-II passive RFID sensor tag is epoxy-
mounted (using CN-Y post-yield epoxy) to a PVC bar element for strain testing. After 
waiting six hours for the epoxy to dry, the PVC coupon and sensor tag are mounted in 
an MTS-810 load frame. The load frame is then commanded to execute an increasing 
monotonic strain (±4,000 με at 2,000 με intervals) to the specimens; at each interval, the 
load frame holds its displacement and load to allow time for the RFID reader to 
interrogate the strain sensor tag (similar to Section 5.4.1). 
From Figure 5-15, it can be seen that the impedance magnitude and phase 
response wirelessly measured by the RFID reader varies depending on the level of 
induced strains. The piezoresistive thin film in the parallel resonant circuit causes 
system bandwidth changes due to applied strain, as governed by Equation 5-3b and 
shown in Figure 5-16a. Upon back-calculating the thin film resistance (Figure 5-16b), 
once again, the thin film resistance increases near-linearly in tandem with applied strain. 
The near-linear response of (SWNT-PSS/PVA)50 thin film resistance to applied strain is 
consistent with previous results obtained from two-point probe resistance 
measurements presented in Chapter 2. 
  
Figure 5-15. The corresponding 
impedance (a) magnitude and (b) phase 
response as measured by the RFID 
reader when (SWNT-PSS/PVA)50 thin 
films are strained (only showing tensile 
strain responses for clarity). 
Figure 5-16. (a) Top: system bandwidth 
of the strain sensor tag decreases with 
increasing applied strain. (b) Bottom: the 
film resistance is back-calculated using 
Equation 5-3b to validate its near-linear 
increase in resistance with increasing 
strain. 
 


































































5.5.3. Generation-II Wireless pH Sensor Evaluation 
Validation of the Generation-II pH sensor shown in Figure 5-17 begins by 
pipetting various pH buffer solutions (pH 1 to 5) one at a time into the plastic well. Since 
Section 5.4 has already validated the performance of Generation-I pH sensing 
capabilities for pH buffer solutions ranging from pH 1 to 10, only acidic solutions are 
employed in the study of the Generation-II sensor. Solutions are kept in the well for 5 
min to allow the resistance of the (SWNT-PSS/PANI)100 thin film to stabilize before the 
Solartron 1260 impedance gain/phase analyzer and its reader coil antenna is employed 
to wirelessly interrogate the remote sensor.  
From Figure 5-18a, it can be seen that the passive wireless pH sensor’s 
bandwidth decreases nonlinearly with increasing pH. This inherent nonlinearity is 
expected, since, from Equation 5-3b and as mentioned in Section 5.4, it is apparent that 
RFID system bandwidth is inversely proportional to the (SWNT-PSS/PANI)100 
nanocomposite resistance. However, based on the results obtained in Chapter 4, it is 
expected that (SWNT-PSS/PANI)100 resistance should increase near-linearly in tandem 
  
Figure 5-17. A (SWNT-PSS/PANI)100 
thin film is deposited directly onto a TI 
planar coil antenna to form a parallel 
resonant sensor tag (fn = 3.28 MHz using 
a 1,000 pF tuning capacitor). A plastic 
well is mounted on top of the thin film 
to hold different pH buffer solutions. 
Figure 5-18. (a) Top: upon wireless 
sensor interrogation via the RFID reader, 
the system bandwidth is extracted and 
shown as different pH buffer solutions 
are pipetted into the plastic well. (b) 
Bottom: the film resistance is back-
calculated using Equation 5-3b to 
validate its near-linear increase in 
resistance with increasing pH. 
 






























with increasing pH. Therefore, upon back-calculating thin film resistance using Equation 
5-3b, it can be observed from Figure 5-18b that film resistance indeed varies near-
linearly with pH. 
5.5.4. Generation-II Accomplishments and Challenges 
Here, the design objective of Generation-II is to miniaturize the passive wireless 
sensor form factor using commercially available planar TI coil antennas. Taking 
advantage of the versatility of the layer-by-layer technique to deposit nanocomposites 
onto a variety of substrates, (SWNT-PSS/PVA)n and (SWNT-PSS/PANI)n thin films are 
directly deposited onto TI planar antennas printed on a PET substrate. By doing so, the 
large magnet wire coil antennas used in the Generation-I sensor platform become 
obsolete, and the sensor form factor (i.e., length, width, and thickness) can be 
dramatically reduced.  
Upon film deposition, the nanocomposite and TI antenna is connected in parallel 
to a leaded ceramic tuning capacitor (using single-stranded wire and colloidal silver 
paste) for realizing passive wireless communication. The first objective of this section 
has been attained where Generation-II RFID sensors exhibit the same wireless 
communication capabilities when compared to Generation-I. Second, this study has also 
validated wireless strain and pH sensing; experimental results from both strain sensing 
and pH detection suggest nonlinear changes in RFID system bandwidth as a function of 
the applied external stimuli. Nevertheless, upon back-calculating thin film resistance, 
both films exhibit near-linear changes in resistance in tandem with strain or pH. 
It should be mentioned that these Generation-II RFID devices have potential for 
future field applications. Despite the low power output of the Solartron 1260 impedance 
gain/phase analyzer (1 V), the typical read range of the aforementioned passive wireless 
sensors is approximately 10 cm (in air). The read range diminishes to about 3 to 5 cm if a 
2-cm concrete plate is placed between the RFID reader and sensor tag (to simulate 
typical conditions if sensors are embedded and covered with the minimum amount of 
concrete cover). In addition, if metal such as reinforcement bars are within the vicinity of 
the tag, a reference circuit can be included within the sensor design to minimize 




higher powered commercial portable readers exist and can be employed to dramatically 
extend sensor interrogation distances. 
Despite potential field applicability, one severe limitation of Generation-II 
sensors is that electrical connections still require single-strand wire and colloidal silver 
paste. Particularly, and as can be seen from Figure 5-17, the tuning capacitor is loosely 
connected to the sensor platform; such connections are likely fragile and can be 
damaged during embedment within structural components. Furthermore, manual 
soldering of the tuning capacitor to the Generation-II sensor platform is not a scalable 
approach for commercializing these passive wireless sensors for structural monitoring. 
As a result, an even more compact and robust sensor design is required. 
5.6. Generation-III Embeddable PCB Passive Wireless Sensor 
5.6.1. Generation-III PCB Passive Wireless Sensor Fabrication 
Based upon the limitations observed in Generation-I and Generation-II sensor 
platforms, a miniature, embeddable, and robust Generation-III passive wireless sensing 
system is proposed. First, the same small form factor and interrogation read-range is 
preserved by employing a coil antenna of similar dimensions. Instead of using 
commercially available Texas Instruments, Inc. RFID thin film tags, printed circuit board 
technology is adopted to electroplate a 10-turn coil antenna with an inductance of 
approximately 2.6 μH (2.3 x 2.4 cm2 as shown in Table 5-1) onto an FR4 laminate 
substrate (Figure 5-19). The design of this miniature PCB coil antenna substrate is 
accomplished using computerized software (i.e., CircuitMaker and TraxMaker) to 
precisely lay out traces and coils to obtain the desired geometry and dimensions. Coil 
antennas of specific inductance (in this case 2.6 μH) are obtained by controlling the coil 
dimensions (i.e., width and length), trace widths, and spacing [119]. In addition, 
undesirable skin effects are limited by designing coil traces and spacing to be both 0.3 
mm [120]. Upon design completion, the prototype is fabricated and electroplated by AP 
Circuits. A picture of the final fabricated board is shown in Figure 5-20a. 
It should also be noted that, as opposed to connecting a tuning capacitor with 
single-stranded wire and colloidal silver paste, the board design incorporates patterned 




mm long, 2.0 mm wide, 1.5 mm thick). These surface-mounted capacitors are 
significantly smaller than traditional leaded capacitors (i.e., those used in Generation-II 
sensors). As a result, the use of SMD capacitors significantly reduces the form factor of 
this passive wireless sensor design. Then, these FR4 laminate substrates and the coil 
antenna are coated with a thin layer of epoxy for electrical insulation and are utilized as 
LbL substrates for depositing nanocomposite sensors. Similar to Section 5.5.1, strain 
sensing via sensor bandwidth changes is accomplished by depositing (SWNT-
PSS/PVA)100 thin films, whereas pH sensing employs the (SWNT-PSS/PANI)100 film. 
The final form factor of the Generation-III passive wireless sensor is approximately 37 
mm long, 24 mm wide, and 1.6 mm thick. A schematic of the Generation-III passive 
wireless system is presented in Figure 5-19. 
5.6.2. Generation-III Wireless Strain Sensing  
The as-fabricated Generation-III passive wireless strain sensor (Figure 5-20) is 
epoxy-mounted to PVC testing coupons for mechanical loading consistent with the 
experimental setup presented in Sections 5.4.2 and 5.5.2. Upon mounting the 
Generation-III wireless strain sensor and PVC bar in an MTS-810 load frame, a 
monotonic tensile load pattern (-5,000 to 5,000 με) is executed, and the load frame is 
paused at every 1,000 με interval for wireless data acquisition. On the other hand, the 
 
Figure 5-19. A schematic illustrating the design and fabrication of the Generation-III 





RFID reader employs the same 10-turn planar coil antenna for wireless communications; 
complex impedance measurements of the coil antenna are measured by the Solartron 
1260 impedance gain/phase analyzer.  
First, to validate wireless communications, the RFID reader is employed to 
interrogate an unloaded Generation-III passive wireless strain sensor. Complex 
impedance magnitude and phase measurements as measured by the RFID reader 
(Figure 5-21) show excellent communication capabilities despite the smaller sensor form 
factor. Second, upon mechanical load testing, the summary of results is shown in Figure 
5-22. It can be clearly observed from Figure 5-22 that the passive wireless strain sensor’s 
bandwidth, as measured wirelessly via impedance phase changes by the reader, 
decreases with increasingly applied tensile strain. In addition, the strain sensor’s 
bandwidth varies near-linearly to applied strain (the strain sensitivity is estimated to be 
0.57 Hz-με-1).  Similar to previous RFID strain sensing studies presented in this chapter, 
the nanocomposite’s resistance to applied strain is back-calculated using Equation 5-3b 
and plotted in Figure 5-23. As expected, the (SWNT-PSS/PVA)100 thin film increases its 





Figure 5-20. A picture of the (a) designed and fabricated Generation-III electroplated 





5.6.3. Generation-III Wireless pH Sensing 
The Generation-III passive wireless pH sensor is realized by depositing (SWNT-
PSS/PANI)100 thin films onto PCB coil antennas. To maximize thin film exposure to pH 
buffer solutions, epoxy is applied onto areas where the thin film is electrically connected 
to the parallel resonant tag circuitry. The main reason for applying epoxy at electrodes is 
to prevent the RFID sensor’s bandwidth from being influenced by the pH buffer 
solution’s inherent conductivity. Thus, any bandwidth changes associated with applied 
pH variations will be solely caused by changes in the nanocomposite’s resistance 
response. Then, pH sensing studies are conducted by dipping the entire pH sensor tag 
into pH buffer solution baths (pH 1 to 11) while wirelessly measuring changes using the 
aforementioned RFID reader. 
Figure 5-24 plots the passive wireless pH sensor’s impedance-frequency response 
as determined by the RFID reader. It should be noted that only select plots are presented 
to enhance the clarity of the printed figure. From Figure 5-24, it can be clearly seen that 
inductive coupling between the reader and tag is observed near the sensor tag’s 3.0 MHz 
characteristic frequency as expected. As the sensor tag is exposed to increasing alkaline 
pH buffer solutions (1 to 11), the maximum detected impedance magnitude decreases 
 
Figure 5-21. The (top) impedance magnitude and (bottom) phase response of the 
unloaded Generation-III passive wireless strain sensor as measured wirelessly by the 
RFID reader. 
 




























while the bandwidth of the reader-tag system increases; Figure 5-25 summarizes system 
bandwidth dependency to applied pH. Thus, as the nanocomposite’s resistance 
increases with increasing pH (Figure 2-21), RFID bandwidth decreases in accordance 
with Equation 5-3b. Theoretically, although bandwidth change is nonlinearly related to 
pH, a linear least-squares fit can be obtained to estimate the inductively coupled sensor 
sensitivity to be 3.9 kHz-pH-1. This high estimated pH sensitivity suggests that these 
passive wireless sensors hold promise for applications in field environments to monitor 
pH (and corrosion environments). 
5.6.4. Generation-III Accomplishments and Challenges 
The proposed Generation-III strain and pH sensors have accomplished all the 
objectives set forth for the design of passive wireless sensing systems. First, instead of 
using magnet wire coil antennas or single strand wire for electrical connections, the 
entire sensor design and coil antenna is electroplated onto FR4 laminate substrates via 
PCB technology. The size of the circuit elements is dramatically reduced through the use 
of SMD capacitive components to tune the sensor resonant frequency. Finally, strain and 
pH sensing is enabled by using the printed circuit board as the LbL substrate to deposit 
(SWNT-PSS/PVA)100 and (SWNT-PSS/PANI)100 thin films, respectively. The end result 
is an RFID sensor that is low in cost and has a small form factor.  
  
Figure 5-22. The Generation-III passive 
wireless strain sensor’s bandwidth 
decreases near-linearly with applied 
tensile strain. 
Figure 5-23. Upon back-calculating the 
(SWNT-PSS/PVA)100 thin film’s 
resistance, near-linear resistance changes 
to applied strain is observed (SR ≈ 1). 
 


























Strain sensitivity: 0.57 Hz--1



















First, upon loading the Generation-III passive wireless sensors in uniaxial and 
monotonic tensile loading (±5,000 με and pausing at every 1,000 με intervals), the 
experimental results reveal extremely high sensor linearity, sensitivity, and resolution. 
In this case, strain is detected via bandwidth changes due to piezoresistive response of 
the (SWNT-PSS/PVA)100 thin film. The sensitivity of the RFID strain sensor is estimated 
to be approximately 0.57 Hz-με-1. Similarly, for wireless pH sensing, (SWNT-
PSS/PANI)100 films deposited onto PCB substrates also exhibit excellent and near-linear 
pH sensing performance. Similar to the proposed strain sensor, the wireless pH sensor 
decreases its system bandwidth with increasingly alkaline pH buffer solutions. This 
sensor has been validated to detect pH solutions ranging from 1 to 11, and the overall 
sensitivity of the sensor is 3.9 kHz-pH-1. For both sensors proposed, the significantly 
smaller form factor suggests that these sensors are now suitable for embedment within 
structural components such as concrete (e.g., to monitor strain or corrosion). However, in 
order to incorporate these sensors for distributed sensing of composites such as carbon-
fiber reinforced polymers, greater ductility (i.e., not based on brittle FR4 PCB). 
  
Figure 5-24. Select impedance 
magnitude-frequency plots measured by 
the RFID reader are presented to 
illustrate sensor response to various 
applied pH buffer solutions. 
Figure 5-25. The RFID system 
bandwidth decreases with increasing pH 
buffer solutions; the sensitivity of the 













































5.7. Patterning of Coil Antennas in SWNT-based Thin Film Sensors 
Thus far, three generations of passive wireless pH and corrosion sensors have 
been presented. While significant performance improvements have been achieved and 
sensor form factors have been dramatically reduced with increasing sensor generations, 
the fundamental designs still rely on using nanocomposites as an RC-circuit element 
(e.g., a resistor or capacitor). In addition, every sensor design has required the use of a 
leaded or surface-mounted capacitor in order to tune the resonant frequency of the 
passive wireless RFID sensor. On the other hand, electrical impedance spectroscopic 
studies conducted in Chapter 4 have already revealed the RC-circuit behavior of 
(SWNT-PSS/PVA)n thin films. In fact, the equivalent circuit derived (Figure 4-8) 
represent a parallel resonant RFID circuit that is missing an inductor component. In fact, 
patterning technologies (e.g., mechanical etching, focused ion beam, and 
photolithography) can be employed to pattern nanocomposites to coil antenna shapes, 
thereby embedding the inductor element with its inherent RC-circuit parallel. Thus, the 
final sensor design is an LbL-assembled RFID wireless sensor without the need for any 
external parts (e.g., resistors, capacitors, or inductors). 
However, in order to achieve a thin film that exhibits sensitivity to applied 
external stimuli and be able to communicate wirelessly via inductive coupling, the 
patterned thin film coil antenna must possess extremely high conductivity for passive 
wireless communications [121]. Thus, research to fabricate highly conductive thin films 
using the layer-by-layer self-assembly method is currently underway. It is hypothesized 
that while carbon nanotubes exhibit near-ballistic transport-type electronic behavior [48], 
the deposition of other polyelectrolyte species during LbL greatly reduces bulk film 
conductivity [77]. However, through the incorporation of metallic nanoparticles (e.g., 
gold) within a polymer matrix, Liu, et al. [122] have successfully fabricated LbL films 
with bulk metal conductivity. Furthermore, through the addition of carbon nanotubes 
and a variety of polyelectrolyte species, it is hoped that an LbL-assembled passive 
wireless sensor can be achieved. 
Fabrication of carbon nanotube-gold nanoparticle LbL thin films begins by 
preparing a new set of polycationic and polyanionic solutions. First, by dissolving 1.0 




nanoparticles are formed upon reducing HAuCl4 with 0.1 M sodium borohydride 
(NaBH4) solution (similar to the procedure reported by Zhang, et al., [123]). Upon 
vigorous stirring for 10 min, a pink solution is formed, indicating the completion of 
preparing the polycationic gold nanoparticle solution (denoted as GNP-PVA). As 
opposed to using PSS for surfactant steric stabilization of SWNTs, sodium dodecyl 
sulfate (SDS, Mw ≈ 288.38, Sigma-Aldrich) is employed for its smaller molecular size and 
high nanotube deposition density during LbL. Furthermore, preparation of SWNT-SDS 
dispersed suspensions only require the use of 180 min of ultrasonication bath (no need 
for using the high-energy probe sonicator), thereby preserving the mechanical and 
electrical properties of these carbon nanotubes.   
Once the polycationic GNP-PVA and polyanionic SWNT-SDS solutions are 
prepared, the LbL method continues by sequentially dipping a charged glass substrate 
in these solutions (as described in Section 2.2.1 of this dissertation). The SEM image of an 
(SWNT-SDS/GNP-PVA)2 thin film is presented as evidence for the successful deposition 
of both carbon nanotubes and gold nanoparticles even only after two LbL bilayers 
(Figure 5-26). Upon film fabrication, these (SWNT-SDS/GNP-PVA)50 thin films are 
patterned into conductive coil antennas via high-precision mechanical cutting as shown 
in Figure 5-27. In fact, preliminary two-point resistance measurements of these (SWNT-
SDS/GNP-PVA)50 thin film coil antennas suggest 4 to 5 times lower resistance than the 
aforementioned strain and pH thin film sensors [77]. Although film conductivity is 
greatly enhanced through the incorporation of GNPs and the SDS surfactant for 
nanotube dispersion and deposition, the coil antenna remains limited by a moderate 
resistance. After connecting the (SWNT-SDS/GNP-PVA)50 coil antenna in series with a 
0.1 μF capacitor to form a series resonant circuit (Figure 5-27), the bandwidth of this 
system still remains too high for any potential wireless communications (as governed by 




Nevertheless, to validate that the patterned coil antenna indeed does behave as 
an inductor, the series resonant circuit of Figure 5-27 is connected to the Solartron 1260 
impedance gain/phase analyzer to measure its complex impedance over a range of 
frequencies. From Equation 5-6, one can then deduce the equivalent complex impedance 
of a series resonant circuit (which is simply the summation of the impedances of the 
inductor, its series resistance, and the capacitor) as given in Equation 5-11: 
 
  (5-11) 
 
where ZL, ZR, and ZC is given in Equation 5-6.  From Equation 5-11 and Figure 5-28, it is 
apparent that resonance will occur when a dip is observed in the impedance magnitude-
frequency plot. For the aforementioned series resonant circuit, the resonant frequency is 
identified as approximately 417 kHz. 
  
Figure 5-26. An SEM image of a (SWNT-
SDS/GNP-PVA)2 thin film showing 
deposition of both nanotubes and gold 
nanoparticles (white dots) even after the 
formation of two bilayers. 
Figure 5-27. A picture of a (SWNT-
PSS/GNP-PVA)50 thin film patterned 
into a coil antenna to realize a series 





In the near future, the fabrication of highly conductive GNP-based LbL thin films 
will continue. As evident from the SEM image of Figure 5-26, the deposition of GNPs is 
sparse throughout the film surface. It is anticipated that by synthesizing smaller-sized 
GNPs with diameters between 2 to 25 nm using thiocyanate or sodium citrate, dense 
GNP deposition (up to 1800 nanoparticles per μm2) can be achieved resulting in films 
characterized by higher conductivity [124]. Alternatively, MEMS processes can be 
employed to sputter thin copper coils on the LbL substrates to form a wireless antenna 
upon which thin films can be adsorbed. 
5.8. Summary and Conclusions 
5.8.1. Results and Discussion 
In this study, three generations of passive wireless sensors for monitoring strain 
and pH are proposed. First, Generation-I strain and pH sensors are fabricated by 
physically connecting (SWNT-PSS/PVA)n and (SWNT-PSS/PANI)n thin films to magnet 
wire coil antennas to validate wireless communications via inductive coupling. The 
experimental results shown in this chapter successfully demonstrate the ability of 
inductive coupling to measure strain and pH via sensor resonant frequency and 
 
Figure 5-28. Experimental RFID reader response collected from (SWNT-SDS/GNP-























bandwidth changes, respectively. However, in order to achieve wireless 
communications, magnet wire coil antennas with diameters of 5 to 80 mm are required.  
To miniaturize the overall passive wireless sensor design, commercially available 
antennas printed on PET thin films are obtained from Texas Instruments, Inc. 
Furthermore, instead of electrically connecting thin films to the TI coil antenna, the coil 
antenna printed on the PET substrate is utilized as the substrate material during layer-
by-layer assembly. As a result, piezoresistive and pH sensitive nanocomposites can be 
directly deposited onto the coil antenna to achieve a device characterized by a small 
thickness. However, circuit elements, such as the tuning capacitor, need to be soldered 
and connected to the sensor tag via colloidal silver paste. Although wireless 
communications along with strain and pH sensing have been validated, the device is 
relatively fragile and is unsuitable for use in laboratory and field environments. 
Thus, to preserve the sensor miniaturization (achieved in Generation-II devices) 
while simultaneously optimizing sensor performance (Generation-I sensors), printed 
circuit board technology is employed to design the Generation-III sensor platform. Here, 
the entire parallel resonant circuitry of the sensor tag, along with a 10-turn planar coil 
antenna, is electroplated onto FR4 laminate substrates. Then, LbL assembly is employed 
to deposit (SWNT-PSS/PVA)n and (SWNT-PSS/PANI)n thin films for strain and pH 
sensing, respectively. The final sensor device is characterized by a small form factor. 
Upon conducting monotonic tensile tests to explore the sensor’s strain sensing response, 
high linearity, sensitivity, and resolution has been observed. Similarly, carbon nanotube-
PANI films deposited onto the Generation-III platform also exhibit enhanced pH sensing 
capabilities. In short, the Generation-III sensor platform encompasses advantages 
offered by Generation-I (i.e., wireless communications) and Generation-II (i.e., sensing 
performance and small form factor). In addition, the sensing system is fabricated on a 
mechanically-strong FR4 laminate, thereby possessing great potential for embedment 
within structural materials (e.g., concrete) for structural health monitoring. 
5.8.2. Contributions 
In the beginning of this chapter, it has been stated that the main objective is to 




multifunctional nanocomposites. Furthermore, the goal is to achieve a sensor platform 
that is suitable for embedment within structures and can be densely-distributed for 
component-level structural health monitoring as discussed in Chapter 1. Through three 
generations of passive wireless sensors, the Generation-III sensor platform combines the 
advantages offered by nano- and micro-fabrication technology and exhibits favorable 
characteristics such as low cost, small form factor, excellent strain and pH sensing 
performance, and reliable wireless communications.  
More importantly, this chapter presents a strategy for overcoming one of the 
fundamental limitations of nanotechnology – that is its scalability. First, based on 
findings presented in Chapters 2 and 4, nanocomposites are molecularly encoded with 
specific sensing capabilities (i.e., strain and pH sensing). However, as opposed to simply 
using these nanocomposites as point sensors connected to a centralized data repository 
via coaxial cables, wireless communication capabilities are enabled through micro-
fabrication (i.e., PCB technology) of coil antennas suitable for inductive coupling. Since 
PCB technology has already been widely adopted in industry, this technique for sensor 
fabrication is ideally suited for industry adoption. Furthermore, to enhance scalability, 
structural health monitoring can be achieved by embedding these sensors in structures 
in a densely-distributed fashion. On the other hand, preliminary results for a complete 
nanotechnology-driven wireless sensor have also been presented, where highly 
conductive thin films can simultaneously provide wireless communications and sensing. 
These ultra-thin sensors can then find applications where sensor form factor and weight 
is crucial (e.g., within composite materials in aerospace systems, among others). 
Unfortunately, the proposed RFID-based sensors are still based on the premise of 
the current generation of structural health monitoring paradigm (i.e., to utilize densely 
distributed point sensors to infer the location and severity of structural damage). 
Furthermore, although wireless communications have been successfully validated, 
RFID-based technologies have short read ranges often less than a meter. This severe 
limitation prevents their applicability in complex structural systems such as tall 
buildings. Thus, an alternative approach is still required to be able to directly measure 








APPLICATION OF SENSING SKINS FOR SPATIAL DAMAGE DETECTION 
 
6.1. Introduction 
As highlighted in previous chapters of this dissertation, structural health 
monitoring has been undergoing a paradigm shift from global-based vibration 
monitoring to component-level damage detection. While traditional metal-foil strain 
gages or even the aforementioned multifunctional nanocomposite sensors can be 
installed to obtain local strain measurements, their main disadvantage is that they can 
only provide response data at one discrete location in the structure. Accurate damage 
detection requires either a dense network of these point-sensors or accurate models that 
extrapolate localized strain fields to the remainder of the structure. On the other hand, 
multifunctional nanocomposite sensors can be coupled with radio frequency 
identification (or inductively-coupled) communication technologies to realize passive 
wireless sensing for densely-distributed structural monitoring (Chapter 5). While 
densely-distributed sensors provide more detailed information regarding structural 
response to ambient or forced excitations, damage detection still requires data 
interrogation algorithms that hypothesize damage in locations away from the sensors. 
Novel distributed sensing technologies are needed to offer SHM systems 
improved resolutions for damage detection. One emerging distributed sensing 
paradigm are “active” sensors based on ultrasonic nondestructive evaluation (NDE) 
techniques. Specifically, guided-waves show tremendous promise for accurate damage 




to propagate over long distances, this sensing approach provides the sensor with alarge 
interrogation zone.  
Multifunctional materials, such as the nanocomposites at the center of this 
dissertation, also offer exciting new methods for distributed sensing. Since the material 
senses everywhere the material is, it is by its very nature a distributed sensor. Hence, the 
objective of this chapter is to again employ SWNTs as a building block for the design 
and fabrication of multifunctional “sensing skins” capable of monitoring structural 
damage without having to probe multiple discrete sensor locations to infer the 
characteristics (i.e., type, location, and severity) of damage. The proposed sensing skin 
seeks to: (1) spatially image deformation (i.e., strain), (2) identify and locate foreign 
object and blast debris impact, and (3) observe the formation of corrosion byproducts or 
changes in pH which is indicative of corrosion. Using the aforementioned layer-by-layer 
self-assembly process (Section 2.2.1), individual SWNTs are functionalized with various 
polyelectrolyte species for embedding multiple sensing transduction mechanisms within 
the composite’s morphology as discussed in Chapter 4 [77]. Here, SWNT-based LbL 
nanocomposites are embedded with strain sensitivity and corrosion detection 
capabilities [77, 111]. It will be shown that applied strain, impact damage, corrosion 
byproduct formation, and pH alter thin film conductivity, thereby enabling a 
multifunctional composite capable of monitoring common structural damage processes. 
Realization of a sensing skin with spatial resolution is achieved by coupling the 
nanocomposites with the well-established electrical impedance tomographic (EIT) 
spatial conductivity imaging technique [126-129]. In short, the EIT conductivity mapping 
technique relies on repeated electrical measurements at the film boundary so as to 
inversely reconstruct the skin’s spatial conductivity distribution. Since the LbL-based 
sensing skin is embedded with specific sensing transduction mechanisms, changes in 
film conductivity can be directly correlated to strain, impact, corrosion, pH, among 
others. This chapter begins with a brief summary of electrical impedance tomography; 
interested readers are referred to more extensive treaties on the method [127]. Then, the 
EIT method is validated by intentionally manufacturing films with defects consistent 
with non-uniform conductivity distributions. In addition, the accuracy and resolution of 




validation, the sensing skins are experimentally demonstrated to detect: (1) tensile-
compressive cyclic strains, (2) impact damage, (3) corrosion byproduct formation in 
metallic plates, and (4) pH exposure. 
6.2. Electrical Impedance Tomography 
6.2.1. Forward Problem: Background and Theoretical Foundations 
Given any two- (2D) or three-dimensional (3D) linear isotropic medium (Ω) 
described by a time-invariant conductivity distribution (σ), Faraday’s Law of Induction 
states, 
 
  (6-1) 
 
and Ampere’s Law states: 
 
  (6-2) 
 
where E is the electric field, H is the magnetic field strength, B is the magnetic field 
(B=µ0H), µ0 is the magnetic permeability, and Js is the current density of current sources 
within the body Ω [129, 130]. By neglecting the magnetic field when using static or low-
frequency currents, Equations 6-1 and 6-2 can be combined to yield Equation 6-3, which 
is termed the Laplace Equation. This equation is widely used to model the flow of 
electrical current and the development of electrical potential, , within conductive and 
semiconducting bodies: 
 
 ·   (6-3) 
 
Here, it is assumed that current I is neither supplied nor generated within Ω and hence, 
the right hand side of the Laplace equation is set to zero. The flow of current within the 
body is therefore due to current supplied at the boundary of Ω. For a two-dimensional 




boundary, Equation 6-3 can be rewritten as the 2D Laplace equation (Equation 6-4) to 
describe current flow at every location within Ω (based on a two-dimensional (x, y) 
Cartesian coordinate system) [129]. 
 
 · ,  , 0 (6-4) 
 
Similarly, if an alternating current of cyclic frequency ω is applied to the medium, then 
the 2D Laplace equation is expressed as: 
 
 · , ,  , , 0 (6-5) 
 
where the conductivity (σ) of Ω is replaced with the complex admittance, γ, to account 
for the body’s conductivity, AC signal frequency, and material permittivity (ε) as shown 
in Equation 6-6. 
 
  (6-6) 
 
However, it is generally assumed that the applied electric signal’s frequency is 
sufficiently low, such that ωε is infinitesimally small and γ ≈ σ. In that case, Equation 6-4 
is generally adopted in EIT formulation. From a continuum model’s perspective, it is 
assumed that there are no discrete electrodes and that the applied current is defined as a 
continuous function along the body boundary, ∂Ω [129]. Regardless, if the potential of 
the boundary () can be measured, the Dirichlet boundary condition states that 
 
  , ,  at ∂Ω (6-7) 
 
where v is the measured boundary voltage (or potential) drop. In addition, if the sum of 
input and output current, I, along the entire medium’s boundary is zero (i.e., if the line 
integral of current along ∂Ω is zero), then the Neumann’s boundary condition is satisfied 





 Ω 0 (6-8) 
 
Herein, the combination of the 2D Laplace equation (Equation 6-4) and Dirichlet-
Neumann boundary conditions (Equations 6-7 and 6-8) is referred to as the forward 
problem for the EIT continuum model. The forward problem guarantees that the 
boundary potential (v) can be determined theoretically via a known and continuous 
boundary current function applied to a body’s boundary, I|∂Ω, where the body is 
characterized by a conductivity distribution function, σ(x, y) [131].  
6.2.2. Finite Element Method (FEM) Formulation 
Often, the EIT forward problem cannot be solved in the continuum domain since 
a continuum spatial conductivity distribution function and an applied boundary current 
function are practically unobtainable. Furthermore, the solution to the continuum 2D 
Laplace equation is mathematically rigorous and at times implausible. As a result, a 
discretized weak form of the forward problem (Section 6.2.1) is obtained using 
variational mechanics and techniques such as the finite element method (FEM). Here, 
FEM discrete elements of constant properties (e.g., conductivity) are employed to 
approximate the continuous 2D conductivity distribution function (σ) [129, 132]. Similarly, 
as opposed to relying on a continuous boundary current function which is also 
practically unobtainable, the complete electrode model, which discretizes the boundary 
into a finite number of electrodes (L), is implemented for finite element analyses [129, 
133].  
For the FEM formulation employed in this chapter, n triangular elements with 
second-order parabolic basis functions, wi, are employed. The potential along the 
boundary of each element (|∂ΩE) can then be obtained by taking the sum of the three 
nodal (i.e., the vertices of the triangular element) potentials of each ith element multiplied 
by each of its corresponding basis functions as shown in Figure 6-1a and Equation 6-9: 
 





Since the basis functions are not differentiable at the ith node, the weak formulation of 
the Laplace equation is derived using variational methods: 
 
 ·  0 (6-10) 
 
where V is an arbitrary function and Equation 6-10 is integrated over the body Ω. The 
combination of the weak form of the Laplace equation (Equation 6-10), the discretization 
of potential (Equation 6-9), and the Dirichlet-Neumann boundary conditions, results in a 
linear set of equations. When combined in a single matrix equation, the equation is a 
linear equation of the classical Ax=b form: 
 
  0  (6-11) 
 
where  = (1,…, n)T is a vector that includes all elemental nodal potentials, E = (v1, 
v2, …, vp)T is a vector that contains all measured boundary electrode voltages, and A is a 
square matrix calculated from the basis functions (w) and element conductivities (σ) [127]. 
 
Figure 6-1. Discretized FEM formulation of the Laplace equation: (a) second-order 
polynomial basis functions, wi, corresponding to a triangular element; (b) eight-





Thus, Equation 6-11 provides the foundation for determining the measured boundary 
voltage, E, due to the application of a known boundary current, I, to the numerically 
meshed body.  
For example, the thin film body in Figure 6-1b is meshed using eight elements 
defined by nine nodes. If a current I is sourced at element 1 and drained at element 7, 
then Equation 6-11 can be solved for the electric potential at the nine nodes  = (1,…, 
9)T and for the voltage measured across the three adjacent electrodes, E = (v1, v3, v5, v7)T. 
It should be noted that, in this example, A is a 13 x 13 square matrix. Provided the 
system matrix is often sparse, LU decomposition is generally required to solve the 
forward problem. The reader is referred to Hou, et al. [128] for a more detailed discussion 
regarding the implementation of triangular elements and the finite element method for 
electrical impedance tomography of thin film composites.  
6.2.3. Inverse Problem: Electrical Impedance Tomographic Conductivity Mapping 
In short, electrical impedance tomography relies on a complete set of 
simultaneous current injection and voltage measurements along a body’s boundary (i.e., 
at its electrodes) to reconstruct its spatial conductivity distribution (herein termed the 
inverse problem and illustrated in Figure 6-2). By its nature, the aforementioned inverse 
problem is ill-posed such that a unique solution may not exist for a data set 
corresponding to a single current pattern [127, 129]. Therefore, current is injected on all 
possible sets of adjacent electrodes, with voltage measurements taken for each current 
pattern, thereby yielding an over-determined data set. The inverse problem then seeks 
to determine the optimal spatial conductivity distribution by minimizing the difference 
between predicted boundary electrode potentials (as calculated by an assumed σ 
distribution based on the FEM model) with actual experimental boundary voltage 
measurements, E. More specifically, each step of the iterative inverse problem updates 
each FEM element’s conductivity and solves the forward problem to determine the set of 
predicted boundary potentials. The predicted boundary potentials are compared to 
experimental boundary voltage measurements, and the EIT forward problem seeks to 





  |  (6-12) 
 
Here, to solve the EIT spatial conductivity reconstruction, a regularized Gauss-
Newton algorithm is employed to minimize a similar but augmented least-square 
functional that takes into account regularization. The iterative algorithm is executed 
until the difference between the predicted boundary potential, (σ), and experimental 
boundary voltage measurements are within an acceptable error threshold (i.e., when f(σ) 
≤ 0.05%). Upon convergence of the iterative Gauss-Newton inverse problem (i.e., when 
the error threshold criterion is met), the final conductivity map is derived. Unlike 
techniques such as backprojection which only provide relative spatial conductivity 
changes between successive EIT boundary electrical measurements, this algorithm 
reconstructs the absolute film conductivity and will be verified experimentally in Section 
 
Figure 6-2. A schematic illustrating the electrical impedance tomography spatial 
conductivity reconstruction process. The left side of the schematic shows the nature 
of the inverse problem (i.e., using boundary electrical measurements and known 
current inputs to find the conductivity distribution of the sensing skin). In order to 
solve for the spatial conductivity distribution, an iterative process utilizing the finite 
element method is employed to repeatedly solve the forward problem until the 





6.4.2. In fact, the estimated FEM discrete element conductivities have been compared to 
experimental two- and four-point probe surface conductivity measurements to verify a 
maximum error bound of 2.1%. The small experimental error obtained suggests that 
most of the conductivity variations resulting from EIT spatial conductivity mapping can 
be attributed to contact impedance uncertainties and measurement error during surface 
probing [128]. 
6.3. Multifunctional Sensing Skin Fabrication 
6.3.1. Sensing Skin Fabrication and Sample Preparation 
Similar to previous chapters presented in this dissertation, multifunctional 
nanocomposites or sensing skins are fabricated via a layer-by-layer self-assembly thin 
film fabrication methodology. As opposed to only using glass or silicon as LbL 
substrates for film deposition, this chapter also employs aluminum 6061-T6 alloy and 
carbon steel plates as substrate materials. However, to achieve optimal nanocomposite 
deposition using these metallic substrates, metallic plates are first cleaned with acetone 
to remove oil residue and then spray-coated with a thin uniform layer of primer to 
electrically isolate the sensing skins from the conductive substrates. On the other hand, 
glass substrates are treated with piranha solution to remove surface oil residue and 
microbes as mentioned in Section 2.2.1. Upon completion of substrate preparation, the 
LbL process begins by immersing the substrate in the polycationic 1.0 wt. % PVA or 1.0 
wt. % PANI solution for 5 min. The substrate is then rinsed with 18 MΩ Milli-Q 
deionized water for 3 min and dried with compressed air for 10 min. Then, the substrate, 
along with its adsorbed PVA or PANI monolayer, is dipped into a SWNT-PSS 
suspension for 5 min, followed by rinsing (3 min) and drying (10 min). This process 
completes the adsorption of one nanocomposite bilayer and is repeated 50 or 100 times 
to achieve a mechanically-strong nanocomposite sensing skin.  
6.3.2. EIT Electrode Preparation and Data Collection 
As opposed to two- or four-point surface conductivity measurements, electrical 




reconstructing the 2D (or even 3D) spatial conductivity image of any body, Ω (as 
described in Section 6.2). Prior to data collection, sensing skins are instrumented with 16, 
32, or 40 electrodes around their boundaries (with equal number of electrodes 
equidistantly spaced along each boundary of the square/rectangular sensing skin 
specimens as shown in Figure 6-3). For skins deposited on glass substrates for EIT 
validation analysis (Section 6.4), strain sensing validation (Section 6.5.1), and those 
deposited on primer-coated carbon steel for corrosion detection (Section 6.5.3), accurate 
and precise electrode placement is ensured by using header pins with a fixed spacing. 
Colloidal silver paste is used to electrically connect the header pins to the 
nanocomposite surface. On the other hand, electrodes for impact damage identification 
(Section 6.5.2) are provided using 32 copper tape electrodes; minimization of contact 
impedance is accomplished by drying colloidal silver paste between the copper tape and 
nanocomposite skin. The colloidal silver paste is allowed to dry for six hours prior to 
any experimental tests. 
 
Figure 6-3. A schematic illustrating the EIT electrode configuration. (a) (SWNT-
PSS/PVA)50 and (SWNT-PSS/PANI)100 thin films are deposited on glass substrates for 
strain sensing and pH sensing validation, respectively. (b) (SWNT-PSS/PVA)50 thin 
films are deposited on 110 x 110 mm2 primer-coated aluminum 6061-T6 alloy plates 
for impact damage detection. (c) (SWNT-PSS/PVA)100 thin films are deposited onto 25 
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In order to obtain the reconstructed EIT spatial conductivity image, current flow 
is introduced into the skin at two adjacent electrodes on the skin boundary, while 
voltage is measured at all remaining electrodes. In this study, the neighboring or 
adjacent electrode measurement technique is employed [129]. Experimentally, a Keithley 
6221 current generator is commanded to inject a regulated AC or DC current into a pair 
of adjacent electrodes, while a National Instruments (NI) data acquisition system (DAQ) 
is employed to measure the potential drop across all other adjacent electrode pairs. 
Using the neighboring electrode measurement technique, a total of L(L-1)/2 
measurements are derived (where L is the number of electrodes). While this technique 
has been demonstrated to produce non-uniform current density within the body leading 
to reduced sensitivity to conductivity changes located away from the boundary [129], 
this technique is implemented for its simplicity and fast data acquisition attributes. 
Furthermore, it will be demonstrated in Section 6.5 that the high damage sensitivity of 
the proposed nanocomposite skins are unaffected by the neighboring electrode 
measurement technique. 
6.4. EIT Spatial Conductivity Validation 
6.4.1. EIT Validation of Conductivity Inhomogeneity 
Validation of EIT spatial conductivity mapping of LbL nanocomposites is 
conducted by assessing conductivity homogeneity variations among four separate 
(SWNT-PSS/PVA)50 thin film specimens deposited on glass (whose dimensions are 
similar to those in Figure 6-3c). Following LbL fabrication, EIT is performed to obtain 
baseline conductivity maps (base) for each thin film specimen. After the baseline 
conductivity maps are reconstructed, intentional inhomogeneity is introduced within 
the film structure by physically etching straight, diagonal, and L-shaped cuts into the 
film surface (Figures 6-4a, 6-4c, and 6-4e) to create regions of zero conductivity. After 
etching, EIT is performed again on each thin film specimen to obtain the etched 
conductivity maps (etch). These maps are then subtracted from base to obtain associated 
pattern conductivity maps, pattern. From Figures 6-4b, 6-4d, and 6-4f, it can be observed 




When compared with the back-lighted photographs of the three aforementioned thin 
film specimens, the experimental EIT conductivity maps (Figures 6-4b, 6-4d, and 6-4f) 



















Figure 6-4. Pattern conductivity maps (σpattern) of three types of physically etched 
thin film specimens. (a), (c), and (e) are optical pictures of thin films with double 
slashes, straight line, and L-shaped etchings; (b), (d), and (f) are the corresponding 





In order to demonstrate that the EIT technique can identify subtle changes in 
conductivity within the thin film structure, three levels of conductivity are encoded into 
a fourth specimen by controlling the number of bilayers deposited (Figure 6-5a). From a 
previous study conducted by Loh, et al. [77] and in Section 3.3, thin film conductivity 
increases in tandem with increasing number of bilayers deposited. Thus, fabrication of 
this fourth specimen with varied conductivity is accomplished by initially fabricating a 
(SWNT-PSS/PVA)50 thin film. Upon mechanical etching of an 18 by 18 mm2 window in 
the middle of the film to form a region of zero conductivity, the LbL process continues to 
fabricate another (SWNT-PSS/PVA)25 thin film structure over the etched 50-bilayer film. 
Again, mechanical etching is employed to remove a 9 by 18 mm2 window before another 
25-bilayer thin film is deposited (Figure 6-5a); the final thin film structure consists of 
three different magnitudes of conductivity. Generally, darker regions of the back-lighted 
image (Figure 6-5b) suggest greater carbon nanotube deposition consistent with more 
layers in the nanocomposite and corresponding to increasing film conductivity. Using 
 
Figure 6-5. (a) Sequential deposition and etching process to structure three regions of 
different conductivity in a single thin film; (b) back-lighted image of thin film 
specimen with three dipping layers, 25 (left center), 50 (right center), and 100 bilayers 





only a 32-electrode setup, EIT successfully identifies major and minor conductivity 
variations due to different CNT deposition density (Figure 6-5c).   
6.4.2. EIT Validation of Measured Absolute Conductivity 
As presented in Section 6.2, the EIT method can reconstruct an absolute measure 
of thin film conductivity distribution relying on only boundary potential measurements. 
While it has been demonstrated that relative conductivity change can be accurately 
identified via EIT (Section 6.4.1), no experimental data suggest the calculated 
conductivity map corresponds to the true conductivity of the thin film. Here, a 
validation case study is presented to directly compare EIT conductivity estimates to 
experimental data obtained using traditional DC two-point probing [80]. 
Similar to Section 6.4.1, the validation of absolute thin film spatial conductivity is 
conducted using 25 mm by 25 mm (SWNT-PSS/PVA)50 thin films fabricated on a silicon 
substrate (Figure 6-6a). The pristine film is subjected to EIT to obtain its corresponding 
spatial conductivity map (where a total of 32 electrodes are used as described in Section 
6.3.2). Upon boundary potential measurements and EIT reconstruction, the thin film is 
 
Figure 6-6. Thin film conductivity validation: (a) thin film specimen is equally 
meshed into 16 individual elements by physical slicing of the thin film; (b) the mesh 
number of (a); (c) the conductivity comparison of (a) between EIT and the two-point 


















physically sliced to form a four by four element grid with each element electrically 
isolated from all others. By drying colloidal silver paste between each grid element (as 
identified in Figure 6-6b), individual element resistance (R) is measured via an Agilent 
64401A digital multimeter connected in a two-point probe fashion. Once resistance is 
obtained for a grid element, the multimeter electrodes are removed and applied to the 
corresponding electrodes of the next element. This is repeated until all 16 mesh 
resistances have been determined. Since film resistivity, ρ, (or equivalently conductivity, 
σ=1/) is dependent on thin film thickness (h), the thickness of each thin film element is 
measured using ellipsometry. Resistivity, ρ, is calculated:   
 
  (6-13) 
 
where w is the element’s width and l is the distance between the two-point probe 
electrodes.   
The EIT reconstructed conductivity map using 32 boundary electrodes is 
compared to the conductivity measured for each of the mesh elements by two-point 
probing. To make a direct comparison, the triangular elements of the EIT conductivity 
map that fall within the domain of each grid element are averaged. As presented in 
Figure 6-6c, the average conductivity measured by EIT reconstruction is within 2% error 
of those measured by using two-point probe methods for each grid element. These 
results suggest the conductivity maps offered by EIT reconstruction are accurate as 
compared with more traditional conductivity measurement methods [128].   
6.4.3. EIT Sensing Skin Resolution Analysis 
It has been shown in Equation 6-4 that the two-dimensional Laplace equation is 
capable of modeling the flow of electrical current and the development of a boundary 
potential via a continuum conductivity distribution function (σ). With a continuum 
approach to electrical impedance tomography, the sensing skin’s sensitivity and 
resolution to damage features are governed by inherent nanocomposite sensor 
properties. However, for practical applications, the EIT conductivity mapping approach 




method (Section 6.2). Solution to the discretized EIT inverse problem yields a computed 
conductivity map comprised of a set of finite elements, where each element is described 
by an average conductivity representation of real space. In particular, the number of 
boundary electrodes directly determines the number of finite elements. Thus, the 
sensing skin’s damage detection resolution and sensitivity are no longer determined by 
the skin’s material and sensor properties, but rather, by the ratio of number of boundary 
electrodes to specimen size. 
Thus, to investigate the damage detection limits (i.e., resolution) of electrical 
impedance tomographic conductivity mapping of sensing skins, a (SWNT-PSS/PVA)50 
skin is fabricated onto a 25 x 25 mm2 glass substrate (similar in dimension to the 
specimen presented in Figure 6-3c). Three regions of zero conductivity are created by 
mechanically etching the nanocomposite to form three rectangular windows of size: i) 1 
x 1 mm2, ii) 2.5 x 2.5 mm2, and iii) 8 x 6 mm2 (width x height) as illustrated in Figure 6-7a. 
Using header pins, eight 1.5 mm boundary electrodes are mounted onto each side of the 
nanocomposite boundary. Colloidal silver paste is employed to electrically connect the 








Figure 6-7. (a) A schematic and (b) photograph showing a (SWNT-PSS/PVA)50 
nanocomposite fabricated onto a glass substrate with three mechanically-etched 
windows. Eight EIT electrodes (header pins and colloidal silver paste) are established 
on each of the four boundaries of the 25 x 25 mm2 thin film. (c) EIT spatial 





8 x 8 electrode configuration results to 512 isosceles triangular finite elements (with an 
edge size of 1.5 mm).  
Upon mechanical etching to remove the thin film at three distinct rectangular 
regions, EIT is executed again to compute the relative spatial conductivity change 
(Figure 6-7c). From Figure 6-7c, it can be clearly observed that the sensing skin 
successfully identifies three distinct rectangular regions (i.e., (i), (ii), and (iii) 
corresponding to Figure 6-7a) with a significant drop in conductivity due to the removal 
of the nanocomposite skin. While the sensing skin is capable of accurately identifying 
the size and location of etched regions (ii) and (iii), it can be seen from Figure 6-7c that 
the magnitude of conductivity change near etched window (i) is smaller than regions (ii) 
and (iii). Since each EIT boundary electrode and electrode spacing are both 1.5 mm wide, 
the size of this damage feature (region (i) is 1 x 1 mm2), is smaller than or equal to a pair 
of triangular finite elements within the reconstructed EIT spatial conductivity map. As a 
result, damage feature (i) represents the detection limit or resolution of the sensing skin. 
It is anticipated that the sensing skin is insensitive to damage features smaller than the 
size of one finite element of the reconstructed EIT image. 
 In order to provide a more quantitative analysis of the sensing skin’s accuracy to 
identify damage location, at each area where the nanocomposite skin has been etched, 
the photograph (Figure 6-7b) and EIT spatial conductivity map (Figure 6-7c) of the skin 
is assembled into normalized n-by-m matrices [P] and [C], respectively. In this case, [P] 
is a binary representation of the actual specimen photo; Pxy is 1 at locations where the 
nanocomposite is intact, and Pxy is 0 where the thin film is mechanically etched. On the 
other hand, each element of the conductivity map matrix [C] is scaled between 0 and 1 to 
represent the computed sensing skin conductivity (where zero corresponds to the non-
conductive case, and unity represents maximum electrical conductivity). Thus, the 
correlation between the computed EIT conductivity map and specimen is obtained by 
computing the least-squares error matrix ([E]) between each pair of corresponding pixels 










By definition, each element of [E] also spans between 0 and 1, such that maximum 
correlation is obtained when Exy is 1 (and Exy is 0 when there is no correlation).  
The least-squares error matrix at each area where the sensing skin has been 
etched is computed and plotted together in Figure 6-8 to illustrate the degree of 
correlation between the EIT conductivity map and specimen. From Figure 6-8, it can be 
seen that the sensing skin is capable of accurately identifying the location, size, and 
geometry of different etched regions. Evaluation of correlation is achieved by computing 
the average least-squares error of each etched region’s (i.e., regions “i”, “ii”, and “iii”) 
error matrix, [E]i, where Eavg,(i) = 0.69, Eavg,(ii) = 0.76, and Eavg,(iii) = 0.82 (corresponding to 
regions (i), (ii), and (iii) respectively). The computed average correlation suggests that, as 
the etched feature size decreases from region (iii) to region (i), the degree of correlation 
also decreases (as also evident in Figure 6-8). At the limit where etched feature (i) is only 
1 x 1 mm2, it can be seen from Figure 6-8 that the correlation obtained is only an average. 
The lack of correlation obtained at etched region (i) is expected since each EIT boundary 
electrode is 1.5 mm wide and is larger than this particular damage feature (1 mm2 
 
Figure 6-8. Least-squares correlation matrix [E] is computed at the three rectangular 
areas where the skin has been etched. The plot shows the difference between the 
computed EIT spatial conductivity map (Figure 6-7c) and the actual specimen (Figure 





square). Thus, results from this analysis show that the sensing skin resolution is limited 
by the EIT boundary electrode dimensions. Nevertheless, for spatial conductivity 
changes larger than each EIT boundary electrode, the sensing skin can accurately 
identify damage. 
6.4.4. Time-Invariant EIT Conductivity Mapping 
Previous studies conducted by Loh, et al. [77, 111] have validated (SWNT-
PSS/PVA)n films’ change in electrical properties to applied strain. In general, 
nanocomposite electrical properties respond linearly to applied strain, where film 
resistivity (ρ=1/σ) is proportional to strain and has been modeled accurately using a 
parallel resistor-capacitor (RC) circuit [111]. The typical strain sensitivity (SS) is estimated 
to be approximately 2.0, comparable to those of traditional metal-foil strain gages and is 
calculated using Equation 6-15 (in terms of conductivity) [77, 111], 
 
 ∆ ⁄  ⁄  (6-15) 
 
where Δσ is the conductivity change due to applied strain ε, and σ0 is the nominal (i.e., no 
strain) conductivity of the sensing film. However, it has been determined that these LbL 
nanocomposites exhibit an undesirable exponential decrease in nominal film resistivity 
(R0) over time (~10 hrs) (Figure 2-3a) [77]. Nevertheless, the application of electrical 
impedance tomographic spatial conductivity imaging avoids having to account for the 
nanocomposite’s time-variant nominal conductivity (or its inverse, resistivity). Results 
obtained from Section 2.3.1 and shown in Figure 2-3b have demonstrated that the 
resistivity decay rate is proportional to applied current (for measuring film conductivity 
or resistivity), where a larger current input increases the decay rate. In addition, upon 
removal of the applied current source, the nominal conductivity of the film recovers to 
its initial pristine state. Thus, applied AC or DC current waveforms injected into two 
adjacent electrodes for EIT spatial conductivity mapping are limited in amplitude (~0.1 
mA) and duration (~1 ms). In fact, experimental results have validated the time-




6.5. Application of Sensing Skins for Structural Damage Detection 
6.5.1. Sensing Skin Strain Sensing Validation 
First, to demonstrate that these 2D sensing skins capture changes in film 
conductivity (i.e., the inverse of resistivity) with applied strain, (SWNT-PSS/PVA)50 
skins deposited onto 25 x 25 mm2 glass substrates are affixed onto PVC (polyvinyl 
chloride) Type I tensile coupons (31 cm long, 4 cm wide, 2 cm thick) via CN-Y post-yield 
epoxy (Tokyo Sokki Kenkyujo). Upon sufficient drying of the epoxy (6 hours), eight 
header pins are also epoxy-mounted to each of the four sides of the square skin (Figure 
6-3a). Colloidal silver paste is dried between adjacent pairs of header pins to form 
equidistantly-spaced equal-size EIT boundary electrodes. Finally, each (SWNT-
PSS/PVA)50 sensing skin (on glass), along with the PVC coupon, is mounted in an MTS-
810 load frame where it is programmed to execute a tensile-compressive cyclic load 
pattern to ±2,000 or ±5,000 µε at a fixed load rate of 50 µε-s-1 so as to prevent cracking of 





Figure 6-9. (a) (SWNT-PSS/PVA)50 skins deposited on glass (with a total of 16 
electrodes along the film’s boundary) are epoxy mounted to PVC coupons and 
mechanically loaded in an MTS-810 load frame. (b) Two different one-cycle tensile-
compressive load patterns to (top) ±2,000 µε and (bottom) ±5,000 µε applied to 
(SWNT-PSS/PVA)50 skin specimens. 
 























intervals (Figure 6-9b) while the EIT DAQ is commanded to inject current and measure 
boundary electrode potentials as described in Section 6.3.2.  
Figure 6-10 plots the set of sequential EIT spatial conductivity maps of an 
(SWNT-PSS/PVA)50 thin film strained at 2,500 µε intervals during the application of a 
one-cycle tensile-compressive load pattern to ±5,000 µε. From Figure 6-10, it can be 
clearly identified that the overall change in skin conductivity varies inversely with 
applied strain (i.e., the negative change in conductivity changes in tandem with 
increasingly applied strain). In addition, the spatial conductivity maps obtained at every 
2,500 µε interval suggests non-uniform deformation and conductivity change with 
applied strain. From Figures 6-10c, 6-10f, and 6-10j (peak tensile and compressive 
applied strains), it can be observed that the non-uniform changes in conductivity 
distribution are more pronounced than cases when zero strain is applied to the specimen 
(Figures 6-10a, 6-10e, and 6-10h). 
 
(a) 2,500 µε 
 
(b) 5,000 µε 
 
(c) 2,500 µε 
 
(d) 0 µε 
 
(e) -2,500 µε 
 
(f) -5,000 µε 
 
(g) -2,500 µε 
 
(h) 0 µε 
 
(i) 2,500 µε 
 
(j) 5,000 µε 
 
Figure 6-10. (SWNT-PSS/PVA)50 skins deposited onto glass substrates and epoxy-
mounted to PVC coupons for load testing. A one-cycle tensile-compressive load 
pattern (±5,000 µε) is executed. (a) to (j) EIT spatial conductivity mapping is 
conducted at 2,500 µε increments to monitor the sensing skin’s 2D conductivity 
change. It can be seen that the sensing skin’s negative percent change in conductivity 
(i.e., percent change in resistivity varies in tandem with increasingly applied strain). 
 





However, to evaluate the skin’s strain sensing performance (i.e., linearity and 
sensitivity), the average change in conductivity corresponding to all elements of the EIT 
conductivity map is computed and compared to the applied load pattern as shown in 
Figure 6-11a. It can be seen from Figure 6-11a that the negative change in average EIT 
skin conductivities are directly proportional to applied strain. In addition, the results 
obtained validate the sensing skin’s ability to capture both tensile and compressive 
strains. By plotting the negative change in conductivity as a function of applied strain, it 
can be seen from Figure 6-11b that the proposed sensing skins exhibit linear strain 
sensing response. In addition, results shown in Figure 6-11a confirm that the sensing 
skin approach eliminates the time-variant nominal conductivity drift observed in 
previous studies [77, 111]. Furthermore, the slope of the least-squares fitted line for all 
specimens tested is computed to quantify the strain sensor sensitivity (Equation 6-15). 
The computed strain sensitivities (SS) presented in Figure 6-11b range from 3.2 to 6.5, 
thereby suggesting higher sensitivity than traditional metal-foil strain gauges (SS ≈ 2). 





Figure 6-11. (a) (Top) A one-cycle tensile-compressive load pattern to ±5,000 µε is 
applied to each sensing skin specimen. The load frame is paused at 2,500 µε to allow 
EIT data acquisition. (Bottom) It can be seen that the strained sensing skin’s percent 
change in average film conductivity changes in tandem with applied strain. (b) Upon 
plotting the normalized change in average conductivity (-% Δσ) against the applied 
strain for all the specimens, the results confirm the skin’s linear strain sensing 
performance. In addition, by fitting a least-squared line to the obtained data, the strain 
sensing sensitivity (SS) is approximately between 3.2 and 6.5. Note: The plots for Skin 1 
and Skin 3 are translated in the ±y-direction (by 2.5%) for better visualization. 
 

























































structural monitoring applications to detect small changes in a structure’s induced 
strains. 
6.5.2. Spatial Impact Damage Detection 
This study is extended to detect spatially-distributed impact damage on metallic 
plate elements using the proposed LbL carbon nanotube-based skins. As mentioned in 
Section 6.3.2, (SWNT-PSS/PVA)50 deposited on 110 x 110 mm2 primer-coated aluminum 
6061-T6 alloys are used for impact-damage detection validation tests (Figure 6-3b). In 
order to induce controlled-energy impacts on various locations on the large substrate, a 
pendulum impact testing apparatus is constructed in the laboratory. The pendulum test 
structure consists of an adjustable swinging arm (variable between 20 to 30 cm), a sharp 
aluminum tip (termed the striker), and a rod connected to the striker to hang washers 
for controlling the pendulum mass as shown in Figure 6-12. In addition, the test 





Figure 6-12. (a) The impact testing apparatus is equipped with an adjustable arm 
pendulum (of length, l) and mass block (m). By controlling the height (Δh) of the 
pendulum arm, a specific amount of potential energy can be transferred to the plate 
during impact. (b) (SWNT-PSS/PVA)50 skins deposited on aluminum 6061-T6 alloy 
are mounted onto an impact-loading test apparatus. Fixed boundary conditions are 





to control the magnitude of the initial potential energy that is converted to the final 
impact-deformation strain energy (where 0° corresponds to the situation when the tip of 
the striker is in contact with the skin specimen). 
Each skin-coated aluminum alloy specimen is mounted with fixed-fixed 
boundary conditions on the testing apparatus (Figure 6-12). Two sturdy plexiglass 
windows are securely mounted to the pendulum structure, and a total of six C-clamps 
are used to secure plate specimens between the two windows. In this series of tests, the 
pendulum is adjusted to impact two plate specimens at various locations with different 
initial potential energies (i.e., the striker mounted on the pendulum is released at 
different initial angles and arm lengths). To demonstrate sensing skins’ ability to capture 
the location of damage and severity of impact (i.e., the amount of strain energy absorbed 
for plate deformation) across large structural surfaces, four different magnitudes of 
impact damage are introduced at various locations on each of the two plate specimens 
(herein referred to as IM-01 and IM-02). From Table 6-1 and 6-2, it can be seen that the 
lowest applied impact energy is labeled as [i], while the highest impact energy is 
referred to as [iv]. Since sensing skins are deposited on both sides of the metallic plate 
specimens, the “back” side of the plate is where the impact striker physically contacts 
and impacts the skin, and the “front” side is the opposite non-contact face. Prior to any 
induced impact damage, boundary electrical measurements are obtained and the EIT 
inverse problem is solved to reconstruct the baseline undamaged conductivity 
distribution of the pristine plate. 
Table 6-1. Controlled impact damage on skin- and primer-coated aluminum plates 

















Impact-[i] Top right 24 20 0.09 
Impact-[ii] Bottom left 27.5 40 0.38 
Impact-[iii] Bottom right 27.5 60 0.81 





In order to evaluate the sensing skin’s ability to detect both the location and 
severity of structural impact damage, the first plate specimen (IM-01) is mounted in the 
pendulum test apparatus (Figure 6-12) and impacted four times (as shown in Figures 6-
13a (front) and 6-13d (back)). Each of the four controlled impacts is conducted at 
different locations and have different initial impact energies (i.e., controlled by the arm 
length and initial pendulum angle) as listed in Table 6-1. Once all four impact damages 
have occurred, EIT spatial conductivity mapping is executed to obtain a “damaged” 
sensing skin conductivity map. From Figures 6-13b (front) and 6-13e (back), it can be 
seen that the relative negative conductivity change for both the front and back sides 




















Figure 6-13. Specimen IM-01: EIT is employed to reconstruct the spatial conductivity 
distribution of the skins after four different magnitudes of controlled pendulum 
impacts [(i) – (iv)] have occurred as shown in (a) and (d) for the front and back sides, 
respectively. Damage can be visually identified from photographs taken from the (a) 
front and (d) back sides of the plate. In addition, the reconstructed front-side (b) 2D 
and (c) 3D representation and back-side (e) 2D and (f) 3D representation EIT spatial 






that higher levels of applied strain causes greater change in skin conductivity. With 
higher initial applied impact energies (e.g., damage locations [iii] and [iv]), the plate and 
skins undergo higher levels of deformation and strain. Thus, with greater initial impact 
energies (i.e., severe damage), the change in sensing skin conductivity is expected to be 
higher as shown in Figures 6-13b (front) and 6-13e (back).  
It should be noted that small damage thresholds (impact locations [i] and [ii]) are 
hard to detect in the 2D reconstructed EIT conductivity maps; however, damage is 
accurately detected but is masked within the color bar to better illustrate larger induced 
damages (impact locations [iii] and [iv]). To better make this point, the 2D maps are 
plotted in 3D to facilitate damage identification (see Figures 6-13c and 6-13f). Upon 
computing the average change in skin conductivity within the vicinity of induced 
impact damage for the front- and back-side skins, it can be observed from Figure 6-14 
that small levels of damage can be detected. In addition, the change in conductivity 
varies near-linearly with respect to initial impact energy. 
 
Figure 6-14. The percent change in average film conductivity of specimen IM-01 
increases near-linearly with increasing impact energy (as controlled by the initial 
potential energy of the impact test apparatus pendulum). In addition, the similarity in 
the fitted lines’ slopes suggests that the sensing skin exhibits similar sensitivity to 
strain and impact. 
 

































For sensing skins to demonstrate potential applicability for long-term structural 
health monitoring, it is important to begin characterization of sensor long-term 
performance. For instance, structural damage typically occurs continuously throughout 
the service life of engineered systems. Thus, in addition to being able to detect pristine 
and damaged structural states, it is worthwhile to investigate the sensing skin’s response 
to damage induced over time. Thus, upon obtaining boundary electrical measurements 
for specimen IM-02 to determine the initial baseline conductivity map, two additional 
impact tests are conducted. First, two different magnitudes of pendulum hits (damage 
levels [ii] and [iii] tabulated in Table 6-2 and shown in Figures 6-15a and 6-15d) are 
conducted at different locations on the aluminum alloy plate. Similarly, impact damage 
location and severity can be identified precisely from the 2D (Figures 6-15b and 6-15e) 
and 3D (Figures 6-15c and 6-15f) EIT conductivity images for the front and back sides of 
the plate, respectively. 
Upon completion of the aforementioned test, the plate specimen is stored in 
ambient conditions for approximately 14 days prior to the next damage occurrence. Here, 
two additional controlled impacts ([i] and [iv] shown in Figures 6-16a and 6-16d) are 
conducted; the location and initial impact energies are tabulated in Table 6-2. It should 
be noted that the pendulum striker penetrated the entire plate at impact-[iv] (i.e., the 
most severe case of damage). Then, the EIT inverse problem is executed to obtain the 2D 
Table 6-2. Controlled impact damage on skin- and primer-coated aluminum plates 
















First test (0 days) 
Impact-[ii] Middle right 25.7 60 0.71 
Impact-[iii] Bottom center 28.5 90 1.63 
Second test (14 days) 
Impact-[i] Top left 23.6 30 0.19 





(Figures 6-16b and 6-16e) and 3D (Figures 6-16c and 6-16f) EIT spatial conductivity 
images. From Figures 6-15 and 6-16, it can be concluded that, not only did the sensing 
skins capture new damage sustained on the aluminum alloy plates, but also, the EIT 
images also preserve damage which occurred 14 days ago. Finally, when the average 
conductivity at each impact location is determined and plotted against initial impact 
energy, the response is near-linear as expected (Figure 6-17). 
6.5.3. Spatial Accelerated Corrosion Monitoring 
To further showcase the multifunctional features of carbon nanotube-based 
sensing skins for structural damage detection, sensing skins have been deposited onto 
carbon steel substrates for long-term electrochemical monitoring of corrosion byproduct 




















Figure 6-15. Specimen IM-02 (first test): Two different magnitudes ([ii] 60° and [iii] 
90°) of pendulum hits are conducted. From the (a) front of the plate, the 
corresponding (b) 2D and (c) 3D EIT conductivity maps identify changes in film 
conductivity due to impact; the same is observed for the back side of the plate from 





Section 6.5.1, accelerated corrosion testing is conducted by exposing 25 x 25 mm2 carbon 
steel substrates to different concentrations of sodium chloride (0.1 M and 1.0 M NaCl) 
solutions. In efforts to control the region of accelerated corrosion and corrosion 
byproduct (i.e., iron oxide or rust) formation, two 7 mm circular regions of exposed steel 
are formed by mechanically etching away the sensing skin and primer coatings. Then, 
two 7 mm diameter plastic wells are securely mounted over the exposed circular holes 
using high-vacuum grease (Dow Corning); these plastic wells are used to contain salt 
solutions to selectively facilitate corrosion at etched circular regions (Figure 6-18). 
Instead of exposing the entire substrate to concentrated NaCl solutions which can 
potentially alter electrode contact impedance, the technique used in this study confines 




















Figure 6-16. Specimen IM-02 (second test): The same plate from Figure 6-15 is 
impacted another two more times ([i] 30° and [iv] 180°) at the top-right corner and 
middle of the plate as seen from the (a) front and (d) back side photographs. The (b) 
front-side 2D and (c) 3D EIT images, as well as the (e) back-side 2D and (f) 3D EIT 
conductivity maps, all verify that the proposed sensing skins are capable of detecting 





ability to detect progressive corrosion byproduct formation, the salt solutions are 
pipetted out of each well after 5 min of exposure time. Then, the specimens are allowed 
sufficient time to dry (3 hrs) prior to EIT spatial conductivity imaging. The 
aforementioned steps are repeated for a total corrosion time (i.e., NaCl solution exposure 
time) of 90 min. 
As before, an initial EIT spatial conductivity map is obtained to serve as the 
undamaged baseline. Upon acquiring successive time-lapsed EIT maps due to 
application of concentrated sodium chloride solutions, it can be seen from Figure 6-19 
that the spatial conductivity within the wells drop over time as rust begins to 
accumulate within the wells. It is known that corrosion of steel occur due to oxidation of 
iron (within steel) to form iron oxide (i.e., rust) [134]:  
 
 3 4 8 8  (6-16a) 
 2 3 6 6  (6-16b) 
 
 
Figure 6-17. The percent change in average film conductivity of specimen IM-02 
increases near-linearly with increasing impact energy (as controlled by the initial 
potential energy of the impact test apparatus). Times of inflicted impact damage are 
also denoted with each data point. 
 
 










































When water is available for oxidation of iron, the reaction kinetics highly favors 
the formation of iron oxide. As a result, with increased water exposure time, rust will 
continue to form as long as the chemical reaction is not rate-limited by iron availability. 
With increased salt solution (or water) time-of-exposure, iron oxide continues to form on 
exposed-steel surfaces. Similarly, upon computing the average change in conductivity at 
Wells #1 and #2 (Figure 6-18a) at every 5 min interval, the plot of average change in well 
conductivity as a function of time is obtained (Figure 6-20). With increasing salt solution 
exposure time, the average conductivity change for both Wells #1 (1.0 M NaCl solution) 
and #2 (0.1 M NaCl solution) follow the same trend; initially, a sudden drop in 
conductivity is observed, followed by a decreasing rate until eventual plateauing of 
conductivity change when t = 90 min. The plateauing effect is observed, because as the 
thickness of iron oxide increases, the area of bare steel is reduced to limit iron oxidation. 
The results obtained in Figure 6-20 agree with those obtained by Yonemoto and Shida 
[135], where they have determined that their proposed corrosion sensor impedance 
increases in a similar fashion with increasing rust thickness.  
In fact, the experimental results obtained in Figure 6-20 can be easily fit to an 
exponential decay model of the form –Δσ=-Ae-Bt+C via regression analysis. Results from 





Figure 6-18. (a) Two etched circular regions (Wells #1 and #2) on the sensing skin-
coated carbon steel substrate. (b) Photograph of the actual accelerated corrosion 
testing specimen with 32 boundary electrodes and two plastic wells mounted over the 





corrosion byproduct formation is well-behaved. The nanocomposite conductivity 
decreases at an exponential rate of 0.031 min-1 at Well #1 (1.0 M NaCl) and 0.024 min-1 at 
Well #2 (0.1 M NaCl). The faster corrosion rate at Well #1 is consistent with the higher 
concentration of salt solution employed to accelerate corrosion. Current work is in 
progress to determine the underlying electrochemical sensing transduction mechanisms 
that take place during iron oxide formation. 
6.5.4. Spatial pH Sensing 
In Chapter 4, it has been demonstrated that electrochemical pH sensitivity can be 
encoded within thin films using SWNTs and a poly(aniline) emeraldine base solution. 
Different levels of charge injection from pipetted pH buffer solutions (pH 1 to 10) lead to 
dramatic conductivity variations at areas where the pH buffer solutions come into direct 
contact with the (SWNT-PSS/PANI)n nanocomposite. With a pH sensitivity of 
 
(a) 5 min 
 
(b) 10 min 
 
(c) 15 min 
 
(d) 20 min 
 
(e) 30 min 
 
(f) 45 min 
 
(g) 60 min 
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Figure 6-19. Sensing skins deposited onto primer-coated carbon steel are employed to 
detect corrosion byproduct formation due to short-term exposure to sodium chloride 
solutions in two circular wells. NaCl solutions are pipetted into each well for 5 min 
intervals, and the total exposure time varies between (a) 5 min to (h) 90 min. (a-h) EIT 
conductivity images between salt exposures show decreasing well conductivity, 
thereby verifying build-up of non-conductive iron oxide or rust. 
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approximately 20.66 kΩ-cm-2/pH, these thin films serve as ideal candidates for pH 
sensing in a wide variety of applications (e.g., corrosion monitoring). The 
electrochemical response of (SWNT-PSS/PANI)n thin films have been characterized with 
entire films exposed to a single pH environment while two-point probe measurements 
are conducted [77]. In contrast, EIT conductivity mapping offers a direct method of 
sensing pH variations across the entire thin film. 
To demonstrate the potential for two-dimensional pH sensing, the fabricated 
(SWNT-PSS/PANI)n thin films (roughly 25 x 60 mm2 in area) are modified by mounting 
five plastic wells to its surface using high-vacuum grease (Figure 6-21a). Each plastic 
well serves as a chamber for containment of the pH buffer solutions while boundary 
potentials are measured for 2D EIT conductivity mapping of the specimen, thereby 
allowing simultaneous sensing of different pH solutions on a single thin film specimen. 
In this EIT experimental set-up, to enhance the resolution of the reconstructed EIT 
spatial conductivity maps, a total of 48 boundary electrodes are employed. 
Prior to the application of pH buffer solutions in the 5 wells, the conductivity 
map of the pristine thin film is reconstructed by EIT. This map will serve as a baseline 
map to which further conductivity maps will be compared. To illustrate the use of 
(SWNT-PSS/PANI)n thin films for biological applications, a small range of pH buffer 
 
Figure 6-20. Average EIT-computed well conductivities versus accelerated corrosion 
times. Clearly, both wells undergo similar corrosion rates. In addition, the delay in 
corrosion rate suggests plateauing of corrosion byproduct formation after 60 to 90 
min. 
 












Well #1: 1.0 M NaCl
Well #1: -% = -46.0 e-0.031 t + 45.8
Well #2: 0.1 M NaCl




solutions ranging from 5 to 9 are pipettted into the 5 wells. The EIT-derived conductivity 
maps of the thin film exposed to pH buffer solutions are subtracted from the baseline 
conductivity, thereby revealing changes in conductivity due to pH. First, the surface of 
the thin film is exposed to pH buffer solutions corresponding to pH values of 7, 7.5, 8, 
8.5 and 9; Figure 6-21b reveals the conductivity of the (SWNT-PSS/PANI)100 thin film 








Figure 6-21. (a) (SWNT-PSS/PANI)100 thin film under several magnitudes of pH 
stimuli; (b) change in spatial conductivity when pH in well A, B, C, D, and E is 7, 7.5, 
8, 8.5, and 9, respectively; (c) change in spatial conductivity when pH in well A, B, C, 





buffer solutions with pH values 7, 6.5, 6, 5.5, and 5 are applied to the film surface. Figure 
6-21c confirms the thin film undergoes an increase in the film conductivity in tandem 
with acidic pH. Figure 6-22 summarizes the sensitivity of (SWNT-PSS/PANI)n thin films 
composites to pH stimuli including earlier work conducted by the same group [128]. As 
shown, a linear relation exists in the pH sensitivity of electro-chemcially active (SWNT-
PSS/PANI)n thin films. 
6.6. Summary and Conclusions 
6.6.1. Results and Discussion 
In this chapter, piezoresistive and pH-sensitive LbL nanocomposites are coupled 
with an electrical impedance tomographical spatial conductivity mapping technique to 
realize two-dimensional distributed sensors. Unlike traditional “point” sensors, these 
“sensing skins” have been validated to detect the location and severity of spatially 
distributed strain, impact, pH, and corrosion. Using only boundary electrical 
measurements, the EIT technique reconstructs the 2D spatial conductivity distribution of 
the nanocomposites. It should be noted that EIT seeks to solve an inverse problem (i.e., 
similar to techniques such as computerized tomography and radar scattering) in order to 
accurately estimate a thin film’s spatial conductivity. Since skin electrical properties 
 
Figure 6-22. Sensitivity of three different (SWNT-PSS/PANI)n nanocomposites under 
pH stimuli. All three films exhibit similar linear variations in conductivity as a result 
of pH buffer solutions applied to the film surface. 
 























have been calibrated for specific applied external stimuli, changes in spatial film 
conductivities are directly correlated to damage. 
First, (SWNT-PSS/PVA)50 films are affixed onto PVC coupons for strain sensing. 
A tensile-compressive cyclic load pattern to ±5,000 µε is applied to specimens, and the 
load frame is paused at 2,500 µε increments for EIT data acquisition. Results obtained 
confirm the skin’s ability to detect non-uniform strain fields during applied strain. When 
the average conductivity change at each applied strain is computed, the results confirm 
the skin’s linearity, stability, and high sensitivity (SS = 6.5).  
It should be reiterated that this strain sensing validation is conducted with 
applied uniaxial stresses and strains. Since the nanocomposite morphology is based on a 
homogeneous percolated network of randomly oriented intertwined SWNTs, changes in 
film conductivity does not distinguish between the directionality of strains (e.g., during 
biaxial loads) but rather outputs an averaged conductivity change. In order to enable 
identification of the directionality of strain, carbon nanotubes could be aligned within 
the polymeric matrix such that the sensor is insensitive to deformations occurring 
perpendicular to the aligned CNTs. Using the layer-by-layer technique, two 
perpendicularly aligned sensing layers can be fabricated within one multilayer thin film 
structure. By measuring the change in conductivity of each individual aligned-SWNT 
layer, one can infer both the magnitude and direction of applied strain. Alignment of 
CNTs is still a technology under development [136]. As a result, it will be some time 
before intentional CNT alignment will be possible during LbL assembly of SWNT-based 
nanocomposites. 
Upon strain sensing validation, the study is extended to utilize sensing skins for 
spatial impact damage detection. The LbL technique is employed to deposit carbon 
nanotube-based composites onto large (110 x 110 mm2) aluminum alloy substrates. 
Using a pendulum impact testing apparatus, controlled impacts are delivered onto 
sensing skin-coated aluminum specimens. Experimental results confirm that the skins 
are capable of identifying distributed impact damage location and severity. In addition, 
the impact damage sensing performance does not degrade over time (i.e., damage 
occurred over time is adequately detected via successive EIT measurements over a 14 




To further showcase the multi-functionality of these skins, concentrated sodium 
chloride solutions have been employed to accelerate corrosion at select circular regions 
on skin-coated steel substrates. Time-lapsed EIT conductivity maps taken at every 5 min 
interval demonstrate the effectiveness of monitoring progressive corrosion byproduct 
(i.e., iron oxide) formation. 
6.6.2. Contributions 
Unlike most commercially-available and academic prototype sensing transducers 
that can only measure data at instrumented structural locations, the sensing skin 
approach to damage identification is capable of directly detecting damage over large 
spatial areas. Damage detection is direct, whereas most techniques use interpolation 
schemes and algorithms to infer damage between sensor locations. Moreover, the 
computational demand required for detecting damage over large surfaces does not grow 
exponentially (as with systems such as acoustic wave emissions or ultrasonic systems), 
but rather, is limited by the number of boundary electrodes instrumented. More 
importantly, the proposed sensing skins are not simple data acquisition systems that 
only collect data from a structure; in fact, they are autonomous structural health 
monitoring systems that encompass data acquisition (i.e., via nanocomposite 
conductivity changes to applied external stimuli), data processing (i.e., EIT spatial 
conductivity mapping), and structural/damage prognosis (i.e., identify the location and 













7.1. Summary of Results 
The main focus of this dissertation is to present the design, characterization, and 
application of multifunctional nanocomposites for structural health monitoring. Here, 
multifunctionality refers to the ability of a single material to possess multiple 
engineering functions such as enhanced mechanical strength, sensing, actuation, and/or 
self-healing capabilities. Unlike traditional composite design, this dissertation highlights 
the use of a nanotechnology-driven “bottom up” fabrication approach, where molecular 
species are autonomously assembled at the nano-scale to dictate macro-scale bulk 
properties (e.g., tensile strength, conducting, sensing sensitivity). In particular, carbon 
nanotubes have been selected as the material of choice due to their impressive 
mechanical, electrical, and thermal properties. 
In Chapter 2, details regarding nanocomposite fabrication using the layer-by-
layer self assembly technique are presented. Upon thin film fabrication, the inherent 
mechanical and electrical properties of these novel composites are characterized. First, 
monotonic tensile testing of free-standing (SWNT-PSS/PVA)200 thin films reveal 
dramatic ultimate tensile strength and stiffness improvements as compared to pristine 
polymer materials. For example, thermally annealed SWNT-enhanced films have 
exhibited tensile strengths as high as 250 MPa as compared to 20 MPa which is typical of 
unreinforced PSS/PVA composites. Second, the inherent electrical properties of these 
materials are characterized. It has been experimentally demonstrated via two-point 




PSS/PVA)n and (p-SWNT-PSS/PANI)n is approximately 1,060 ± 6 S-m-1 and 9.55 ± 0.05 
S-m-1, respectively. However, these thin films exhibit time-variant electrical properties 
where (1) resistive heating due to applied current and (2) light-induced photocurrent in 
nanotubes increases apparent film conductivity. Fortunately, the decay can be 
analytically removed from time-history resistance measurements. An advantage of the 
LbL assembly technique is the ease in which different sensing transduction mechanisms 
can be embedded; (SWNT-PSS/PVA)n nanocomposites are shown to exhibit 
piezoresistivity while (p-SWNT-PSS/PANI)n changes its conductivity in response to pH. 
Having identified that these nanocomposites exhibit multifunctionality, Chapter 
3 first seeks to characterize the bulk nanocomposite’s mechanical and fracture properties. 
Through monotonic tensile load testing, it has been shown that the addition of carbon 
nanotubes within a PSS-PVA polymeric matrix dramatically enhances its mechanical 
strength and stiffness. Examples of (SWNT-PSS/PVA)200 thin films fabricated with a 0.5 
mg-mL-1 SWNT-PSS solution resulted to films characterized by an ultimate tensile 
strength and stiffness of 229 ± 7 MPa and 11.2 ± 0.4 GPa, respectively. In addition, the 
fracture toughness of these materials also increases due to nanotube bridging at crack 
interfaces. However, further testing reveals that increasing nanotube concentrations 
decrease the composite’s ductility and reduces the entire material’s energy release rate 
(i.e., the material becomes more brittle). Nonetheless, these analyses suggest that these 
thin films can be tailored to possess desirable strength, stiffness, ductility, and fracture, 
simply by controlling carbon nanotube weight content within the composite. 
Chapter 4 then seeks to characterize and optimize the strain sensing properties of 
the proposed multifunctional nanocomposites. Here, initial layer-by-layer fabrication 
parameters are varied to produce films of different constituents. More specifically, the 
initial SWNT concentration (in PSS solution), PSS (dispersing agent) concentration, and 
film thickness are varied. As opposed to characterizing these materials using a DC time-
domain approach, a frequency-domain analysis using electrical impedance spectroscopy 
is conducted. The main advantage of using EIS is that frequency-dependent 
characteristics such as capacitance or inductance are only visible during EIS. In fact, 
results from this chapter conclude that an equivalent parallel resistor-capacitor circuit 




nanocomposites. This model is also validated in the time domain to show that the RC-
circuit can adequately model thin film piezoresistivity. Furthermore, by conducting 
equivalent circuit modeling for all films of different compositions, it has been found that 
nanotube strain sensitivity and conductivity increases with the addition of carbon 
nanotubes, and conductivity decreases with increasing PSS concentration. 
To demonstrate that these high-performance nanocomposites can be used for 
structural health monitoring, the thin films are coupled with inductively coupled 
wireless systems for the design of a passive wireless sensor. Chapter 5 presents three 
iterative designs of strain- and pH-sensitive passive wireless sensors, where the ultimate 
goal is to produce a sensor that is low cost, high-performance (i.e., high sensitivity to 
applied external stimuli), small form factor, and can communicate wirelessly with a 
remote RFID reader. Through sensor design optimization coupled with knowledge of 
inductively coupled systems, the final passive sensor platform achieves all of the 
aforementioned goals. In general, a coil antenna and the fundamental parallel resonant 
circuit are electroplated onto FR4 laminate substrates using PCB technology. Then, 
nanocomposites are LbL-assembled directly onto this board to realize a miniaturized 
passive wireless sensor. Validation studies conducted have shown that these materials 
exhibit near-linear changes in system bandwidth as a function of applied strain or pH. It 
has been shown that these sensors are ideal for embedment within structural 
components for densely-distributed SHM. 
However, to achieve a sensor that can monitor damage directly over large spatial 
areas, the SWNT-based multifunctional nanocomposites are coupled with an electrical 
impedance tomographic spatial conductivity mapping technique (Chapter 6). In short, 
EIT (electrical impedance tomography) relies on boundary electrical measurements to 
estimate the two-dimensional spatial conductivity of a conductive material. Since 
different types of thin films have already been calibrated to different applied external 
stimuli (e.g., strain and pH), any change in film conductivity can be correlated to 
structural damage. Termed “sensing skins,” this material is ideally suited for SHM 
where it can be used to easily identify the location and severity of damage. First, 
validation studies have been conducted to verify the accuracy and precision of EIT-




technique suitable for mapping the true surface conductivity of these nanocomposites. 
However, the resolution of the sensor is directly limited by the density of boundary 
electrodes. Upon successful validation, (SWNT-PSS/PVA)n thin films have been 
demonstrated for spatial strain and impact monitoring. In addition, spatially distributed 
pH variations and corrosion damage have been successfully detected using (SWNT-
PSS/PANI)n sensing skins. 
7.2. Contributions 
Despite the tremendous effort dedicated to the development of sensing 
technologies over the past several decades (e.g., wireless sensors, RFID sensors, MEMS, 
ultrasonics, among others), structural health monitoring and damage detection have had 
limited commercial success. As has been discussed in Chapter 1, the current structural 
health monitoring paradigm relies on two fundamental operating principles (i.e., the use 
of point sensors and inferring damage from sensor response) that have been logical 
given the sensing technologies available at the time; however, this SHM paradigm has 
had limited success in reliably identifying damage in large, complex structural systems.  
Alternatively, the main contribution of this dissertation is to illustrate a novel 
sensing paradigm for SHM that addresses the aforementioned limitations of current 
SHM systems. As opposed to the miniaturization of sensor designs, a new class of 
composite materials can be designed from materials and fabrication tools offered by 
nanotechnology to exhibit multifunctionality (i.e., possessing more than one engineering 
functionalities). One of the main differences between the new paradigm proposed and 
the traditional techniques is that these ultra-thin film composites are designed to be 
coated onto an entire structure to serve as a true distributed sensing paradigm. 
Monitoring is no longer conducted by interrogating distributed point sensors, but rather, 
the entire thin film directly monitors damage at every location on the structural system. 
Realization of a composite material that can directly sense damage everywhere in a 
structure is accomplished by adopting a “bottom-up” fabrication methodology to tailor 
materials at the finest length scales (i.e., nano- and micrometer dimensions) for 




nanomaterials and polyelectrolytes leads to the embedment of specific electromechanical 
and electrochemical sensing transduction mechanisms.  
First, in order to design a material that is capable of being coated onto structural 
surfaces, there are three requirements: it must be (1) mechanically strong, (2) 
conformable, and (3) low cost. Using a layer-by-layer technique, carbon nanotube 
composites proposed in this study have been shown to exhibit incredible mechanical 
properties (i.e., strength and stiffness). Unlike traditional composites, these novel 
materials take advantage of the high surface-to-volume ratio of carbon nanotubes (as 
well as their impressive intrinsic properties) to control the nanomaterial-to-polymer 
matrix interface for achieving bulk materials characterized by impressive mechanical 
response. In fact, the high tensile strength and stiffness of SWNT-PE thin films are the 
direct result of embedding dispersed SWNTs within a high-molecular weight and cross-
linked polymeric matrix. Simultaneously, these materials are also highly ductile and can 
conform to complex structural surfaces without interfering with structural performance. 
More importantly, despite requiring expensive material constituents such as carbon 
nanotubes and conductive polymers, these ultra-thin composites require very little 
material for thin film fabrication and are, hence, low in cost. 
In this dissertation, the concept of “sensing skins” directly addresses two other 
limitations of the current/traditional SHM paradigm (i.e., the use of point sensors and 
complex algorithms for inferring damage). As alluded to in previous discussions, these 
sensing skins are coated onto entire structural surfaces to directly monitor damage at 
every location on a structure. Since thin films can be tuned to exhibit changes in 
conductivity to specific applied external stimuli, changes in film conductivity can be 
directly associated with damage incurred at any point on a structure. This 
accomplishment permits the simultaneous direct detection of damage over large spatial 
areas which could not have been achieved using the traditional SHM paradigm. It 
should also be noted that, while guided-wave SHM techniques can also identify damage 
across large spatial dimensions, structural damage is still inferred from piezoelectric 
sensor/actuator measurements. Thus, as damage features become more complex, 
computational demand increases dramatically as more sensor/actuator measurements 




damage (i.e., strain, impact, corrosion, or pH) at multiple locations as has been 
demonstrated by experimental results presented in this dissertation. 
7.3. Future Work 
7.3.1. Short-Term Future Research 
In the near future, the proposed sensing skins will be validated for damage 
detection on actual structural components to illustrate their potential for field 
applications. However, prior to field implementation, long-term sensor stability tests 
need to be conducted; here, skins will be exposed to varying ambient conditions (e.g., 
humidity, temperature, and different gases) to identify potential environmental factors 
that may adversely affect sensor performance. In particular, outdoor use will be 
explored with skins exposed to weathering, ultraviolet (UV) sun light, among other 
factors. So as to facilitate commercialization of this novel spatial sensing approach, the 
layer-by-layer skin fabrication technique will also be aerosolized to facilitate efficient 
application onto existing structural elements such as gusset plates, steel girders, airfoils, 
among many other structures. Other variations of LbL include spin-assisted deposition 
to fabricate large nanocomposite sheets at the expense of higher raw material 
consumption [137].  
Nanocomposite sensing skin designs can also be extended to realize a true 
multilayer multifunctional system, thereby capable of simultaneously identifying 
different damage processes at redundant locations on a structure. It is of interest to 
deposit (SWNT-PSS/PVA)n and (SWNT-PSS/PANI)n thin films on top of one another 
and to detect and isolate structural damage due to strain and/or corrosion. For example, 
such a sensing approach could elucidate the complex correlation between corrosion and 
stress corrosion cracking in actual structures. Simultaneous to enabling multi-sensing 
capabilities is the need to design multi-layered boundary electrodes; it is likely that 
MEMS and micro-fabrication techniques can offer unique, cost-effective boundary 
electrode design methodologies and scalability. Finally, in addition to detecting the 
magnitude of damage (e.g., strain, pH, and corrosion), the ability to differentiate 
directionality is also of great importance (i.e., to determine the strain/stress tensor). For 




alignment of nanotubes within the nanocomposite system; a double-layered 
perpendicularly aligned SWNT-based thin film can be employed for sensing biaxial and 
shear strain during structural deformation. 
In addition to experimental validation of these nanocomposites for SHM, a 
fundamental theoretical understanding of nanocomposite behavior is necessary. Here, 
molecular dynamics simulations [138, 139] can be employed as a useful tool for 
enhancing the current understanding of SWNT-to-polymer interactions. For example, 
the understanding of SWNT and polymer interfacial behavior can facilitate the tailoring 
of next-generation nanocomposites that simultaneously optimize mechanical and 
electrical properties. Furthermore, percolation theory can be applied for deriving 
constitutive relationships that dictate macro-scale SWNT-PE nanocomposite 
performance. 
7.3.2. Long-Term Research Objectives 
Ultimately, the field of structural health monitoring seeks to take advantage of 
sensing technologies (e.g., tethered sensors, wireless systems, RFID, and sensing skins) 
to better understand a structure’s performance and to use the acquired data for 
autonomously recommending the next course of action (i.e., whether a structure requires, 
repair, rehabilitation, or reconstruction). To date, few researchers have demonstrated 
such an ability to autonomously perform damage prognosis on complex structural 
systems. In particular, damage prognosis has been extremely difficult due to the 
uncertainties associated with damage detection based on data acquired from a small 
network of distributed sensors. However, the proposed sensing skins offer the field of 
SHM a more realistic way to autonomously detect damage. With the ability to 
understand damage at every location on a structure, it is important to consider how this 
information can be incorporated with reliability models for estimating structural 
performance and projecting remaining service lifetimes. Furthermore, it is also 
important to explore how different damage processes (i.e., cracks, corrosion, among 
others) collectively affect structural performance. 
On the other hand, despite the plethora of multi-sensing features presented in 




and fabrication tools suitable for extending the design of thin films to possess various 
engineering capabilities. For instance, actuation and power harvesting represent one 
area where current sensing technologies have had limited success due to fundamental 
material constraints of piezoelectric ceramics and polymers. Here, nanomaterials such as 
piezoelectric zinc oxide nanowires can be molecularly aligned to yield high-performance 
piezoelectric nanocomposites capable of interrogating structures via generation of 
surface Lamb waves (i.e., active sensing) or to convert ambient mechanical vibrations to 
electrical energy (i.e., power harvesting). Other areas where nanotechnology offers 
significant advantages include the design of high-damping, self-healing, corrosion 
protection thin films, among many others. In general, the non-intrusive nature and their 
ultra-thin characteristics permit the deposition of nanocomposites onto large complex 
structural surfaces. In addition to potential structural engineering applications, such 
nanostructures can also find applications in environmental engineering (e.g., pollutant 
detection and mitigation) and bioengineering (e.g., biosensing and implantable devices) 
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